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Abstract. We provide a tutorial-type review on stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP),4
as one of the state-of-the-art solution methods for multistage stochastic programs. Since introduced5
about 30 years ago for solving large-scale multistage stochastic linear programming problems in6
a hydrothermal context, SDDP has been applied to practical problems from several fields and is7
enriched by various improvements and enhancements to broader problem classes. We begin with8
a detailed introduction to SDDP, with special focus on its motivation and required assumptions.9
Then, we present and discuss in depth the existing enhancements as well as current research trends,10
allowing for an alleviation of those assumptions.11
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1. Introduction. In many decision-making situations at least some of the data15

are uncertain. While this uncertainty is often disregarded, the importance of taking16

it into account during the decision process was already recognized in 1955 by George17

Dantzig [44]. In stochastic programming or stochastic optimization, a common ap-18

proach to achieve this is to split up this process into two different stages: At the first19

stage, decisions have to be taken before any uncertain data is revealed and to hedge20

against the existing uncertainty (so-called here-and-now decisions), and at the second21

stage, corrective actions, called recourse or wait-and-see decisions, can be taken, once22

the realization of the uncertain data is known [28]. Typically, the aim is to determine23

an optimal decision rule in expectation or with respect to some risk measure. For24

such two-stage stochastic programs, various solution methods have been developed,25

such as stochastic decomposition [101], scenario decomposition [188] or the L-shaped26

method [225], which is basically a variant of Benders decomposition [18].27

In many practical applications, not only two, but multiple subsequent decisions28

have to be taken [8]. If these decisions cannot be taken independently, but are coupled29

by their effects on a system state, e.g., hydroelectric generation affecting the water30

level of a hydro reservoir, or orders affecting the size of an inventory stock, this31

can be modeled as a multistage stochastic program with several subsequent recourse32

decisions. In such problem, trade-offs have to be made between using an existing33

resource immediately or saving it up for later stages, taking into account the future34

uncertainty.35

Traditionally, in a multistage context, the uncertain data process is modeled by36

a scenario tree, which branches at each stage and consists of finitely many possi-37

ble scenarios (see Figure 3). In such case, a multistage stochastic linear program38

can be reformulated as a large-scale linear programming problem. However, in this39

extensive form such problem usually is way too large to be solved by monolithic ap-40

proaches, since the number of decision variables and constraints grows exponentially41

in the number of stages. To cope with this curse-of-dimensionality, specialized so-42

lution techniques are required. Among those techniques is stochastic dual dynamic43

programming (SDDP), which we review in this article.44

SDDP has its roots in two separate research streams, both of which can be used45
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to motivate its development: stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) and Benders46

decomposition.47

The first one is based on the observation that multistage stochastic programming48

problems can often be expressed by dynamic programming equations, which essen-49

tially those problems by stages. These dynamic programming equations exploit the50

famous optimality principle by Bellman [14], which allows to express the optimal ob-51

jective value from some stage t onwards, given some state xt−1, recursively by means52

of some stage-t objective function and a so-called expected value function, modeling53

the expected optimal objective value from stage t + 1 onwards, given the new state54

xt. We formally introduce the dynamic programming equations and expected value55

functions to multistage stochastic programming problems in Section 2.1.56

The dynamic programming equations can be solved by SDP solution methods,57

such as value iteration [14]. Essentially, this method is based on traversing the stages58

backwards and evaluating the expected value functions Qt(·) for all possible states59

xt−1. Each such evaluation requires to solve an optimization problem for all possible60

realizations of the uncertain data, which, in turn, requires to find an optimal decision61

over all possible actions xt. For this evaluation to be possible, it is assumed that the62

state space and the scenario space are finite – otherwise they have to be discretized.63

However, even in the discrete case, enumerating all possible combinations is com-64

putationally intractable for all but very low dimensions, as the number of evaluations65

suffers from combinatorial explosion. This phenomenon is known as the curse-of-66

dimensionality of SDP [171]. In order to avoid this, approximate dynamic program-67

ming methods have been developed [171]. SDDP can be regarded as one such method.68

Taking a different perspective, both, the stagewise decomposition inherent to the69

dynamic programming equations and the success of the L-shaped method in solving70

two-stage stochastic programs efficiently, motivate an extension of Benders-type so-71

lution methods to the multistage setting. The nested Benders decomposition (NBD)72

method by Birge [25] is such extension. It can be interpreted as a nested sequence of73

solving two-stage stochastic programs while traversing the scenario tree. NBD com-74

putationally breaks the curse-of-dimensionality related to SDP, as the expected value75

functions are no longer evaluated at all possible states, but iteratively approximated76

by cutting-planes or cuts, starting from a rough initial relaxation. Such approxima-77

tion is possible, since the functions Qt(·) can be proven to be convex in xt−1 for LPs.78

It also allows to consider an infinite state space.79

While NBD is an efficient method to solve multistage stochastic linear programs of80

moderate size, for large problems, it is still computationally prohibitive, as the scenario81

tree grows exponentially in the number of stages. As a relief, several methods have82

been proposed to combine the cutting-plane approximations in NBD with sampling83

techniques from simulation [39, 54, 102, 166]. The most prominent among these84

methods is SDDP, which was proposed by Pereira and Pinto in 1991 in [154]. Thus,85

SDDP can also be considered a sampling-based variant of NBD.86

Application-wise, the development of SDDP is closely related to hydrothermal87

operational planning, which attempts to determine cost-optimal generation decisions88

for thermal and hydroelectric power plants over several stages, while ensuring system89

balance and satisfaction of technical constraints. Since future water availability is90

effected by uncertain inflows into hydro reservoirs, this optimization problem can be91

considered multistage, stochastic and, thus, very complex.92

Prior to SDDP, various solution techniques had been proposed to tackle this93

type of problem. Among those are simulation models, linear programming techniques94

(either based on assuming inflows as deterministic or based on reformulating stochastic95
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or chance-constrained LPs into a determistic equivalent), special variants of dynamic96

programming and SDP [228]. However, all of these techniques do either not consider97

the uncertain nature of inflows, suffer from the aforementioned curse-of-dimensionality98

or do not guarantee convergence. For operating large-scale power system dominated99

by hydro power these shortcomings are severe, as they prohibit a cost-minimal and100

reliable, but at the same time computationally efficient operational planning. SDDP101

can be considered pivotal in filling this methodological void by averting all three102

shortcomings. In fact, the development of SDDP by Pereira and Pinto was directly103

driven by the endeavor to replace SDP with a more efficient optimization technique104

in operating the Brazilian power system.105

Since its invention in 1991, SDDP has gained enormous interest in the stochastic106

programming community, both from a theoretical and an application perspective. To107

this date, it can be considered the state-of-the art solution method for large-scale108

multistage stochastic linear programming problems. For this reason, it is used in var-109

ious practical applications to optimize decision processes, for instance hydrothermal110

operational planning, portfolio optimization or inventory management.111

Several extensions and improvements of SDDP have been proposed by now, many112

of them attempting to relax the originally required theoretical assumptions. Others113

strive for improving the performance of SDDP, since the algorithm, despite its ameni-114

ties compared to SDP or NBD, may take too long to converge for large problem115

instances.116

Due to both, the sheer amount and the variety of proposed enhancements, SDDP117

has developed into a wide-ranging research area with several sub-branches, becoming118

increasingly difficult to keep track of. In this article, we address this issue and give119

a comprehensive tutorial-type review on SDDP-related research, covering its basic120

solution principle and assumptions, existing extensions and current research trends.121

We start by presenting standard SDDP in Section 2. To this end, we first formalize122

multistage stochastic linear programming problems and present the key assumptions123

for SDDP. Afterwards, we introduce NBD and then SDDP as its sampling variant.124

In Section 3, we discuss approaches to improve the efficiency of SDDP compared to125

its standard form. A similar target is pursued by using more sophisticated sampling126

techniques, which we cover in Section 4. We proceed with discussing stopping cri-127

terions and the determination of upper bounds in Sections 5 and 6, which to this128

date, can be considered two of the weak spots of SDDP. In Sections 7 to 15, we deal129

with different approaches to relax some of the fundamental assumptions required for130

standard SDDP to work. This is followed by a presentation of common applications131

and existing implementations of SDDP in Sections 16 and 17. We close with a short132

conclusion Section 18.133

2. Basics of Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming. In order to present134

SDDP in its basic form, we start by formally introducing the considered structure of135

decision processes and multistage stochastic programming problems. In particular,136

we point out nine assumptions which are crucial for the presented SDDP method to137

work.138

2.1. Problem Definition. We consider a multistage decision process where de-139

cisions xt have to be taken over several stages t = 1, . . . , T under some objective func-140

tion and constraints. The data in this decision process can be subject to uncertainty,141

which is modeled by some probability space (Ξ,F ,P) with universe of outcomes Ξ,142

sigma-algebra F and probability measure P along with a real-valued random vector143

ξ : Ξ→ Rp. The uncertainty can also be interpreted stagewise by defining a stochastic144
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process (ξt)
T
t=1 with random vectors ξt ∈ Ξt ⊆ Rκt . For the first stage, the data is145

assumed deterministic, i.e., Ξ1 is a singleton. Then, ξ = (ξ1, ..., ξT ). Note that, for146

simplicity, we do not introduce a separate symbol ωt for the realizations of ξt. This147

distinction becomes clear from context.148

At stage 1, the here-and-now decision x1 is taken to hedge against the uncertainty149

in the following stages. At those stages, recourse decisions xt(ξ[t]) can be taken150

under knowledge of the history of the data process up to time t, which is denoted by151

ξ[t] := (ξ1, . . . , ξt). Thus, the paradigm is that those decisions can be taken after the152

uncertainty corresponding to stage t has unfolded (so-called wait-and-see decisions153

or hazard-decision process), making xt a function of ξ[t]. Note that xt does only154

depend on realizations up to stage t, but does not anticipate future events or decisions.155

Future events are only considered using distributional information. More formally, let156

Ft denote the sigma-algebra generated by ξ[t] and let those sigma-algebras form a157

filtration F1 ⊆ F2 · · · ⊆ FT = F . Then xt is assumed to be Ft-measurable.158

The decision process is depicted in Figure 1, which is loosely based on the policy159

graphs introduced in [57].

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 · · · t = T

ξ2 ξ3 ξT

x1 x2 x3

Fig. 1: Multistage decision process with uncertainty.

160

A sequence of decision functions
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

is called policy and provides a deci-161

sion rule for all stages and any realization of the data process ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξT ). By the162

previous arguments, such policy is non-anticipative, modeling a sequence of nested163

conditional decisions. The aim is to determine an optimal policy with respect to the164

objective function.165

The described decision process can be modeled by a multistage stochastic pro-166

gramming problem (P ). For SDDP, the following assumptions for (P ) are standard.167

Assumption 1. Problem (P ) is a multistage stochastic linear program (MSLP).168

We discuss possible ways to relax this assumption in Sections 12 and 13.169

Assumption 2. Problem (P ) has a finite number T ∈ N of stages.170

We discuss possible ways to relax this assumption in Section 15.171

Assumption 3. The constraints in problem (P ) have a block-diagonal structure,172

i.e., only consecutive stages can be linked by constraints.173

We discuss possible ways to relax this assumption in Section 14.174

Assumption 4. An optimal risk-neutral policy is to be determined.175

We discuss possible ways to relax this assumption in Section 9.176
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Under Assumptions 1 to 4, (P ) can be formulated as follows:177

(P ) v∗ :=



min
x1

c>1 x1 + Eξ2|ξ[1]

[
min
x2

c2(ξ2)>x2(ξ2) + Eξ3|ξ[2]

[
· · ·

+ EξT |ξ[T−1]

[
min
xT

c>T (ξT )xT (ξT )
]
· · ·
]]

s.t. W1x1 = h1

T1(ξ2)x1 +W2(ξ2)x2(ξ2) = h2(ξ2) ∀ξ2 ∈ Ξ2 a.s.
...
TT−1(ξT )xT−1(ξT−1) +WT (ξT )xT (ξT ) = hT (ξT )

∀ξT−1 ∈ ΞT−1, ξT ∈ ΞT |ξ[T−1] a.s.
x1 ≥ 0
xt(ξt) ≥ 0 ∀t = 1, . . . , T, ξt ∈ Ξt|ξ[t−1] a.s.

178

with decision variables xt ∈ Rnt , data vectors ct ∈ Rnt and ht ∈ Rmt as well as179

(mt+1 × nt)-matrices Tt and (mt × nt)-matrices Wt. Tt is called technology matrix180

and Wt is called recourse matrix.181

Let us inspect this formulation in more detail. As stated before, some of (or all)182

data in ξt = (ct, Tt,Wt, ht) can be subject to uncertainty for t = 2, . . . , T , while the183

first stage is assumed to be deterministic with T0 ≡ 0. In this context, ht(ξt) and184

similar expressions denote realizations of the uncertain data. Since decisions are taken185

successively and a risk-neutral decision is targeted (see Assumption 4), conditional186

expectations are taken in the objective function with respect to the filtration generated187

by ξ[t]. Additionally, the uncertain data effects the constraints of (P ). A policy188 (
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

is called feasible if it satisfies the constraints in (P ) for almost every189

realization of the random data. This is indicated by the term a.s. (almost surely).190

Problem (P ) can be straightforwardly enhanced with deterministic polyhedral191

constraints xt ∈ Xt, t = 1, . . . , T , local decision variables (controls) yt ∈ Yt and192

local constraints. Sometimes the incorporation of local variables is referred to as193

generalized dual dynamic programming (GDDP) [19]. For simplicity, we focus on the194

state variables and structural constraints which are important to illustrate SDDP.195

The block-diagonal structure of the constraints of (P ), see Assumption 3, is vi-196

sualized in Figure 2.197

W1

T1 W2

T2 W3

. . .

TT−1 WT

h1

h2

h3

...

hT

x1 x2 x3 xT−1 xT

Fig. 2: Block-diagonal constraints in (P ).

As illustrated, consecutive stages are coupled in the constraints, as each line of198

constraints, except for the first one, contains decision variables xt−1 (multiplied by199
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6 C. FÜLLNER, S. REBENNACK

Tt−1) and xt (multiplied by Wt) belonging to two different, but consecutive stages.200

This complicates solving (P ), since decisions on different stages cannot be optimized201

independently. On the other hand, it is still possible to decompose (P ), as only202

consecutive, but not arbitrary stages are coupled. This is crucial for the derivation of203

SDDP.204

More precisely, problem (P ) can be reformulated using the Bellman optimality205

principle [14]. For t = T, . . . , 2, the dynamic programming equations are206

(2.1) Qt(xt−1, ξ[t−1], ξt) :=


min
xt

c>t (ξt)xt +Qt+1

(
xt, ξ[t]

)
s.t. Wt(ξt)xt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1(ξt)xt−1

xt ≥ 0

207

where208

(2.2) Qt+1

(
xt, ξ[t]

)
:= Eξt+1|ξ[t]

[
Qt+1(xt, ξ[t], ξt+1)

]
209

and QT+1

(
xT , ξ[T−1]

)
≡ 0. Qt(·, ·) is called value function and Qt(·, ·) is called ex-210

pected value function, (expected) cost-to-go function, future cost function or recourse211

function. For the first stage, we obtain212

(2.3) v∗ =


min
x1

c>1 x1 +Q2

(
x1, ξ[1]

)
s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

213

Importantly, in the dynamic programming equations (2.1)-(2.3), xt is a deterministic214

variable and no function, since for each subproblem (2.1) a fixed realization of ξt is215

considered.216

To ensure the existence of feasible solutions for the optimization problems (2.1)217

and (2.3), different recourse assumptions are considered in stochastic programming.218

In the SDDP setting most commonly used is relatively complete recourse:219

Assumption 5. Problem (P ) has relatively complete recourse, i.e., for any xt−1220

feasible for stage t−1, the stage t-subproblem is feasible for any realization of ξt almost221

surely.222

We discuss possible ways to relax this assumption in Section 7. By Assumption 5 and223

additionally assuming boundedness and feasibility of (P ), it is assured that problems224

(2.1) and (2.3) are bounded and feasible, i.e., that all Qt(·, ·), t = 2, . . . , T, are finite-225

valued.226

In case of a continuous random vector ξ, the solution of (P ) requires the evaluation227

of (multidimensional) integrals in order to determine the expected values. Apart228

from some low-dimensional cases, this is computationally intractable. Thus, for now,229

we assume that the stochastic process has a finite number of realizations (called230

scenarios), which means that ξt is a discrete and finite random variable for all t =231

1, . . . , T .232

Assumption 6. There is a finite number of realizations of ξt for all t = 2, . . . , T .233

We discuss possible ways to relax this assumption in Section 8.234

Moreover, we require the specific distribution Fξ of ξ to be known. Under As-235

sumption 6, such distribution is simply defined by a finite set of outcomes of ξ and236

assigned probabilities, which can be expressed as a table.237

Assumption 7. The probability distribution Fξ of the process (ξt)
T
t=1 is known.238
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We discuss possible ways to relax this assumption in Section 10.239

In addition, we assume that the distribution of the random data does not depend240

on the decisions taken on previous stages.241

Assumption 8. The probability distribution Fξ of the data process (ξt)
T
t=1 is in-242

dependent of the chosen policy.243

If Assumption 8 is not satisfied, the stochastic optimization problems are called244

decision-dependent [114]. As this case is not covered in literature on SDDP, we do245

not discuss the relaxation of this assumption.246

Under these assumptions, the possible realizations of the data process (ξt)
T
t=1 can247

be represented in form of a finite scenario tree, as visualized in Figure 3 for 3 stages248

and 9 scenarios. We index the different paths ξs through the scenario tree, i.e., the249

stage-t scenarios, by s ∈ S.250

t = 3t = 2t = 1

ξ6

Fig. 3: Scenario tree with 9 scenarios and ξ6 highlighted.

In earlier stages, several scenarios can be equal and, hence, share the same nodes251

in the scenario tree. For example, in Figure 3, scenarios ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3 share the252

same node on stage t = 2. To cope with this, we define by St the set of all scenarios253

distinguishable for stage t. Additionally, by ∆(ξst ) we denote the set of distinguishable254

stage-(t+ 1) successor scenarios of stage-t scenario ξst .255

To simplify such relations, an equivalent but different formulation of the dynamic256

programming equations is quite established in multistage stochastic programming,257

putting focus on the nodes of the scenario tree. Here, adjacency of nodes is used to258

relate subproblems to each other [28, 227, 234]. In this review, we stick to the first259

(scenario) perspective though, as it is more common in the literature on SDDP.260

A key idea in SDDP is to iteratively approximate the (expected) value functions261

defined in (2.1)-(2.2). We obtain the following useful properties for the involved value262

functions Qt(·, ·).263
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8 C. FÜLLNER, S. REBENNACK

Theorem 2.1 ([28]). Let ht, Tt−1, ct and xt−1 be elements of some convex sets.264

Then, under Assumptions 1 to 5, for given ξ[t−1] and a given realization ξt, the value265

function Qt(·, ξ[t−1], ξt)266

a) is piecewise linear and convex in (ht, Tt−1),267

b) is piecewise linear and concave in ct,268

c) is piecewise linear and convex in xt−1.269

The main idea here is that ht, Tt−1 and xt−1 do only appear in the right-hand270

side (RHS) of problem (2.1). Therefore, the dual feasible set is independent of those271

elements. It possesses finitely many extreme points. This assures piecewise linearity272

of Qt(·, ·), as known from parametric optimization. The convexity follows with the273

linearity (Assumption 1) and all vectors and matrices being part of convex sets.274

Theorem 2.1 directly implies the piecewise linearity and convexity of Qt
(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
.275

Corollary 2.2 ([28]). Under Assumption 6 and the premises of Theorem 2.1,276

for any history ξ[t−1] of the data process, the expected value function Qt
(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
is277

piecewise linear and convex in xt−1.278

To illustrate the key concepts of SDDP later, let us introduce a simple example.279

Example 2.3. Consider the 3-stage stochastic linear programming problem280

(2.4)

min x1 + x2 + x31 + x32

s.t. x1 ≤ 6

x2 ≥ ξ2 − x1

x31 − x32 = ξ3 − x2

x1, x2, x31, x32 ≥ 0.

281

where the uncertain data ξ2 and ξ3 in the RHS may take realizations as expressed in the282

finite scenario tree in Figure 4 with uniform distribution at each node. Importantly,283

the realization of ξ3 depends on the realization of ξ2.284

4

1

2

4

5

1

2

3

6
2

3

4

Fig. 4: Scenario tree for problem (2.4).

Problem (2.4) has not entirely the same structure as problem (P ), but can be285

easily converted to it by introducing slack variables. However, to keep the expected286
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value functions one-dimensional for illustrative purposes, we abstain from this. The287

problem can be expressed by means of the value functions288

(2.5) Q3(x2, ξ2, ξ3) =


min
x3

x31 + x32

s.t. x31 − x32 = ξ3 − x2

x31, x32 ≥ 0

289

and290

Q2(x1, ξ2) =


min
x2

x2 +Q3(x2, ξ2)

s.t. x2 ≥ ξ2 − x1

x2 ≥ 0.

291

The first stage problem then is292

v∗ =

{
min
x1

x1 +Q2(x1)

s.t. x1 ∈ [0, 6].
293

The optimal solution is given by x∗1 = 3 with v∗ = 53
9 .294

Note that the stage-3 subproblem (2.5) is borrowed from Birge and Louveaux [28],295

where it is used to illustrate the L-shaped method. As shown there, the stage-3 value296

functions can be written in closed-form as Q3(x2, ξ2, ξ3) = |ξ3 − x2| for all scenar-297

ios. Taking conditional expectations according to Figure 4 yields function Q3(x2, ξ2).298

Therefore, also closed-form expressions can be derived for all three expected value299

functions Q3(·, 4),Q3(·, 5),Q3(·, 6) at stage 3. These can then be used to recursively300

derive a closed-form expression for Q2(·):301

Q2(x1) =



68

9
− 16

9
x1, x1 ∈ [0, 2]

56

9
− 10

9
x1, x1 ∈ [2, 3]

38

9
− 4

9
x1, x1 ∈ [3, 4]

22

9
, x1 ∈ [4, 6].

302

All four expected value functions are plotted in Figure 5.303

We can now address solution methods for problem (P ).304

2.2. Nested Benders Decomposition. Even for a finite number of scenarios,305

problem (P ) becomes a large-scale linear programming problem. If it is too large to306

be solved by off-the-shelf solvers, a common approach is to use tailored solution tech-307

niques which exploit its sequential and block-diagonal structure and decompose (P )308

into smaller subproblems. One such decomposition method is Benders decomposition,309

introduced by Benders in 1962 [18] for linear programs. Its extension to multistage310

stochastic linear programs, NBD, was proposed by Birge [26]. NBD can be considered311

the basis of SDDP. Therefore, in order to introduce the latter, we explain NBD first.312

The basic idea is to solve (P ) by taking advantage of its dynamic programming313

equations (2.1)-(2.3), which decompose (P ) by stage and scenario. With this comes314

the main challenge how to evaluate the expected value functions, since the value315

functions are not known in an analytical form in advance. Contrary to SDP, where316
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Fig. 5: Expected value functions for problem (2.4).

they are evaluated for all possible states (see Section 1), in NBD expected value317

functions are only evaluated at well-chosen trial points and approximated iteratively318

with polyhedral outer approximations constructed by cutting planes (or short cuts).319

This way, the curse-of-dimensionality is computationally broken. Such approximation320

ofQt
(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
is possible, since with Corollary 2.2 its piecewise linearity and convexity321

in xt−1 are assured. This result also guarantees that finitely many cuts are sufficient322

to completely reproduce Qt
(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
for each of the finitely many realizations of ξ[t−1]323

for all t = 2, . . . , T . We notice that this kind of approximation of the expected value324

functions makes NBD a special variant of Kelley’s cutting plane method from convex325

optimization [111].326

NBD consists of two main steps in each iteration i, a forward pass and a backward327

pass through the stages t = 1, . . . , T . In the forward pass, for each t and each scenario328

ξs ∈ St, an approximation of the stage-t subproblem (2.1) is solved. This yields trial329

solutions xist , which are passed to the following stage and scenario where they serve330

as the fixed parameter for the subproblem. After the forward pass, the feasible policy331

given by (xist )Tt=1 can be evaluated in the objective function for all s ∈ S. This yields332

a true upper bound v for v∗.333

In the backward pass, the approximations of the stage-t subproblems are improved334

iteratively by constructing cuts for all Qt
(
·, ξs[t−1]

)
and passing them back to the335

previous stage. This way, if not optimal, the current policy is amended. In this step336
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also a true lower bound v for v∗ is determined.337

We now provide a more detailed and technical look at the algorithmic steps.338

Forward Pass (NBD). For some iteration i, at the first-stage, the approximate339

subproblem340

(2.6)


min
xt

c>1 x1 + Qi
2

(
x1, ξ[1]

)
s.t. W1x1 = h1

xt ≥ 0.

341

is solved with deterministic ξ[1] = ξs[1] for all s ∈ St. Afterwards, for each stage342

t = 2, . . . , T and each scenario ξs ∈ St, the following approximate subproblem is343

solved in the forward pass for given xist−1:344

(2.7) Qi
t
(xist−1, ξ

s
[t−1], ξ

s
t ) :=


min
xt

c>t (ξst )xt + Qi
t+1

(
xt, ξ

s
[t]

)
s.t. Wt(ξ

s
t )xt = ht(ξ

s
t )− Tt−1(ξst )x

is
t−1

xt ≥ 0.

345

Here, the function Qi
t+1

(
·, ξs[t]

)
denotes a polyhedral convex lower approximation of346

Qt+1

(
·, ξs[t]

)
, which we refer to as cut approximation of Qt+1

(
·, ξs[t]

)
. It is important347

that separate approximations are constructed for each ξ[t]. These approximations are348

constructed in the backward pass and implicitly define a feasible policy for problem349

(P ). For stage T , we have Qi
T+1(·, ·) ≡ 0.350

This implies that apart from xt−1, ξ[t−1] and ξt, the approximate value function351

Qi
t
(·, ·) is also a function of the current cut approximation Qi

t+1(·, ·). For notational352

simplicity, we do not state this explicitly, but it is given indirectly in index i.353

Also note that Qi
t+1(·, ·) should be initialized with a finite and valid lower bound354

for all t = 1, . . . , T to prevent unboundedness of problems (2.7). In practice, this is355

not always trivial.356

Solving the forward pass problems recursively starting from stage 1, trial solutions357

xist := xit
(
ξs[t]
)

are computed for all t and s ∈ St, and used as parameters in the358

following stages and nodes. Since with determining (xist )Tt=1 for all s ∈ S, the current359

feasible policy is evaluated for all scenarios s ∈ S, a valid upper bound vi for v∗ can360

be determined by361

(2.8) vi := E

[
T∑
t=1

c>t (ξt)x
i
t

(
ξ[t]
)]

=
∑
s∈S

ps

T∑
t=1

c>t (ξst )x
is
t ,362

where ps denotes the probability of scenario s.363

In the backward pass of iteration i, a lower bound vi is derived for v∗. This can364

be initialized with v0 = −∞ or any a priori known lower bound for v∗. If the upper365

bound vi and the best-known lower bound vi−1 are equal, NBD terminates after the366

forward pass with an optimal solution of (P ). Otherwise, a new backward pass is367

started in order to improve the cut approximations.368

Backward Pass (NBD). The backward pass starts at the final stage T . Here,369

for all scenarios ξsT , s ∈ S = ST , and using the trial solution xisT−1 determined in the370

forward pass, the following subproblem is solved:371

(2.9) Qi+1

T
(xisT−1, ξ

s
[T−1], ξ

s
T ) =


min
xT

c>T (ξsT )xT

s.t. WT (ξsT )xT = hT (ξsT )− TT−1(ξsT )xisT−1

xT ≥ 0.

372
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Note that we use the superscript i+ 1 for Q
T

(·, ·) to emphasize that this function373

is used in the forward pass of iteration i + 1 and that (as will become apparent for374

stages T − 1, . . . , 1) updated cut approximations Qi+1
t+1(·, ·) are incorporated in the375

backward pass subproblems.376

The dual problem to (2.9) is377 {
max
πT

(
hT (ξsT )− TT−1(ξsT )xisT−1

)>
πT

s.t. W>T (ξsT )πT ≤ cT (ξsT ).
378

Let πisT = πiT
(
ξs[T ]

)
be an optimal dual basic solution. Such solution does always379

exist by Assumption 5 and assuming boundedness. Then, by strong duality,380

Qi+1

T
(xisT−1, ξ

s
[T−1], ξ

s
T ) = (hT (ξsT )− TT−1(ξsT )xisT−1)>πisT

= −(πisT )>TT−1(ξsT )xisT−1 + (πisT )>hT (ξsT ).
381

Since the dual feasible set does not depend on xT−1, it remains unchanged for all382

trial solutions. In particular, πisT is dual feasible, but not necessarily dual optimal for383

all xT−1. Therefore, and because of minimization, it follows384

Qi+1

T
(xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1], ξ

s
T ) ≥ −(πT )>TT−1(ξsT )xT−1 + (πT )>hT (ξsT ).385

for all dual basic feasible points πT , and in particular for πisT . As no stage follows,386

Q
T

(·, ·)i+1 ≡ QT (·, ·). This directly implies387

QT (xT−1, ξ
s
[T−1], ξ

s
T ) ≥ −(πisT )>TT−1(ξsT )xT−1 + (πisT )>hT (ξsT ).388

By taking conditional expectations over all scenarios ξs̃T with s̃ ∈ ∆
(
ξs[T−1]

)
, we389

obtain390

(2.10) βT
(
ξs[T−1]

)
:= Eξs̃T |ξs[T−1]

[
−(πis̃T )>TT−1(ξs̃T )

]
391

and392

(2.11) αT
(
ξs[T−1]

)
:= Eξs̃T |ξs[T−1]

[
(πis̃T )>hT (ξs̃T )

]
.393

Quantity βT is called cut gradient and αT is called cut intercept. Using both, we394

define395

φT
(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
:= β>T

(
ξs[T−1]

)
xT−1 + αT

(
ξs[T−1]

)
.396

It follows397

(2.12) QT
(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
≥ φT

(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
398

i.e., (2.12) defines a cut for the expected value function QT
(
·, ξs[T−1]

)
. Moreover, βT399

denotes a subgradient of QT
(
·, ξs[T−1]

)
.400

We should note that φT (·) is sometimes reformulated in the following way:401

φT
(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
= β>T

(
ξs[T−1]

)
xT−1 + αT

(
ξs[T−1]

)
= β>T

(
ξs[T−1]

)
(xT−1 + xisT−1 − xisT−1) + αT

(
ξs[T−1]

)
= αT

(
ξs[T−1]

)
+ β>T

(
ξs[T−1]

)
xisT−1 + β>T

(
ξs[T−1]

)
(xT−1 − xisT−1)

402
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With (2.10), (2.11) and the definition of the dual objective function in (2.2), this403

yields404

φT
(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
= QT

(
xisT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
+ β>T

(
ξs[T−1]

)
(xT−1 − xisT−1).405

Then, with the new cut, the cut approximation Qi
T

(
·, ξs[T−1]

)
of QT

(
·, ξs[T−1]

)
is406

updated to407

Qi+1
T

(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
:= max

{
Qi
T

(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)
, φT

(
xT−1, ξ

s
[T−1]

)}
.408

Thus, essentially Qi+1
T

(
·, ξs[T−1]

)
consists of finitely many linear functions φrT (·), in-409

dexed by r ∈ RTs , for each s ∈ ST−1.410

Since the dual feasible set in (2.2) is defined by finitely many linear constraints411

for each scenario ξsT , there exist only finitely many dual extreme points, which can412

be attained for the considered scenario. Hence, by Assumption 6, only finitely many413

different cut coefficients can be generated.414

Using backward recursion, in a similar way, cuts can be derived for any stage415

t = T − 1, . . . , 2 using the already updated cut approximation Qi+1
t+1(·, ·). At stage416

t = T − 1, . . . , 2, the following problem is solved for all scenarios s ∈ St:417

(2.13)

Qi+1

t
(xist−1, ξ

s
[t−1], ξ

s
t ) =


min
xt

c>t (ξst )xt + Qi+1
t+1

(
xt, ξ

s
[t]

)
s.t. Wt(ξ

s
t )xt = ht(ξ

s
t )− Tt−1(ξst )x

is
t−1

xt ≥ 0

=



min
xt,θt+1

c>t (ξst )xt + θt+1

s.t. Wt(ξ
s
t )xt = ht(ξ

s
t )− Tt−1(ξst )x

is
t−1

− (βrt+1

(
ξs[t])

)>
xt + θt+1 ≥ αrt+1

(
ξs[t]
)
,

r ∈ Rt+1,s

xt ≥ 0.

418

The second formulation uses an epigraph of reformulation for Qi+1
t+1

(
xt, ξ

s
[t]

)
employing419

variable θt+1.420

With optimal dual multipliers πist and ρisrt , r = 1, . . . , Rt+1,s, the latter corre-421

sponding to the cut constraints, we can define422

βt
(
ξs[t−1]

)
:= Eξs̃t |ξs[t−1]

[
−(πis̃t )>Tt−1(ξs̃t )

]
423

and424

αt
(
ξs[t−1]

)
:= Eξs̃t |ξs[t−1]

(πis̃t )>ht(ξ
s̃
t ) +

∑
r∈Rt+1,s̃

ρis̃rt αrt+1

(
ξs̃[t]
)425

by taking conditional expectations over all scenarios ξs̃t with s̃ ∈ ∆
(
ξs[t−1]

)
.426

Then, we obtain427

φt
(
xt−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
:= β>t

(
ξs[t−1]

)
xt−1 + αt

(
ξs[t−1]

)
.428

and the cut429

(2.14) Qt
(
xt−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
≥ φt

(
xt−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
430
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for all xt−1.431

Again, the function φt(·, ·) can be reformulated as432

(2.15) φt
(
xt−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
= Qi+1

t

(
xist−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
+ β>t

(
ξs[t−1]

)
(xt−1 − xist−1),433

whereQi+1
t

(
·, ξs[t−1]

)
denotes the approximate expected value function, which is defined434

by435

Qi+1
t

(
xist−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
:= Eξs̃t |ξs[t−1]

[
Qi+1

t
(xist−1, ξ

s
[t−1], ξ

s̃
t )
]
.436

In some cases, it is beneficial to summarize all previously derived cuts in one437

formula by row-wise appending all cut gradients in a matrix Gt and all cut intercepts438

in a vector gt [109, 180]:439

−Gt+1

(
ξs[t]
)

+ eθt+1 ≥ gt+1

(
ξs[t]
)

440

where e denotes a vector of ones with appropriate dimension.441

As for stage T , the cut approximation Qi
t

(
·, ξs[t−1]

)
for Qt

(
·, ξs[t−1]

)
is updated to442

Qi+1
t

(
xt−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
:= max

{
Qi
t

(
xt−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)
, φt

(
xt−1, ξ

s
[t−1]

)}
.443

At the first stage, the following problem is solved, yielding a lower bound vi to444

the optimal value v∗:445

(2.16)

vi :=


min
x1

c>1 x1 + Qi+1
2

(
x1, ξ[1]

)
s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0

=


min
x1

c>1 x1 + θ2

s.t. W1x1 = h1

− (βr2
(
ξ[1])

)>
x1 + θ1 ≥ αr>2

(
ξ[1]

)
, r ∈ R2

x1 ≥ 0.

446

After the backward pass, a new iteration i+ 1 is started with a forward pass.447

Worth mentioning, the first stage subproblems (2.6) and (2.16) are the same for448

consecutive backward and forward passes and in principle, only have to be solved449

once. The same is true for consecutive forward and backward pass problems at the450

final stage T .451

Convergence of NBD is assured by construction of the linear cuts to approxi-452

mate Qt
(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
for each ξ[t−1] and t = 2, . . . , T . These cuts have three important453

properties:454

Lemma 2.4. For any stage t = 2, . . . , T and ξs[t−1], the functions φt
(
·, ξs[t−1]

)
are455

(a) valid lower approximations of Qt
(
·, ξs[t−1]

)
,456

(b) tight for Qi+1
t

(
·, ξs[t−1]

)
at xist−1,457

(c) finite, i.e., only finitely many different cuts can be generated.458

Proof. Property (a) is given in (2.14). (b) follows from solving the dual of sub-459

problem (2.13) for all s ∈ St, strong duality for linear programs and taking expected460

values over the obtained optimal values. Property (c) follows by induction with the461

arguments on the dual feasible region already discussed for stage T .462
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Note that φt
(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
is not necessarily tight for Qt

(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
in early iterations463

for t 6= T , though. Rather it might provide a loose cut only. However, by the464

finiteness and tightness properties it can be shown recursively, that eventually the465

derived cuts become tight for Qt(·, ξ[t−1]) as well. In fact, after some finitely many466

steps, Qt
(
·, ξ[t−1]

)
is represented exactly for all t = 2, . . . , T . As this is true for all467

finitely many realizations of ξ[t−1], this ensures finite convergence of NBD.468

Theorem 2.5 ([28]). NBD converges to an optimal solution of (P ) in finitely469

many iterations.470

We apply NBD to Example 2.3 for illustration.471

Example 2.6 (Continuation of Example 2.3). We assume loose initial lower472

bounds θ2, θ3 ≥ −10 for simplicity. In the forward pass of iteration 1, we solve the473

approximate subproblems (2.7) for all stages t = 1, . . . , 3 and scenarios s = 1, . . . , 9.474

Inserting the obtained trial points into formula (2.8), the valid upper bound v1 = 68
9475

for the true optimal value v∗ = 53
9 is determined.476

In the backward pass, cuts for the expected value functions are derived at the477

trial points. For Q3(·, 4), for instance, the cut gradient is β3(4) = 1. Moreover,478

Q2
3(4, 4) = 5

3 . With formulae (2.14)-(2.15) this yields the cut Q3(x2, 4) ≥ − 7
3 + x2.479

Analogously, we obtain Q3(x2, 5) ≥ −2 + x2 and Q3(x2, 6) ≥ −3 + x2.480

Every node at stage 2 now receives the cut derived by its descendants. Solving the481

updated stage-2 subproblem (2.13) for all ξ2 ∈ {4, 5, 6}, the new cut Q2(x1) ≥ 68
9 −2x1482

can be constructed and handed back to the first stage. There, it follows v1 = 14
9 , which483

gives a rather loose approximation of v∗.484

This approximation is improved in the following iterations. We depict the cuts485

for all four expected value functions in Figure 6. In each subfigure, the cuts obtained486

in the first iteration are printed in blue. Additionally, the cuts for the second and487

third iteration are printed in green and red, respectively.488

All derived cuts are tight for at least one point of the expected value functions,489

including the second-stage expected value function - the latter is not always the case490

in early iterations.491

2.3. Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming. The main drawback of NBD492

is that, despite avoiding the curse-of-dimensionality stemming from discretizing the493

state variables, it still becomes computationally intractable for all but moderate prob-494

lem instances, as the scenario tree grows exponentially in the number of stages. By495

moderate we mean instances with some hundreds or a few thousand scenarios [224].496

This type of the curse-of-dimensionality is broken by SDDP, which was introduced497

by Pereira and Pinto in their seminal paper [154]. It combines the idea of NBD with498

sampling. The main idea is that in each iteration, not all scenarios ξs, s ∈ S, of the499

scenario tree are considered, but only a sample of those scenarios is drawn and used.500

This reduces the number of linear programs to be solved significantly.501

Cut-sharing. Considering only a subset of all scenarios, not all nodes in the502

scenario tree are visited per iteration. Thus, not all subproblems and value functions503

are updated in each iteration. Assuming that information on all nodes is required for504

convergence, this means that the iterations are executed faster using sampling, but505

much more iterations are needed in comparison to NBD, which is still computationally506

infeasible. In the worst case, performance may be even worse than for NBD, since it507

can take quite some time until a specific, but possibly crucial scenario is sampled [48].508

For this reason, SDDP comes along with the additional, crucial assumption that509

the uncertainty on different stages does not depend on each other.510
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Fig. 6: Expected value functions for problem (2.4) with cuts for first three iterations
in blue, green and red.

Assumption 9. The uncertainty in (P ) is stagewise independent, that is, ξt is511

independent of the history ξ[t−1] of the process.512

Under Assumption 9, the considered scenario tree collapses to a recombining513

scenario tree. For the scenario tree from Figure 3, this is visualized in Figure 7. The514

expected value Eξt+1|ξ[t] in (2.2) simplifies to Eξt+1
and Qt+1

(
xt, ξ[t]

)
= Qt+1(xt), i.e.,515

for each stage t, essentially, there is only one expected value function which does not516

depend on the data process.517

Thinking of the original scenario tree, this means that in all nodes of stage t the518

same realizations ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, of the uncertain data may occur, which are also519

referred to as backward openings. This implies that |S| =
∏T
t=1 qt with q1 = 1 and520

that for each scenario ξs, there exists some ̄ such that ξst = ξt̄.521

As a result, cuts derived for one specific sample path through the scenario tree are522

valid for all other scenarios as well and all nodes are updated with new information in523

each iteration. We refer to this property as cut-sharing [109]. As a direct consequence,524

also the cut approximation Qt(·) no longer depends on ξ[t].525

Importantly, under Assumption 9, the cut-sharing property can also be exploited526

in NBD to speed-up convergence. However, even in such case SDDP and NBD differ,527

as in SDDP significantly less subproblems have to be solved per iteration.528
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t = 3t = 2t = 1

ξ6

Fig. 7: Recombining scenario tree with 3 realizations per stage and highlighted sce-
nario path ξ6. Corresponds to Figure 3 under stagewise independence.

Example 2.7 (Continuation of Example 2.3). We adapt Example 2.3 to the529

stagewise independence assumption. That is, we assume the same backward openings530

ξ3 ∈ {1, 2, 4} for all ξs2. The corresponding recombining scenario tree is depicted in531

Figure 8. This means that compared to the Examples 2.3 and 2.6, instead of three532

different expected value functions, we only have one expected value function Q3(·) for533

stage 3, which coincides with Q3(·, 4) in Figure 5. The optimal value of the modified534

problem is v∗ = 56
9 .535

4 1

5 2

6 4

Fig. 8: Recombining scenario tree for Example 2.7.

Forward Pass (SDDP) or Forward Simulation. The main principle of the536

forward pass in SDDP remains the same as in NBD, but only a sample of scenarios537

is considered in each iteration. We use the index k ∈ K to denote sampled scenarios,538

with K ⊂ S and |K| � |S|. We should note that the number of samples |K| may vary539

by iteration and, hence, depends on i. We discuss this idea in Section 3.2, but apart540

from that do not state this dependence explicitly.541

The subproblems solved for iteration i, stages t = 2, . . . , T and sample k then542

denote543

(2.17) Qi
t
(xikt−1, ξ

k
t ) =


min
xt

c>t (ξkt )xt + Qi
t+1(xt)

s.t. Wt(ξ
k
t )xt = ht(ξ

k
t )− Tt−1(ξkt )xikt−1

xt ≥ 0.

544

As in NBD, the obtained trial solutions
(
xt(ξ

k
t )
)T
t=1

correspond to a feasible pol-545

icy for problem (P ), which is implicitly defined by the current cut approximations546

Qi
t(·), t = 2, . . . , T . However, in contrast to NBD, this policy is not evaluated for all547
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scenarios, but only simulated for the sampled ones. For this reason, for SDDP, the548

forward pass is often referred to as forward simulation. This simulation has the ad-549

ditional effect that no deterministic upper bound for v∗ can be calculated. However,550

the sample average551

(2.18) viK :=
1

|K|
∑
k∈K

T∑
t=1

c>t (ξkt )xikt︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:vi(ξk)

552

is an unbiased estimator of the NBD upper bound (2.8). Hence, E[viK] = vi and553

viK is a statistical upper bound for v∗. Moreover, by the Law of Large Numbers,554

limk→∞ viK = vi. Together with the sample variance555

(2.19) (σiv,K)2 :=
1

|K| − 1

∑
k∈K

(vi(ξk)− viK)2,556

for some α ∈ (0, 1), an approximate (1− α)-confidence interval557 [
viK − z1−α2

σiv,K√
|K|

, viK + z1−α2
σiv,K√
|K|

]
558

can be determined, see Section 5 for more details. Here, z1−α2 denotes the (1 − α
2 )-559

quantile of the standard Normal distribution. SDDP terminates if the best-known560

lower bound vi−1 is included in this confidence interval [154]. We discuss shortcomings561

of this stopping criterion and possible alternatives in Section 5.562

The forward pass of SDDP is illustrated for the scenario tree from Figure 3 and563

its recombining pendant from Figure 7 in Figure 9 for |K| = 3. The three sampled564

scenario paths are highlighted in green. Both tree representations show that sampled565

paths can overlap. Furthermore, the recombining tree indicates that for scenarios ξ3566

and ξ9 the same node is reached at stage 3. This means that the same subproblem is567

solved, albeit with different trial solutions.568

t = 3t = 2t = 1

t = 3t = 2t = 1

Fig. 9: SDDP forward pass for scenario and recombining scenario tree for |K| = 3.
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Backward Pass (SDDP). The main principle of the backward pass and the569

cut generation remain the same as for NBD. However, not all nodes of the original570

scenario tree are visited in the backward pass.571

To be precise, for all t = T, . . . , 2 and all scenarios sampled in the forward pass,572

i.e., for all trial solutions xikt−1, k ∈ K, the following subproblems are solved for all573

possible stage-t realizations (backward openings) ξktj ≡ ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt:574

(2.20)

Qi+1

t
(xikt−1, ξtj) =


min
xt

c>t (ξtj)xt + Qi+1
t+1(xt)

s.t. Wt(ξtj)xt = ht(ξtj)− Tt−1(ξtj)x
ik
t−1

xt ≥ 0

=


min
xt,θt+1

c>t (ξtj)xt + θt+1

s.t. Wt(ξtj)xt = ht(ξtj)− Tt−1(ξtj)x
ik
t−1

− (βrt+1)>xt + θt+1 ≥ αrt+1, r ∈ Rt+1

xt ≥ 0

575

Again, we have the stage-T exception of QT+1(·) ≡ 0.576

Let πijt and ρijrt , r ∈ Rt+1 denote the optimal dual vectors to some problem (2.20).577

For convenience, we omit the index k here. Then, for the cut coefficients, it follows578

(2.21) βt := −
qt∑
j=1

ptj(π
ij
t )>Tt−1(ξtj)579

and580

(2.22) αt :=

qt∑
j=1

ptj

(πijt )>ht(ξtj) +
∑

r∈Rt+1

ρijrt αrt+1

 .581

Hence, a cut is given by582

(2.23) Qt(xt−1) ≥ αt + β>t xt−1583

for all xt−1. This cut does not depend on the history of the data process.584

As all qt realizations are used to construct a cut, the optimality cuts determined in585

SDDP are valid underestimators for Qt(·). Under Assumption 9, those cuts are shared586

among scenarios, i.e., cuts are constructed for all nodes of the original scenario tree,587

even though not all of them are visited in the backward pass. This can be illustrated588

by means of a recombining scenario tree, as depicted in Figure 10. Nodes, for which589

subproblems are solved in the backward pass, despite not being part of a sampled590

path ξk in the forward pass, are printed in blue. The original scenario tree shows that591

all backward openings of sampled nodes are considered in the backward pass, but that592

not all nodes are visited. However, the recombining tree highlights that the backward593

openings are actually the same for all nodes of the same stage. Thus, derived cuts are594

valid for all such nodes, independent of the sampled paths ξk.595

For the first stage, subproblem (2.16) is solved. As for NBD, it yields a true lower596

bound vi for v∗.597

Algorithm 2.1 provides a pseudo-code for SDDP.598

Example 2.8 (Continuation of Example 2.3).599

We apply SDDP to Example 2.7 for illustration. For simplicity, we sample one600

scenario path per iteration, i.e., |K| = 1. For the forward pass in iteration 1, let601
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Algorithm 2.1 SDDP

Input: Problem (P ) satisfying Assumptions 1 to 9. Bounds θt, t = 2, . . . , T . Confi-
dence level α ∈ (0, 1).

Initialization

1: Initialize cut approximations with θt ≥ θt for all t = 2, . . . , T .
2: Initialize lower bound with v0 = −∞.
3: Set iteration counter to i← 0.

SDDP Loop

4: loop
5: Set i← i+ 1.

Forward Pass

6: Randomly choose a subset K ⊆ S of scenarios.
7: Solve the approximate first-stage problem (2.16) to obtain trial point xi1 = xik1

for all k ∈ K.
8: for stages t = 2, . . . , T do
9: for samples k ∈ K do

10: Solve the approximate stage-t subproblem (2.17) for xikt−1 to obtain trial
point xikt .

11: end for
12: end for
13: Calculate upper bound estimate viK and variance (σiv,K)2 using formulae (2.18)

and (2.19).

Check stopping criterion

14: if vi−1 ∈
[
viK − z1−α2

σiv,K√
|K|
, viK + z1−α2

σiv,K√
|K|

]
then

terminate loop and return output.
15: end if

Backward Pass

16: for stages t = T, . . . , 2 do
17: for samples k ∈ K do
18: for realizations j = 1, . . . , qt do
19: Solve the updated approximate stage-t subproblem (2.20) for xikt−1.

Store the optimal dual values πijt , ρ
ijr
t , r ∈ Rt+1.

20: end for
21: Use relations (2.21)-(2.23) to create an optimality cut for Qt(·).
22: Update the cut approximation Qi

t(·) at stage t− 1.
23: end for
24: end for
25: Solve the approximate first-stage problem (2.16) to obtain a lower bound vi.
26: end loop
Output: (Approximately) optimal feasible policy for (P ) defined by xi1 and cut ap-

proximations Qi
t(·), t = 2, . . . , T . xi1 defines an (approximately) optimal solution

to problem (2.3) with viK ≈ v∗.
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t = 3t = 2t = 1

t = 3t = 2t = 1

Fig. 10: SDDP backward pass for scenario tree and recombining scenario tree.

(ξ2, ξ3) = (5, 4) define this path. Solving the subproblems as in Example 2.6 yields602

viK = 6. In fact, this is no valid upper bound for v∗.603

As the same backward openings are considered as for ξ2 = 4 in Example 2.6, we604

obtain the same cut Q3(·) ≥ −7
3 + x2 at stage 3 in the backward pass. In contrast605

to Example 2.6, however, instead of different cuts, for all ξ2 ∈ {4, 5, 6} this single606

cut is incorporated into the stage-2 subproblems. Solving these problems yields the cut607

Q2(·) ≥ 23
3 − 2x1. At the first stage, the lower bound computes to v1 = 5

3 .608

The expected value functions and the obtained cuts for three iterations are depicted609

in Figure 11. In the second and the third iteration, the same scenario path (ξ2, ξ3) =610

(6, 1) is sampled.611

Figure 12 displays the bounds vi and viK for ten iterations of SDDP. It shows612

that for this simple example, the lower bounds stabilize quickly at v∗, whereas the613

values of viK oscillate around v∗. For comparison, also the bounds for NBD applied614

to Example 2.7 are displayed, which are deterministic in each iteration. After 5615

iterations, convergence is achieved. However, the computational effort is higher in616

each iteration than for SDDP.617

Policy Assessment. Even though a sample average estimate viK of the upper618

bound vi is determined within SDDP, see (2.18), and used to define a stopping crite-619

rion, often the number of forward pass scenarios |K| may be too small to appropriately620

assess the quality of the obtained policy xt
(
ξ[t]
)
. In Example 2.8, we even used K = 1621

only. For a reasonable policy assessment, or to compare policies obtained for different622

runs of SDDP, usually an additional forward simulation is conducted, once SDDP623

has terminated. For this single forward simulation a much higher number of sample624

paths through the scenario tree is used, allowing for more meaningful analyses and625

comparisons.626

Convergence. The generated cuts possess the same validity, tightness and finite-627

ness properties as for NBD, see Lemma 2.4. Moreover, with Corollary 2.2, the ex-628

pected value function Qt(·) can be exactly represented as the maximum of finitely629

many linear cuts. In principle, this allows for finite convergence. However, the con-630

vergence properties of SDDP also depend on the sampling procedure which is random.631

Therefore, only convergence in probability can be expected.632
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Fig. 11: Expected value functions for Example 2.7 with cuts for first three iterations
in blue, green and red.
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Fig. 12: Bounds for 10 iterations of SDDP and for NBD applied to Example 2.7.

The first SDDP-related convergence results have been stated in [39] and [123],633

implicitly assuming the independence of sampled random variables and convergent634

subsequences of algorithm iterates. A complete convergence proof is given by Philpott635

and Guan in [166] for the case where uncertainty only enters the RHS of problem (P ).636

Theorem 2.9 (Finite convergence of SDDP [166]). Assuming fixed recourse,637

i.e., Wt(ξt) ≡ Wt for all t, fixed objective function coefficients, i.e., ct(ξt) ≡ ct for638

all t, fixed technology, i.e., Tt(ξt) ≡ Tt for all t, and using an independent sampling639

procedure in the forward pass, SDDP converges with probability 1 to an optimal policy640

of (P ) in a finite number of iterations.641

The main idea behind the proof is that, each scenario ξs, s ∈ S, is traversed infin-642

itely many times with probability 1 in the forward pass under independent sampling,643

assuming that the algorithm does not stop before. Therefore, all finitely many cuts644

will be eventually constructed. Philpott and Guan refer to this as the Forward Pass645

Sampling Property (FPSP).646

A more general convergence analysis is provided by Shapiro [200]. In principle, the647

above idea and convergence result remain true even if Wt, ct or Tt are uncertain. This648
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remains not true, though, if the stagewise independence Assumption 9 is dropped.649

Complexity. While Theorem 2.9 guarantees almost sure finite convergence of650

SDDP, it provides no result on the rate of convergence, i.e., how quickly convergence651

is achieved. Important for the rate of convergence are the computational cost per652

iteration and the required number of iterations.653

For the computational cost per iteration, in turn, the number of linear programs654

to be solved in the backward pass is crucial. Per scenario k ∈ K sampled in the655

forward pass, qt subproblems are solved for each stage except for the first one in the656

backward pass. Therefore, the total number of LPs solved is 1 + |K|∑T
t=2 qt. Hence,657

in contrast to NBD, the number of problems to solve grows linearly in the number of658

stages T instead of exponentially [180]. The computational effort grows also linearly659

in the number of samples |K| and in the number of backward openings qt.660

Recently, there has also been active research on finding theoretical bounds on the661

number of required iterations for SDDP to converge. Lan as well Zhang and Sun662

developed such results independently for SDDP and NBD in slightly different theo-663

retical settings [116, 229]. Due to the sampling procedure in SDDP, only statistical664

bounds can be determined.665

The following theorem summarizes their main takeaways666

Theorem 2.10 (Complexity of SDDP [116, 229]). For some arbitrary ε > 0, the667

number of required iterations to obtain an ε-optimal solution for SDDP grows668

(i) exponentially in the number of stages T ,669

(ii) exponentially in the state dimension nt and670

(iii) inverse polynomially in the tolerance ε.671

The exponential complexity with respect to the state dimension is not that sur-672

prising, as it is well-known for cutting-plane methods [147] and inherited by SDDP.673

Similarly, the exponential complexity with respect to the number of stages directly674

follows from the exponential number of scenarios that may have to be sampled in the675

worst-case. Interestingly, Zhang and Sun prove that using some deterministic sam-676

pling scheme instead of a random sampling scheme in the forward pass of SDDP, a677

polynomial complexity in T can be achieved [229]. Their sampling scheme is based678

on sampling at each stage t the scenario with the highest estimated gap of approx-679

imating Qt(·). Compared to standard SDDP, besides the cut approximations Qt(·)680

this requires additional upper approximations of Qt(·) in order to estimate the ap-681

proximation gap, though.682

The computational burden induced by T can be relieved even further by consid-683

ering a finite state space, by choosing a modified tolerance Tε [229] or by including a684

discount factor in the dynamic programming equations [116]. In all these cases, the685

required number of iterations grows linearly in T only.686

While Theorem 2.10 indicates that convergence may take extremely long in large-687

scale applications, and too long to be computationally tractable, SDDP has shown688

good performance for large-scale instances of multistage stochastic problems in many689

applications, as we discuss in Section 16. This is also due to various improvements,690

which we address in the following sections.691

3. Performance Improvement for SDDP. In the form presented in Section 2,692

SDDP has several drawbacks and potential for improvement.693

Firstly, Assumptions 1 to 9 all have to be satisfied for it to be applied in a com-694

putationally feasible way. Some of these assumptions are rather restrictive and, thus,695

limit the application of SDDP to a narrow class of problems. Moreover, some of these696
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assumptions are either not satisfied, e.g., stagewise independence or a finite distribu-697

tion of ξ, or not intended in many practical applications, e.g., risk-neutral decisions.698

Therefore, several enhancements of SDDP have been proposed since the seminal work699

by Pereira and Pinto [154] in 1991, relieving some of these basic assumptions. We700

discuss such enhancements in the following sections.701

Secondly, even if Assumptions 1 to 9 are satisfied, SDDP still suffers from some702

performance issues. As well-known for all types of cutting-plane methods, it can show703

slow convergence, see Theorem 2.10. Additionally, even when sampling only a subset704

of all scenarios from the scenario tree, the computational effort in each iteration can705

become pretty high, especially in the backward pass where the subproblems are solved706

for all t, all xikt−1 and all realizations of ξt. Such high effort to solve subproblems and707

derive cuts may be detrimental if the current policy is still far away from an optimum.708

Another aspect is the increasing number of cuts to be incorporated in the sub-709

problems. While this number grows only linearly in the number of iterations, it can710

increase the subproblems and slow down the algorithm significantly for large problems711

(P ), which require a high number of iterations.712

In this section, we give an overview on different modifications of SDDP to address713

such issues and improve its performance. In general, those techniques attempt to714

either speed up the SDDP iterations by reducing the computational effort, or to715

reduce the number of iterations required by improving the progress achieved in single716

iterations. The latter is usually related to more sophisticated optimization strategies.717

3.1. Multi-cut SDDP. In the backward pass of SDDP, for any t and any xikt−1,718

subproblems are solved for all realizations ξktj ≡ ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, see subprob-719

lem (2.20). By taking expected values over all such realizations, a single cut (2.23) is720

derived. This is referred to as a uni-cut approach.721

Such cuts are then incorporated into the stage-(t− 1) subproblem using a single
variable θt ∈ R by

(βrt )>xt−1 + αrt ≤ θt, r ∈ Rt.

A different approach is to not aggregate the dual information to generate a single722

cut corresponding to a single variable θt, but to generate one cut for each realization723

ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt. This requires to introduce variables θt,` and cut approximations724

Qt+1,`(·) for all ` = 1, . . . , qt in the stage-t subproblem. In this case, we obtain725

φtj(xt−1) := β>tjxt−1 + αtj726

with

βtj := −(πijt )>Tt−1(ξtj)

and

αtj := (πijt )>ht(ξtj) +

qt+1∑
`=1

∑
r∈Rt+1,`

ρijrt αrt+1.

The expectation is then not calculated within the cut formula, but in the objective727
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function:728

Qi+1

t
(xikt−1, ξtj) =


min
xt

c>t (ξtj)xt +

qt+1∑
`=1

pt+1,`Qt+1,`(xt)

s.t. Wt(ξtj)xt = ht(ξtj)− Tt−1(ξtj)x
ik
t−1

xt ≥ 0

=



min
xt,θt+1

c>t (ξst )xt + θt+1

s.t. Wt(ξ
s
t )xt = ht(ξ

s
t )− Tt−1(ξst )x

is
t−1

−
(
βrt+1(ξs[t])

)>
xt + θt+1 ≥ αrt+1

(
ξs[t]
)
,

r ∈ Rt+1,s

xt ≥ 0.

729

This way, more specific information about the value functions is incorporated into730

the subproblems, hopefully leading to less iterations. On the downside, the number731

of decision variables and cut restrictions grows significantly compared to the uni-cut732

approach, especially if many realizations qt per stage are considered, which increases733

the computational effort for each iteration.734

Example 3.1. (Continuation of Example 2.8)735

Consider the illustrative problem from Example 2.7 using the multi-cut approach.736

At stage 3, instead of the expected value function Q3(·) from Figure 11, the value737

functions Q3(·, ξ3) for ξ3 ∈ {1, 2, 4} are separately approximated by cuts. These value738

functions are displayed in Figure 13. Each of these functions consists of only two739

linear pieces, such that only two cuts are required to represent it exactly. In contrast,740

Q3(·) consists of four linear segments. Therefore, multi-cut SDDP should need less741

iterations than uni-cut SDDP to achieve convergence.742

For two-stage BD and NBD, the multi-cut variant has been examined extensively743

[29, 74, 144]. Using a multi-cut version should be most promising when there are not744

too many scenarios. For the two-stage case, a rule of thumb is that a uni-cut approach745

should be preferred if the number of realizations is considerably larger than the number746

of first stage constraints [28]. A more detailed analysis and worst-case iteration bounds747

for uni- and multi-cut Benders decomposition as well as cut aggregation techniques748

in between are provided in [24].749

Some of the rare occasions where multi-cut SDDP is considered are [9] and [230],750

the latter considering the risk-averse case. In the latter, it is proven that using the751

same arguments as for uni-cut SDDP, almost sure convergence of multi-cut SDDP is752

assured. However, it is also identified that the multi-cut variant requires much more753

computational effort and that it is rarely more efficient than its uni-cut pendant.754

3.2. Tree-traversing Strategies. As described in Section 2, the data process755

describing the uncertain data in (P ) can be expressed by means of a scenario tree.756

In contrast to NBD, in SDDP not each node of this tree is visited in each iteration.757

However, the order and strategy in which nodes are visited within the algorithm has758

a considerable effect on its performance in practical applications.759

Sequencing Protocols. Sequencing protocols determine at which point direc-760

tion changes occur while traversing the scenario tree. Most commonly used for NBD761

is the fast-forward fast-back protocol, in which all stages are traversed either in one762

direction (either forward or backward) before the direction is changed again, presum-763

ing that no feasibility cuts are required. In numerical experiments, this has been764

identified as the most efficient sequencing protocol [27, 28, 74, 144].765
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Fig. 13: Stage-3 value functions for Example 2.7.

For SDDP so far only the fast-forward fast-backward protocol has been applied, as766

it allows for a clear distinction between forward and backward passes in the algorithm.767

Thus, it is also clear when a new sample of scenarios is to be drawn. In case of other768

protocols, this may be hindered. Still, those protocols could be applied in SDDP and769

combined with different sampling strategies.770

Scenarios per Iteration. Tree-traversing strategies also include strategies on771

how many and which scenarios are considered in each forward pass and backward772

pass, respectively.773

In the original version of SDDP, see Section 2.3, |K| out of all |S| scenarios in the774

scenario tree are sampled in each iteration, with |K| � |S| and K ⊂ S. Philpott &775

Guan even propose a method with only |K| = 1 for all iterations [166]. This strategy776

may be particularly efficient in earlier iterations in order to obtain a rough approx-777

imation of Qt(·) fast without wasting too much effort in regions for xt−1 which are778

likely to be far from optimal. On the other hand, this strategy faces some draw-779

backs. Firstly, if the current policy is already reasonably good, but convergence is780

not achieved yet, it should be beneficial to generate more than one new cut per stage781

and iteration and, thus, to sample more than one scenario [50].782

Secondly, if only one scenario is considered per stage, it is not possible to evaluate783

the current policy directly within the algorithm. Therefore, the stopping criterion of784

SDDP has to be adapted. In particular, we do not obtain |K| different realizations785

for vi(ξk) =
∑T
t=1 c

>
t (ξkt )xikt which can be used to estimate the expected value and786
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the variance for vK. Sometimes it is suggested to include values vj(ξk) from previous787

iterations j < i instead. This still yields an unbiased estimate of E[vK], but destroys788

the independence between the different samples. Thus, the Central Limit Theorem789

can no longer be applied and the classical stopping criterion of SDDP is not applicable.790

As a relief, it is proposed to use a predetermined number of iterations [50].791

Using a scenario incrementation strategy in which the number of scenarios sam-792

pled is gradually increased, combines the advantages of both approaches – a small793

number of samples in early iterations and a higher number of samples and a valid794

stopping criterion in later iterations. This is proposed in [204] and tested in [50].795

For similar reasons, further variations of the SDDP algorithm have been proposed,796

such as CUPPS [39], DOASA [166], AND [54] and ReSa [102].797

CUPPS. In comparison to SDDP, the CUPPS (convergent cutting-plane and798

partial-sampling) method by Chen and Powell reduces the computational effort to799

determine valid cuts for the expected value function Qt(·) [39]. The algorithm does800

not contain a backward, but only a forward pass through the stages. Therefore,801

contrary to SDDP, the subproblems do not have to be solved for all realizations802

ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, in order to derive cuts. Instead, the cuts are directly derived in the803

forward pass, in which only one scenario ξit is sampled per iteration.804

Once the stage-t subproblem is solved for xit−1 and ξit, the optimal dual solution805

(πit, ρ
i
t) is utilized to determine a new cut. To obtain a valid cut for Qt(·) as tight806

as possible, not only this optimal dual solution is used, though, but also information807

from previous iterations.808

To be precise, all optimal dual multipliers obtained up to iteration i are saved809

in the set Dit = Di−1
t ∪

{
(πit, ρ

i
t)
}

. Elements with smaller dimensions from earlier810

iterations are extended with zeros if required for calculations. As shown in [39], if811

only uncertainty in the RHS ht is considered, these extended dual multipliers are812

assured to correspond to dual extreme points in the higher dimension as well.813

Then, a new cut for the following iteration i+ 1 is determined by814

φi+1
t (xt−1) := (βi+1

t )>xt−1 + αi+1
t ,815

with816

βi+1
t := −

qt∑
j=1

ptj
(
πt(x

i
t−1, ξtj ,Dit)

)>
Tt−1817

and818

αi+1
t := −

qt∑
j=1

ptj

(πt(xit−1, ξtj ,Dit)
)>
ht(ξtj) +

∑
r∈Rt+1

ρrt (x
i
t−1, ξtj ,Dit)αrt+1

 .819

For any ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, the used dual multipliers are defined by820

(3.1)

((
πt(x

i
t−1, ξtj ,Dit)

)
, ρt(x

i
t−1, ξtj ,Dit)

)
= arg max

{
π>t (ht(ξtj)− Tt−1xt−1) + ρ>t αt+1 | (πt, ρt) ∈ Dit

}
.

821

Thus, not necessarily optimal dual multipliers of the corresponding subproblem are822

used, but the previously generated dual multipliers yielding the best approximation.823

While the computational effort to derive new cuts is reduced, CUPPS has the824

drawback that the obtained cuts are not necessarily tight for Qi+1

t
(·, ·). This has825

different reasons. Firstly, possibly non-optimal dual multipliers are used for some ξtj .826
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Secondly, no backward pass is used and, thus, a new cut for stage t+ 1 is not directly827

incorporated when deriving a new cut for stage t.828

DOASA. The dynamic outer approximation sampling algorithm (DOASA) by829

Philpott and Guan [166] uses the same idea of choosing dual multipliers for cut gen-830

eration by formula (3.1). However, instead of constructing the cuts directly in the831

forward pass using scenario ξit, they are constructed in a backward pass, where again832

one scenario ξBP,it is sampled.833

Thus, DOASA and CUPPS mainly differ in the order of trial point determination834

and cut construction: In CUPPS, trial points and cuts are directly determined for835

each stage-t problem before stage t+ 1 is reached. In DOASA first trial points for all836

stages t = 2, . . . , T are determined and then cuts are constructed by traversing the837

stages in backward direction. The main differences compared to SDDP are that in838

DOASA only one sample path is considered per forward pass and that sampling is839

applied in the backward pass as well.840

AND. Donohue and Birge [54] claim that the SDDP strategy is useful for narrow841

and long scenario trees, but not well-designed for bushier scenario trees with a higher842

number qt of different realizations ξtj per stage. To obtain reasonably good policies for843

such trees, many scenarios have to be sampled in the forward pass. While this is not844

a huge problem in the forward pass itself, the computational burden in the backward845

pass becomes tremendous, as for all stages and sampled scenarios the subproblems846

are solved for all backward openings ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt.847

Donohue and Birge design an SDDP-related method which should be better suited848

for bushier scenario trees, the so-called abridged nested decomposition method (AND).849

In the forward pass, again several scenarios are sampled. However, in each stage, the850

method does not proceed forward from the solutions xikt of all sampled problems851

considered in the previous stage. Instead, branching values xiκt are sampled from all852

these solutions. In the backward pass, the subproblems are then only solved for all853

realizations ξtj using the solutions xiκt of these branching scenarios.854

The main idea of AND is that this way, information on more parts of the scenario855

tree can be incorporated in the forward pass than for SDDP. In particular, this holds856

because the branching values xiκt are not required to be a subsample of all xikt , k ∈ K,857

but may also be a convex combination of those feasible solutions. This way, even if not858

all sampled scenarios are considered over the whole horizon t = 1, . . . , T , information859

on a lot of scenarios can be considered. Numerical results in [54] indicate that AND860

performs significantly better than SDDP for bushier trees.861

The main drawback of AND is that the special structure of the forward pass862

allows no direct estimate of an upper bound [102]. Therefore, an additional sampling863

procedure has to be started every few iterations to obtain upper bounds and test for864

convergence.865

ReSa. In the reduced sampling method (ReSa) it is tried to combine the ad-866

vantages of SDDP and AND [102]. The obtained algorithm should be efficient for867

problems with many stages but only a few possible realizations of the uncertain data,868

as well as for problems with few stages but many random outcomes per stage.869

The forward pass follows the same principle as SDDP, sampling scenarios ξkt , k ∈870

K. In the backward pass, to reduce the number of subproblems to be solved, not all871

forward pass scenarios ξkt are considered but only a subsample is drawn. This also872

means that less cuts are derived per iteration than in SDDP.873

3.3. Regularization. Since the approximation of the expected value functions874

in SDDP follows the principle of general cutting-plane methods [111], similarly to875
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these methods, it may suffer from slow convergence [147]. In fact, as stated in Theo-876

rem 2.10 (ii), the number of trial solutions may grow exponentially with the dimension877

nt of the state variables. This effect can be mitigated to some extent by keeping the878

number of state variables small in modeling. But if that is not possible, more sophis-879

ticated techniques are required to speed-up convergence.880

In convex and nonsmooth optimization, regularization techniques called bundle881

methods are shown to entail faster convergence than classical cutting-plane methods.882

In stochastic programming, a convex quadratic regularization term is most commonly883

used [193, 196], in which some quadratic deviation of xt from an incumbent solution884

(or stability center) x̂t is penalized in the objective function. Therefore, the solu-885

tion procedure is stabilized around the known incumbent solution and zig-zagging is886

mitigated.887

However, an application of quadratic regularization to SDDP is not straightfor-888

ward, since using a separate incumbent solution for each node of the scenario tree is889

computationally infeasible. The reason for this is its exponential growth, implying890

also exponential growth of the number of incumbent solutions [7].891

Therefore, Asamov and Powell [7] propose a regularization technique, in which892

incumbents are considered part of the state variable and, thus, the same for all real-893

izations of ξt. Then, in the forward pass subproblems the objective function is894

(3.2) c>t xt + Qi
t+1(xt) +

γi

2
(xt − x̂i−1

t )>Ht(xt − x̂i−1
t ),895

with a positive semidefinite matrix Ht and some sequence (γi)i∈N satisfying γi ≥ 0896

for all i and limi→∞ γi = 0. The incumbents x̂i−1
t are chosen as the previous forward897

pass solution, i.e., the solution is stabilized around a “known” region of the domain of898

Qt(·). This idea is generalized and improved in [88] by considering weighted averages899

of several previous forward pass solutions.900

Using objective (3.2), a convex, continuous and linearly constrained quadratic901

programming problem has to be solved in each forward pass step of SDDP, hopefully,902

reducing the required number of iterations. Importantly, only the forward pass of903

SDDP is changed in order to obtain better trial points, while the backward pass904

remains the same. In particular, only LPs have to be solved in the backward pass.905

As still only finitely many different cuts can be generated using dual extreme points,906

finite convergence is assured. In numerical tests, it is shown that this method exhibits907

faster convergence than SDDP, in particular for a high dimension of the state variable908

xt [7].909

While the above approach achieves some regularization by stabilizing the solution910

around a “known” region of the domain of Qt(·), in a sampling setting, it is not clear911

whether this is always beneficial. For the current sample ξk a region may be identified912

and used for stabilization, which is no appropriate indicator for the whole scenario913

tree.914

Additionally, as pointed out in [223], the condition limi→∞ γi = 0 may evoke that915

the regularization is diminished and the proposed method in [7] reduces to standard916

SDDP before convergence is obtained, although regularization may be particularly917

important close to the optimal solution. Therefore, this is considered detrimental to918

convergence speed [223].919

Van Ackooij et al. [223] also address that convergence of bundle methods usually920

requires the incumbents to be feasible, which is not guaranteed for SDDP subproblems921

where the feasible set changes with xit−1. Therefore, they propose to combine SDDP922

with a level bundle method, which does not face this requirement.923
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For stage t and scenario ξkt , trial solutions xikt are obtained by solving924

(3.3)

{
min
xt

ψt(xt)

s.t. xt ∈ Xt(xikt−1; `t)
925

with ψt(xt) : Rnt → R a given convex function, e.g., ψt(xt) := x>t xt, and926

(3.4) Xt(xikt−1; `t) :=

arg min
xt≥0

max
{
c>t xt + Qi

t+1(xt), `t
}

s.t. Wtxt = ht − Tt−1x
ik
t−1.

927

If the maximum in (3.4) is attained by the first term, then xikt obtained by solv-928

ing (3.3) is an ordinary SDDP trial solution, referred to as a normal iterate. Otherwise,929

problem (3.3) reduces to a typical level bundle method subproblem, yielding a regu-930

larized level iterate xikt . The parameter `t is chosen and adapted using heuristics in931

[223].932

An alternativ stabilization approach is proposed in [16] based on the concept of933

Chebyshev centers of polyhedrons. Here, the forward pass subproblems in SDDP are934

modified such that the computed trial states are defined as Chebyshev centers of the935

polyhedrons given by previously constructed cuts and an appropriate upper bound.936

It can be shown that this approach is equivalent to modifying the cut formula in the937

forward pass subproblems to938

(3.5) − (βrt+1)>xt + θt+1 ≥ αrt+1 − σ̄t‖(1, ct + βrt+1)‖, r ∈ Rt+1.939

The authors use the Euclidean norm ‖·‖2 in (3.5), however, different choices are940

possible as well.941

The only difference in (3.5) compared to standard SDDP is the constant term con-942

taining the parameter σ̄t > 0, while the dimension and structure of the subproblems943

remains the same. This is computationally favorable.944

On the other hand, to actually improve the performance of SDDP, choosing σ̄t945

appropriately is crucial, yet not trivial. Geometrically, the additional term in (3.5)946

changes the cut intercept and, thereby, lifts the cuts in the forward pass problem. For947

σ̄t = 0, the usual SDDP trial point xit is determined, whereas for σ̄t > 0 an offset in948

the objective compared to the standard SDDP subproblem is considered, yielding a949

different iterate. Adversely, if σ̄t is chosen too large, basically any feasible point can950

become the new trial solution. Moreover, to ensure convergence, it has to be ensured951

that σ̄t converges to zero in the course of the algorithm. In [16] heuristics are used to952

determine σ̄t, but it is not clear whether this guarantees performance gains for SDDP.953

As in [7, 223], the backward pass of SDDP is not changed in [16], such that still954

a valid lower bound vi for v∗ is computed in iteration i. The quality of such lower955

bound changes with the trial points at which cuts are constructed, though. Therefore,956

it crucially depends on the choice of parameters σ̄t, as well.957

3.4. Cut Elimination and Selection. Instead of reducing the number of cuts958

created in the backward pass, as proposed in Section 3.2, the computational burden959

in the backward pass of SDDP can also be reduced by careful elimination or selection960

of cuts. A computational advantage can only be expected if cuts are omitted only961

when they are redundant or dominated by other cuts and, thus, guaranteed to not962

contribute to the solution process. For the illustrative problem in Example 2.7, such963

situation is displayed in Figure 14. Numerical results in [205] indicate that SDDP964

tends to generate a large number of such redundant cutting planes.965
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Fig. 14: Two cuts for Q2(·) from Example 2.7. The blue cut is dominated by the red
cut and, thus, not required to approximate the expected value function.

Cut Elimination. One way to reduce the number of cuts is to eliminate such cuts966

permantently. This can be done by solving an auxiliary problem checking feasibility967

of the system968 
θt+1 ≤ αr̃t+1 + (βr̃t+1)>xt

θt+1 ≥ αrt+1 + (βrt+1)>xt, r ∈ Rt+1 \ {r̃}
xt ∈ Xt

969

for each r̃ ∈ Rt+1, where Xt denotes a compact set of possible values of xt [205].970

If this system is infeasible, then the cut θt+1 ≥ αr̃t+1 + (βr̃t+1)>xt is redundant971

and can be eliminated. The drawback of this method is that the auxiliary problem972

has to be solved for all cuts in the system.973

A different approach is to permanently store all cuts for each stage t, but only974

select a subset of those cuts to be considered in the backward pass of the current975

iteration i. Selection techniques based on this approach are introduced in [9, 50].976

Selecting Last Cuts. In this naive strategy, only the Γ ∈ N most recently added977

cuts are selected. Although on average, late cuts may provide a better approximation978

of Qt(·) than early ones, this strategy does not guarantee that all important cuts are979

considered.980

Level of Dominance. This strategy is a heuristic in order to consider only981

non-dominated cuts, but avoid the computational effort of the above cut elimination982

approach. Using the most basic approach, only cuts are selected, which yield the983

highest function value at one of the trial solutions considered so far within the algo-984

rithm. This is called Level 1 Dominance [50]. A similar approach is proposed in [157],985

but there cuts are pruned if they are not selected.986

Let x`t the trial solution corresponding to the `-th cut, ` ∈ Rt+1, and φr(x`t) the987

corresponding function value of cut r. Then, the values v(`) := maxr∈Rt+1

{
φr(x`t)

}
988

and r(`) := arg maxr∈Rt+1

{
φr(x`t)

}
can be saved in a list and be updated every time a989

new cut is constructed. Similarly, a Level Γ Dominance strategy can be used, selecting990
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the Γ ∈ N highest cuts for all trial solutions.991

Using this strategy, only previous trial solutions are taken into consideration,992

though. Therefore, cuts may be excluded which provide a significant benefit at not993

yet visited feasible states.994

Another challenge is that this strategy draws a lot of resources to store all the995

required cut information – especially, since the number of visited trial points increases996

significantly in the course of SDDP. Memory requirements can even be relevant for997

Level 1, especially if the maximum function value at the trial solutions is attained by998

several cuts. As a resort, in [86], the Limited Memory Level 1 strategy is introduced,999

selecting only the oldest of such cuts. In [9] this technique is applied to SDDP and1000

almost sure convergence is proven.1001

Dynamic Cut Selection. A dynamic, but also computationally more expensive1002

strategy is to select cuts dynamically within the SDDP framework. In [50] it is1003

proposed to remove all cuts at the beginning of each iteration. Then, for each stage1004

t, each scenario k, and each cut φr the forward pass subproblem (2.17) is solved. If1005

the current cut yields the highest value at the obtained trial solution, it is added to1006

the subproblem, and the next cut is considered.1007

This way, only cuts are selected that contribute to the optimal solution in the1008

current iteration. On the other hand, the additional loop may also slow down the1009

convergence speed. The computational effort can be reduced by inheriting all added1010

cuts from the already considered scenarios.1011

A similar approach is considered in [32]. Here, cuts are iteratively added as long1012

as they induce a substantial change in the current optimal value and up to some1013

predefined maximum number of cuts. Instead of iterating over all cuts, in each step,1014

the cut with the highest value at the current incumbent is chosen as candidate for1015

selection.1016

Numerical results for sampling about 5,000 scenarios and computing 10,000 cuts in1017

SDDP indicate that all cut selection techniques can significantly speed-up the classical1018

SDDP method [50]. For example, the Level 1 strategy is reported to be ten times1019

faster than SDDP without cut selection. For dynamic cut selection, the speed-up is1020

much smaller due to the additional computational effort. It is also shown that the cut1021

selection strategies do not have a significant impact on the quality of the determined1022

policies and bounds. In [9], Limited Memory Level 1 is identified as more efficient1023

than pure Level 1.1024

3.5. Warm Start Techniques. One characteristic of decomposition methods1025

for multistage stochastic programming problems is that a lot of similar subproblems1026

are solved. In particular, this is the case if those problems only face uncertainty in1027

the RHS ht or the technology matrix Tt−1.1028

In each SDDP backward pass, for example, the stage-t subproblem has to be1029

solved for the same state variable xikt−1 and all realizations ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt. If only1030

the RHS is uncertain and some of its realizations do not differ by too much, it may1031

prove efficient to consider warm start techniques, which for example exploit similarities1032

in the optimal bases of such problems.1033

Among those techniques are bunching, sifting or initializing subproblems with1034

basic optimal solutions from previous iterations [144]. While such techniques have1035

reportedly been tested for NBD, there appears to be no specific research on warm1036

starts in SDDP so far.1037

Apart from warm starting single subproblems, it can also be considered to warm1038

start SDDP as a whole by computing a good starting point in advance. For instance,1039
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this can be achieved by solving the expected value problem, where all elements of ξt1040

take their expected value [144, 189]. A different approach is followed in [47], where a1041

single backward pass of SDDP is performed, but with prechosen states. These states1042

are sampled using a uniform distribution between the lower and upper bounds of the1043

state variables xt. In contrast to the expected value method, this approach seems not1044

to lead to improvements in computational performance.1045

3.6. Inexact Cuts. In general, in literature on SDDP it is assumed that all1046

subproblems within the algorithm are solved to (global) optimality. Moreover, to1047

guarantee that only a finite number of different cuts can be generated, it is assumed1048

that basic optimal solutions are determined. However, sometimes it may be more1049

efficient to solve subproblems only approximately.1050

This may be the case for nonlinear, but convex subproblems with strong duality,1051

if exact (global) optimality takes too long to be achieved. We discuss this in more1052

detail in Section 12. Solving subproblems approximately can also be beneficial in1053

speeding up SDDP for linear programs of type (P ). In such case, cuts generated in1054

early iterations are usually far away from an optimal point and, moreover, especially1055

for the first stages, very loose. Therefore, such cuts become quickly dominated by1056

other cuts [87].1057

From this perspective, it seems reasonable to solve the subproblems in early iter-1058

ations, and especially early stages, more quickly and less accurately than in standard1059

SDDP. This means, that inexact cuts are generated in those iterations. Importantly,1060

such cuts still yield valider lower approximations of Qt(·) for all t = 2, . . . , T .1061

Convergence is more sophisticated to achieve. Assume that all forward pass1062

problems are solved to δit-optimality and all backward pass problems are solved to1063

εit-optimality with δit and εit bounded from above by δ̄ and ε̄ for all t = 1, . . . , T .1064

Then, it can be shown that for all t = 2, . . . , T the condition1065

0 ≤ lim inf
i→∞

Qt(xit)−Qt(xit) ≤ lim sup
i→∞

Qt(xit)−Qt(xit) ≤ (δ̄ + ε̄)(T − t+ 1)1066

is satisfied [87]. As shown in [87], as long as limi→∞ δit = 0 and limi→∞ εit = 0,1067

almost sure convergence of SDDP is still satisfied. This idea can also be enhanced to1068

non-differentiable problems [89].1069

3.7. Parallelization. The performance of SDDP cannot only be improved by1070

modifications of the algorithm itself, but also by its implementation and computa-1071

tional execution. Since several computational steps in SDDP are independent of each1072

other, a significant performance improvement can be achieved by parallelization. This1073

is specifically examined in [42, 98, 168].1074

In the forward pass, for all t, the subproblems (2.17) are solved for |K| different1075

scenarios, which are sampled independently from the whole scenario tree. The uncer-1076

tain data and the trial solutions xkt−1 in each of those problems do only depend on1077

scenario k. Therefore, the different scenarios ξk, k ∈ K, can be assigned to different1078

processors. Assuming P different processors, each processor is assigned P
|K| scenarios1079

and solves all corresponding subproblems. A master process is then used to aggregate1080

the objective values and compute the upper bound estimate (2.18). This means that1081

there is a synchronization point for all processors at the end of the forward pass.1082

In the backward pass, different parallelization concepts are possible. One ap-1083

proach is to parallelize the solution of the subproblems (2.20) for some stage t and1084

some xkt−1 for different realizations ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt. However, this causes high com-1085

munication costs even in constructing single cuts. Moreover, warm start techniques1086
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exploiting similarities between the subproblems cannot be applied [98]. Therefore,1087

it is more convenient to follow a similar approach as in the forward pass and assign1088

scenarios to different processors. This means that all subproblems with the same xkt−11089

are solved by the same processor.1090

Evenly distributing the problems between processors, this way each processor1091

solves P
|K|qt subproblems. However, it is also possible to let the master process assign1092

new scenarios to processes once they become idle instead of using a fixed assignment1093

scheme [168].1094

After generating a new cut, each processor directly sends the cut information to1095

the master process, which organizes and groups the cuts. In a standard parallelization,1096

the processes are synchronized after each stage in the backward pass. This means that1097

once the master process has received all cuts for stage t, it passes those cuts to all1098

processors and the stage-(t− 1) problems are solved. As stated in [98], this synchro-1099

nization can be partially relaxed, though, to avoid waiting for single slow processors.1100

Instead, the master process can assign stage-(t− 1) subproblems to available proces-1101

sors even if not all cuts have been generated for stage t yet. Numerical results show1102

that such partial relaxation can significantly improve the computational performance1103

of SDDP. However, the number of cuts to wait for to achieve an optimal trade-off1104

between faster iterations and better approximation of Qt(·) is problem-dependent.1105

One shortcoming of these parallelization approaches is that using more processors1106

becomes more beneficial the more scenarios |K| are sampled in the forward pass.1107

However, as discussed in Section 3.2, it is often favorable to only consider one or1108

a few scenarios per iteration, especially in earlier iterations. In such case, it is not1109

possible to exploit the potential performance gains of additional processors.1110

To address this, Machado et al. [135] propose to rather divide the subproblems1111

among processors by stage instead of scenario path. In order to make use of this idea,1112

an adaption of SDDP is required, where the subproblems of all stages t = 1, . . . , T1113

are solved simultaneously. This is called asynchronous SDDP.1114

More precisely, in each step, for all stages t = 1, . . . , T and scenarios k ∈ K, the1115

subproblems for all realizations ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, are solved. This yields a new cut for1116

Qt(·), which can be incorporated in stage t− 1, as well as a trial point, which is used1117

at stage t in the next step. Contrary to SDDP iterations, it requires several steps to1118

propagate information through all stages. Therefore, an ordinary forward pass can1119

only be observed implicitly over several stages. This has to be considered in upper1120

bound determination.1121

3.8. Aggregation Techniques. Aggregation can be applied on different levels1122

in order to speed up the SDDP process.1123

One approach is to reduce the computational effort by aggregating information1124

in the subproblems. Compared with the multi-cut approach, the traditional uni-cut1125

SDDP, for example, can be interpreted as one such aggregation technique. However,1126

also other approaches are possible, e.g., aggregating not cut information, but con-1127

straints and variables for different realizations of ξt. Such idea is used in [206], where1128

subproblems with aggregated uncertain data are solved in the backward pass. This1129

speeds up the solution process per iteration, however, the obtained coarse cuts are not1130

assured to cut away the current trial solution, as this is determined on the original,1131

non-aggregated scenario tree.1132

Instead of aggregating information at one stage, it is also possible to aggregate1133

information over several stages. Such techniques are often used for problems (P )1134

solved by NBD [51], as they reduce the size of the scenario tree significantly. They1135
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are also applicable if SDDP is used. In [55], for example, stages are defined which1136

comprise variables and constraints of several time periods.1137

4. Sampling in SDDP. Sampling is a central and crucial element of SDDP,1138

as described in Section 2.3. In the forward pass, a finite number |K| of scenarios is1139

sampled. Usually, this sampling is done from a finite set of scenarios S ⊃ K, with1140

|S| >> |K|, which can be represented as a finite scenario tree.1141

Applying SDDP to a multistage stochastic programming problem may also involve1142

sampling in further ways, though. For instance, sampling techniques can also be used1143

to generate a scenario tree before applying SDDP if the probability distribution of1144

ξ is actually continuous, that is, if Assumption 6 is not satisfied. In literature, this1145

is referred to as Sample Average Approximation (SAA) [200]. Alternatively, in this1146

case, it is possible to directly sample from the continuous distribution in the forward1147

pass of SDDP instead of generating a scenario tree at all.1148

In this section, we discuss different sampling techniques, which can be used in1149

SDDP for all these purposes. However, in our description we focus on the classical1150

forward pass as described in Section 2.3. The case of continuous probability distribu-1151

tions is specifically covered in Section 8.1152

The main requirement for any sample method used in the forward pass is that the1153

samples should be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). This is important1154

for two reasons:1155

(1) Finite convergence of SDDP requires that any scenario is sampled infinitely1156

many times with probability 1, assuming that the algorithm does not stop.1157

In [166], this is referred to as the Forward Pass Sampling Property (FPSP),1158

see Section 2.3. This property is satisfied if the sampling procedure produces1159

independent samples.1160

(2) In the stopping criterion of SDDP a confidence interval is used, which is built1161

using the sample mean viK and the sample variance
(
σiv,K

)2
. However, by the1162

Central Limit Theorem, even an approximate confidence interval can only be1163

obtained for a sequence of i.i.d. random variables.1164

4.1. Monte Carlo Sampling. The simplest sampling method satisfying the1165

above requirement is Monte Carlo (MC) sampling. Here, samples are drawn ran-1166

domly from a given probability distribution. This is based on sampling from a uni-1167

form distribution and using appropriate transforms. Under stagewise independence1168

(Assumption 9), this can be done independently for each stage t = 1, . . . , T .1169

MC sampling was already used in our description of SDDP in Section 2.3, yielding1170

a statistical upper bound viK (2.18) and sample variance
(
σiv,K

)2
(2.19).1171

The main advantage of MC sampling is that it is easy to implement and compu-1172

tationally tractable even for multiple variables. Moreover, the quantity viK computed1173

in the SDDP forward pass is an unbiased estimator of vi and according to the Law of1174

Large Numbers converges to vi for |K| approaching infinity. The convergence rate is1175

O(
√
|K|), i.e., for a doubling of accuracy a quadrupling of the sample size is required.1176

While this is slow, an advantage of MC sampling is that the convergence rate does1177

not depend on the dimension of the random variable ξt.1178

Still, the sampling error of MC estimators can be significant. The variance of1179

the upper bound estimator viK can be estimated by 1
|K|
(
σiv,K

)2
. This means that the1180

variance of viK can be reduced by increasing the number of samples |K| or by reducing1181

the sample variance
(
σiv,K

)2
.1182

Increasing the sample size may look promising at first glance, but may become1183
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computationally intractable in practice [151]. Recall that for every sampled scenario1184

all subproblems have to be solved in the forward pass and additionally, the subprob-1185

lems for all descendants ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, have to be solved at each stage in the1186

backward pass. In fact, increasing the sample size by too much contradicts the fun-1187

damental idea of SDDP to reduce the effort of traversing the whole scenario tree in1188

each iteration. Therefore, the more promising approach is combining MC sampling1189

with variance reduction techniques [151].1190

4.2. Variance Reduction Techniques. Incorporating variance reduction tech-1191

niques into sampling in SDDP is studied by Homem-de-Mello, Matos and Finardi [105]1192

and Parpas et al. [151]. For a review on sampling techniques in stochastic program-1193

ming in general, see [104].1194

Randomized Quasi-Monte Carlo Sampling. In [105], it is proposed to use1195

Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) sampling within SDDP. In this case, instead of randomly1196

sampling from the uniform distribution, a deterministic sequence of points u1, . . . , uN1197

from (0, 1)pt is chosen, with pt the dimension of random vector ξt. This is done in such1198

a way that the discrepancy between the empirical distribution of the samples and the1199

uniform distribution is as low as possible. That means, that the sequences are chosen1200

with the aim to obtain sampled points which fill (0, 1)pt as homogeneously as possible.1201

Thus, after an appropriate transformation, they provide a better representation of the1202

scenario tree than randomly sampled points.1203

A drawback of QMC methods is that the sample points are not random, the1204

obtained estimator is biased and no confidence interval can be stablished. Randomized1205

QMC (RQMC) methods, where the choice of QMC points is combined with some kind1206

of randomness, avoid this drawback and allow for standard error estimation [105].1207

Compared to MC sampling, RQMC methods achieve better convergence rates of1208

O
(
|K|−1(log|K|)pt

)
and, thus, are considered more efficient. However, the convergence1209

rate depends on the dimension pt of ξt.1210

Latin Hypercube Sampling. In Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) (or strat-1211

ified sampling) [139], the space (0, 1)pt is divided into equidistant subintervals and1212

then scenarios are sampled from each subinterval in such way that in each row and1213

column of the grid only one point is sampled. This is illustrated in Figure 15 (a).1214

In this way, again, a more even distribution of the sample points can be obtained.1215

Therefore, compared to MC sampling, using LHS the variance can be reduced. On1216

the flipside, poor space-filling or correlation between the sample points has to be ruled1217

out, see Figure 15 (b), which requires significant additional effort.1218

Incorporation into SDDP. It is important to notice that while reducing the1219

variance compared to the classical MC estimators, scenarios sampled by RQMC and1220

LHS are no longer i.i.d. Therefore, both sampling techniques cannot be incorporated1221

into SDDP without modification, if convergence properties and the stopping crite-1222

rion should not be compromised. Homem-de-Mello et al. therefore suggest to build1223

sampling blocks [105]. This means that the total number of samples |K| is divided1224

into M blocks ` = 1, . . . ,M with M ≥ 5 a divisor of |K|. Then, for each block1225

`, |K′| := |K|/M scenarios are obtained using conditional sampling with RQMC or1226

LHS, which are not independent. For each k′ ∈ K′, values vi(ξk
′
) are determined and1227

averaged to vi,`.1228

This is repeated for each block `. Then, the average viK of all values vi,`, ` =1229

1, . . . ,M, and the sample variance are determined. Since the scenarios of different1230

blocks are independent, this still yields a useful confidence interval to stop the algo-1231

rithm.1232
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Fig. 15: Latin Hypercube Sampling for two dimensions.

Another challenge reported in [105] is that it is computationally expensive to1233

generate samples using RQMC for high dimensions. To reduce the computational1234

effort, it may be reasonable to apply RQMC only to important components, e.g., to1235

early stages of the scenario tree, and standard MC or LHS to the other ones. This1236

strategy is called padding and applied after 6 or 12 stages for numerical tests in [105].1237

The numerical results in [105] imply that RQMC and LHS both lead to upper1238

bounds vK oscillating around the lower bound v more quickly compared to the MC1239

approach.1240

Importance Sampling in SDDP. In [151], Parpas et al. propose incorporating1241

importance sampling, which is a well-known and efficient variance reduction technique,1242

into SDDP. Importantly, in difference to the previously described techniques, it can1243

be used to obtain i.i.d. samples in the forward pass.1244

The main idea of importance sampling in general is to attach different importance1245

to subregions of the sample space and to sample more often from subregions of higher1246

importance. In context of SDDP, this means that it is sampled with priority from1247

scenarios that contribute more to the value of the expected value functions Qt(·).1248

This is achieved by sampling from a different than the original distribution, the1249

so-called importance sampling distribution, but correcting the bias introduced by this1250

different sampling. Then, an importance sampling estimate of v can be calculated as1251

vIS,iK :=
1

|K|
∑
k∈K

vi(ξk)Λ(ξk)1252

with Λ(ξ) := f(ξ)
g(ξ) , where f denotes the original distribution and g the importance1253

sampling distribution. The likelihood function Λ(ξ) is used to correct for sampling1254

from the wrong distribution.1255

It can be shown that importance sampling can reduce the variance of sampling es-1256

timators significantly. In the SDDP case, as shown in [151], the variance is minimized1257
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for choice1258

g∗(ξ) :=
|Q(xist )|

Ef |Q(xist )|f(ξ).1259

However, clearly, this zero-variance distribution is a theoretical construct and not1260

known, which is referred to as curse of circularity. Therefore, the following approach1261

to obtain importance sampled scenarios is proposed [151]:1262

(1) A Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm is used to generate samples1263

from the zero-variance distribution g∗, which is possible even without actually1264

knowing g∗.1265

(2) Using Kernel Density Estimation an approximate zero-variance distribution1266

is constructed from the samples obtained in (1).1267

(3) The approximate distribution from (2) is used for the actual importance sam-1268

pling.1269

In numerical experiments, SDDP with importance sampling is shown to outper-1270

form MC and QMC sampling based methods, in case that it is difficult to sample1271

from the original probability distribution and that the original problem has moderate1272

or high variance [151].1273

Importance sampling is also applied in SDDP in other context, for example to1274

obtain upper bounds for v∗ in a risk-averse setting, see Section 9.1275

5. Stopping Criterions for SDDP. In each iteration i of SDDP, a valid lower1276

bound vi and an estimate viK of the upper bound vi are determined. Since the upper1277

bound is only statistical, an important question is when to consider an obtained policy1278

(xit(ξ
k
t ))Tt=1 as (approximately) optimal and to stop the SDDP method. If the stopping1279

criterion is too conservative, the algorithm may iterate much longer than required, if1280

it is too optimistic, then SDDP may stop prematurely.1281

The Original Confidence Criterion. In their seminal work on SDDP, Pereira1282

and Pinto propose to use a confidence interval based stopping criterion [154], which1283

we already addressed in Section 2.3. An approximate confidence interval for vi is1284

determined as follows.1285

The values vi(ξk) from (2.18) are i.i.d. random variables with expected value1286

vi and variance (σi)2. Moreover, we know the sample mean viK (2.18) and sample1287

variance (σiv,K)2 (2.19). We can then define a standardized random variable1288

(5.1) ZiK :=
viK − vi

σi√
K

.1289

According to the Central Limit Theorem, this random variable asymptotically,1290

that is, for |K| → ∞, follows a standard normal distribution N (0, 1). This implies1291

that for sufficiently large |K|, ZiK is approximately standard normal distributed. This1292

remains also true, if σi is replaced by the sample standard distribution σiv,K .1293

Due to symmetry of the standard normal distribution, it follows1294

P(−z1−α/2 ≤ ZiK ≤ z1−α/2) ≈ 1− α,1295

where z1−α/2 denotes (1 − α
2 )-quantiles of N (0, 1) for α ∈ (0, 1). Inserting (5.1) and1296

rearranging yields1297

P

(
viK − z1−α/2

σiv,K√
|K|
≤ vi ≤ viK + z1−α/2

σiv,K√
|K|

)
≈ 1− α.1298
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This is the same confidence interval as stated in Section 2.3. Pereira and Pinto1299

proposed choosing α = 0.05, which implies z1−α/2 = 1.96. If vi is included in this1300

confidence interval, i.e., exceeds its lower bound, the SDDP method terminates in1301

iteration i.1302

As pointed out in literature, this stopping criterion has several flaws. Shapiro an-1303

alyzes that the higher the sample variance (σiv,K)2, the earlier vi exceeds the lower end1304

of the confidence interval, which provides a misguided incentive to increase the sample1305

variance. The same is true for increasing the confidence 1− α, which contradicts the1306

intuition behind α [200].1307

Additionally, the above stopping criterion may favor premature stopping, as it is1308

rather unlikely that vi is located exactly at the lower bound of the confidence interval.1309

Alternative Criterions. For those reasons, different stopping criterions have1310

been put forward. As a starting point, an early discussion of statistical stopping1311

criterions for sampling-based stochastic programming methods is provided in [145].1312

Instead of using statistical criterions, it may be convenient to stop SDDP after a1313

fixed number of iterations or if the lower bounds vi have stabilized. Neither guarantees1314

that the considered problem (P ) is solved to optimality [200], but both approaches1315

are prominently used in practical applications, especially when the problems become1316

too large to observe convergence in reasonable time.1317

In [200], Shapiro proposes a statistical, but more conservative stopping criterion1318

as the original one, which incorporates the upper instead of the lower bound of the1319

confidence interval. To be precise, SDDP stops if the difference between the upper1320

bound viK + 1.96
σiv,K√
|K|

and vi is sufficiently small.1321

Homem-de-Mello et al. take a different perspective [105]: Since hypothesis tests1322

and confidence intervals can be regarded as two sides of the same coin, they interpret1323

the original SDDP stopping criterion in terms of a hypothesis test with hypotheses:1324

H0 : vi = vi, against H1 : vi 6= vi.1325

The null hypothesis H0 is tested using the test statistic viK, which is assumed to1326

be approximately normal distributed. This can be reasoned using the Central Limit1327

Theorem for sufficiently large |K|.1328

It can be shown that H0 is rejected in iteration i if and only if viK > vi + c or1329

viK < vi − c with1330

c = Φ−1
(

1− α

2

) σiv,K√
|K|

.1331

Here, Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal1332

distribution N (0, 1) and α the significance level. Thus, the region of acceptance for1333

H0 can be determined to1334

vi ∈ [viK − c, viK + c],1335

which for α = 0.05 equals the confidence interval from above.1336

By choosing α, the type I error (rejecting optimality although SDDP has con-1337

verged) can be controlled. However, this comes at the cost of a possibly high type II1338

error (stopping the algorithm prematurely) [105]. In fact, it is shown that the power1339

of the test may be low when viK is larger than but relatively close to vi or when the1340

sample size |K| is small, which implies that a type II error is likely [105].1341

To avoid stopping prematurely, the authors propose a modified hypothesis test1342
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controlling type I and type II errors simultaneously [105]. First, it is checked whether1343

ρiK :=
viK − Φ(1− α)

σiv,K√
|K|

vi
,1344

is larger than 1. ρiK describes the ratio between the lower bound of the region of1345

acceptance related to a one-sided hypotheses test with H0 : vi ≤ vi, and the lower1346

bound vi. If it is larger than 1, then optimality is rejected. This is completely in line1347

with the original SDDP hypothesis test.1348

However, if ρiK ≤ 1, optimality is not directly retained. Instead, the idea is that1349

the probability of a type II error is bounded by some scalar γ when the true upper1350

bound exceeds the lower bound by more than a percentage δ. For given γ and α, this1351

δ can be calculated to1352

δi = (z1−α + z1−γ)
σiv,K
vi
√
|K|

.1353

If ρiK ≤ 1 and δi is below some predefined threshold δ, the algorithm stops. This is1354

done, as in case that the true relative optimality gap is larger than δ, the type II error1355

is bounded by γ and, thus, controlled. Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds.1356

Numerical experiments with δ = 0.1 and γ = 0.05 indicate that this stopping1357

criterion is effective in preventing SDDP from premature stopping [105].1358

Summarizing, various attempts have been made to address the aforementioned is-1359

sues of stopping criterions for SDDP, yielding significant computational improvements1360

over the original confidence criterion. However, still to this day, optimally stopping1361

SDDP remains a challenge.1362

6. Exact upper bounds in SDDP. The vague stopping criterion for SDDP1363

stems from estimate viK providing a statistical upper bound only. Thus, an alternative1364

way to address the issues discussed in the previous section, is to determine exact valid1365

upper bounds for v∗. This idea has drawn interest in the research community recently.1366

In principle, an intuitive way to determine valid upper bounds for the expected1367

value functions Qt(·), and thus also for v∗, can be deduced from the characteristics of1368

convex functions. It is well-known that for a convex function, all tangents lie below1369

or on the graph of this function. Cutting-plane methods are essentially rooted in1370

this property [111], which also SDDP uses to construct cuts in the backward pass.1371

However, similarly, all secants of a convex function lie above or on the graph of this1372

function. Therefore, an inner approximation of a convex function is possible by a1373

convex combination of a given set of function values. Outside of the convex hull1374

of the given points, the inner approximation can be extended for example by some1375

overestimation with Lipschitz constants. Note that this requires Qt(·) to be Lipschitz1376

continuous, which is ensured by its piecewise linearity, see Corollary 2.2. The inner1377

approximation approach is illustrated in Figure 16.1378

In principle, there are two different approaches to apply this idea and determine1379

inner approximations for Qt(·), t = 1, . . . , T . One uses the usual SDDP perspective,1380

which we refer to as primal, and one is related to some dual perspective on SDDP1381

and its value functions [117].1382

A Primal Inner Approximation Approach. Since the expected value func-1383

tions Qt(·) are not known, they cannot be evaluated directly. However, similar to the1384

cut approximations Qt(·) constructed in NBD or SDDP, which under-approximate1385

Qt(·), we can determine inner approximations Qt(·), which over-estimate the expected1386
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Fig. 16: Inner and outer approximation of some convex function f(·).

value functions. Based on this, over-approximating subproblems can be defined by1387

replacing Qt(·) with Qt(·) in the dynamic programming equations for all t = 1, . . . , T .1388

This idea is first introduced by Philpott et al. [163]. As they consider only the RHS1389

of (P ) to be uncertain, we adopt this assumption, although it is not required.1390

For stages t = T − 1, . . . , 2, each element m in a given set of points x1
t , . . . , x

Mt−1

t1391

and each ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, the following subproblem can be solved by backward1392

recursion:1393

(6.1) Qt(x
m
t−1, ξtj) :=


min
xt

c>t xt + Qt+1(xt)

s.t. Wtxt = ht(ξtj)− Tt−1x
m
t−1

xt ≥ 0.

1394

Here, Qt+1(·) denotes an upper bound function, which is defined by1395

(6.2) Qt+1(xt) :=



min
w

Mt∑
m=1

wmQt+1(xmt )

s.t.

Mt∑
m=1

wmx
m
t = xt

Mt∑
m=1

wm = 1

wm ≥ 0, m = 1, . . . ,Mt,

1396

withQt+1(xmt ) = E
[
Qt+1(xmt , ξt+1,j)

]
. That is, the upper bounding function Qt+1(·)1397

is determined by a convex combination of the Mt values Qt+1(xmt ) for the following1398

stage.1399

By recursion, it can be shown that1400

Qt(x
m
t−1, ξtj) ≥ Qt(xmt−1, ξtj)1401

for all m = 1, . . . ,Mt−1 and j = 1, . . . , qt. This implies1402

Qt(xmt−1) ≥ Qt(xmt−1).1403
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The first stage problem then yields1404

vIA :=


min
xt

c>1 x1 + Q2(x1)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0,

1405

with vIA an exact valid upper bound to v∗.1406

The main challenge with this approach is how to choose the set of points xmt−11407

with m = 1, . . . ,Mt−1. In principle, the points x1
t , . . . , x

Mt
t should be chosen such1408

that as much of the state space is spanned as possible. However, choosing (at least1409

some of) those points as extreme points leads to Mt ≥ 2nt points, i.e., the number1410

of required points grows exponentially in the dimension of the state. For this reason,1411

Philpott et al. suggest to simply use the trial points from the SDDP forward pass,1412

which is reported to give reasonable results [163].1413

Even using these trial points, the computational effort may become excessive,1414

though. Similarly to the SDDP backward pass, subproblems (6.1) have to be solved1415

for each stage t, each point xmt−1 and each descendant scenario ξtj . In the usual1416

backward pass, the number of points xkt−1 depends on the number of samples |K|1417

drawn in the forward pass and, thus, remains stable, unless the sampling is changed.1418

On the contrary, here, the number of points xmt−1 grows with each iteration, as it is1419

built by all previous trial solutions. For this reason, it is suggested to only use the1420

upper bound computation every few iterations (in numerical experiments it is used1421

every 200, 600 or 1,000 cuts) and not to incorporate it into the backward pass [163].1422

This hinders using the upper bounds vIA in the stopping criterion of SDDP, though.1423

Moreover, while using this approach deterministic upper bounds can be computed1424

in SDDP, these bounds may be very loose, especially in problems (P ) with a high1425

number of stages. Computationally tests are required to assess whether the improved1426

stopping criterion justifies the additional computational effort and, possibly, higher1427

number of iterations.1428

Baucke et al. provide a different perspective on this idea [11]. Instead of (6.2),1429

they use its dual representation1430

(6.3) Qt+1(xt) =

max
µ,λ

x>t λ+ µ

s.t. (xmt )>λ+ µ ≤ ηmt , m = 1, ...,Mt

1431

with ηmt := Qt+1(xmt ).1432

This dual representation shows that, essentially, Qt+1(xt) can be equivalently1433

described by maximizing over the coefficients of all supporting hyperplanes for all1434

points
(
xmt ,Qt+1(xmt )

)
,m = 1, . . . ,Mt.1435

In [11], the dual problem is additionally regularized, i.e., it is enhanced by con-1436

straint1437

‖λ‖q ≤ Lt,1438

with Lt denoting a Lipschitz constant of Qt(·) with respect to the norm ‖·‖p with1439
1
p + 1

q = 1 and p, q > 0. This way, a reasonable approximation is also achieved for1440

points outside of the convex hull of the set defined by the points xmt ,m = 1, . . . ,Mt.1441

Using this expression for the inner approximation functions, Baucke et al. propose1442

a deterministic algorithm for multistage stochastic convex programs. In their case,1443
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subproblems (6.1) are solved in each backward pass iteration, and Q
i

t+1(xt) is updated1444

by adding constraint (xm̃t )>λ+ µ ≤ Qit+1(xm̃t ) for the current iterate xm̃t .1445

The proposed algorithm differs in many regards from SDDP. Most significantly,1446

the method is deterministic, as it contains no sampling at all. Instead, a sample1447

path is chosen deterministically in each iteration i by choosing the realization ξit and1448

corresponding trial solution, for which the difference between upper bound function1449

Q
i

t+1(·) and cut approximation Qi
t+1(·) is the largest. Therefore, in each forward1450

pass, only one scenario path ξi with trial solutions xit, t = 1, . . . , T, is determined.1451

Moreover, the proposed method uses a multi-cut approach, see Section 3.1452

The main advantages of the proposed method are the deterministic upper bounds,1453

which avoid the stopping issues of SDDP, and the deterministic state trajectory, which1454

avoids sampling and thus ensures finite deterministic convergence [11]. Numerical re-1455

sults indicate that especially in later iterations, when a specific sample path has to1456

be sampled to achieve further improvement in the upper and lower bounds, a deter-1457

ministic scenario choice may prove beneficial. The scenario selection technique may1458

also favor getting stuck or improving the bounds at regions far away from optimum,1459

though [117]. Additionally, choosing a reasonable and valid value for Lt can be very1460

challenging, but is crucial for the proposed method to work as intended.1461

A Dual Inner Approximation Approach. Recently, Leclère et al. proposed1462

an SDDP extension with deterministic upper and lower bounds based on employing1463

duality concepts [117]. Basically, the proposed method also relates to the definition1464

of an inner approximation function Qt+1(xt) by the regularized dual problem (6.3).1465

However, a totally different perspective is chosen.1466

Let f be an extended real-valued function. Then its convex conjugate, also called1467

Fenchel conjugate, is defined as1468

(6.4) f∗(λ) := sup
x∈Rn

λ>x− f(x).1469

Using convex conjugates, several duality concepts can be generalized, see [187].1470

We consider the convex conjugates Dt(·) := Q∗t (·) of the value functions Qt(·),1471

t = 1, . . . , T , which are also referred to as dual value functions in [117]. As shown by1472

the authors, similar to the value functions Qt(·), also the dual value functions Dt(·)1473

satisfy some dynamic recursion with linear subproblems on each stage. In our specific1474

setting, this recursion is defined by1475

(6.5) Dt(λt−1) :=



min
µt,λt

E
[
−ht(ξt)>(µt1 − µt2) +Dt+1(λt)

]
s.t. −W>t (µt1 − µt2) = λt

T>t−1E [µt1 − µt2]− E [µt3] + λt−1 = 0

‖λt‖∞ ≤ Lt
µt ≤ 0.

1476

Using this dynamic recursion, it is possible to apply an SDDP-type algorithm to1477

Dt(·), using iteratively improving outer approximations Di
t(·) for Dt(·). Analogously1478

to SDDP, this iterative method yields a converging deterministic lower bound for the1479

first stage optimal value, i.e., Di
t(x0) ≤ Dt(x0), assuming some first stage parameter1480

x0. Applying duality theory again, we obtain1481

(6.6)
(
Di
t

)∗
(x0) ≥ D∗t (x0) = Q∗∗t (x0) = Qt(x0) = v∗.1482
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Hence, the values
(
Di

0

)∗
(x0) obtained for different iterations, define a sequence of1483

converging deterministic upper bounds for v∗ [117].1484

This result can be used to derive inner approximations of the primal value func-1485

tions Qt(·) as Lipschitz regulations of the convex conjugate of the outer approxima-1486

tions Di
t(·) [117]. To be precise, such inner approximation Q

i+1

t (·) can be computed1487

by solving a regularized version of dual problem (6.3), but with the breakpoints xmt−11488

(and the corresponding function values ηmt ) determined by the slopes of the dual outer1489

approximation [117]. Thus, the dual SDDP method reveals a fundamental connection1490

between inner approximations of Qt(·) and outer approximations of its dual function1491

Dt(·).1492

It can also be shown that the inner approximations yield a converging policy1493

whose expected value CIA,i is bounded by vi and vIA,i := Q
i

0(x0) in each iteration1494

[117]. As discussed in [117, 163], this upper bound is not guaranteed to bound the1495

expected value COA,i of the standard SDDP forward pass policy (xikt )Tt=1, though.1496

To incorporate their dual SDDP method and inner approximations into SDDP,1497

Leclère et al. propose the following framework [117]:1498

1. Run a forward pass of (primal) SDDP, yielding trial solutions (xit)
T
t=1 for the1499

sampled scenario path (the authors choose |K| = 1).1500

2. Run a backward pass of SDDP, at each stage t, using the trial solutions xit−1,1501

obtaining new slopes πit from the cuts.1502

3. Run a backward pass of dual SDDP using the slopes λit = πit, obtaining new1503

cuts for the dual problem.1504

4. Run a forward pass of dual SDDP, to obtain a new dual trajectory of trial1505

solutions and update the cuts along this trajectory.1506

One computational drawback of this approach is that dual SDDP is much more1507

computational expensive than standard (primal) SDDP, as for the chosen sample path,1508

for all t = 1, . . . , T , all realizations ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, have to be considered not only1509

in the backward, but also in the forward pass due to coupling constraints in (6.5).1510

This also hampers the application of a dual stopping criterion solely based on the1511

deterministic bounds for v∗, at least for problems requiring a very large number of1512

iterations [117].1513

7. Feasibility Cuts in SDDP [relaxing Assumption 5]. Under relatively1514

complete recourse (Assumption 5), it is guaranteed that any subproblem in the true1515

dynamic programming equations (2.1)-(2.3) and in the SDDP forward pass (see (2.17))1516

or backward pass (see (2.20)) has a feasible solution. As we also assume boundedness,1517

for each of these subproblems there exists some optimal point with finite optimal1518

value. Consequently, all (expected) value functions are finite-valued.1519

In some practical applications, the assumption of relatively complete recourse1520

may not be satisfied, though. For instance, variable bounds may prevent equality1521

constraints from being satisfied for all xt−1 and all realizations of ξt, as is illustrated1522

by a toy example in [84]. In such case, the primal subproblems become infeasible and1523

the corresponding dual problems become unbounded.1524

To cope with this, in addition to the optimality cuts derived in Section 2.3, fea-1525

sibility cuts can be constructed in SDDP. These cuts have the form (βft )>xt−1 ≤ αft ,1526

with cut gradient βft , cut intercept αft and the superscript f signifying the cut as a1527

feasibility cut. Under stagewise independence (Assumption 9), feasibility cuts can be1528

shared between scenarios.1529

Feasibility cuts can be derived in the same way as for NBD [28], as we show now.1530
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Consider some stage-t subproblem1531

(7.1) Qi
t
(xikt−1, ξ

k
t ) =


min
xt

c>t (ξkt )xt + Qi
t+1(xt)

s.t. Wt(ξ
k
t )xt = ht(ξ

k
t )− Tt−1(ξkt )xikt−1

(βfrt+1)>xt ≤ αfrt+1, r ∈ Rft+1

xt ≥ 0

1532

in the forward pass of SDDP. This problem may contain some feasibility cuts, which1533

are indexed by r ∈ Rft+1. To assess feasiblity of problem (7.1) and construct a1534

feasibility cut if required, we consider the auxiliary feasiblity problem1535

(7.2)

vf∗t (xikt−1, ξ
k
t ) :=

min
xt,y

+
t ,y
−
t ,zt

e>y+
t + e>y−t + e>zt

s.t. Wt(ξ
k
t )xt + Iy+

t − Iy−t = ht(ξ
k
t )− Tt−1(ξkt )xikt−1

(βfrt+1)>xt + Izt ≤ αfrt+1, r ∈ Rft+1

xt ≥ 0
y+
t , y

−
t , zt ≥ 0.

1536

Here, slack variables y+
t , y

−
t and zt are introduced to (7.1) to ensure feasibility. The1537

symbol I denotes the identity matrix and e denotes a vector of ones. If we have1538

vf∗t (xikt−1, ξ
k
t ) = 0, the subproblem (7.1) is feasible, otherwise, it is infeasible.1539

The dual problem to problem (7.2) is1540

(7.3)



max
σt,ωt

(ht(ξ
k
t )− Tt−1(ξkt )xikt−1)>σt +

∑
r∈Rft+1

(αfrt+1)>ωrt

s.t. Wt(ξ
k
t )>σt +

∑
r∈Rft+1

βfrt+1 ≤ 0

(βfrt+1)>xt ≤ αfrt+1, r ∈ Rft+1

Iσt ≥ e
− Iσt ≥ e
Iωt ≥ e
ωt ≥ 0

1541

with dual vectors σt, ω
r
t , r ∈ Rft+1. As (7.1) is a linear program, strong duality holds.1542

Let σikt and ωikrt , r ∈ Rft+1 denote optimal dual multipliers. Then, in case of infeasi-1543

bility it follows1544

vf∗t (xikt−1, ξ
k
t ) = (ht(ξ

k
t )− Tt−1(ξkt )xikt−1)>σikt +

∑
r∈Rft+1

(αfrt+1)>ωikrt > 0.1545

Rearranging yields1546

(7.4) − (σikt )>Tt−1(ξkt )xikt−1 + (ht(ξ
k
t )>σikt +

∑
r∈Rft+1

(αfrt+1)>ωikrt > 0.1547

To avoid the observed infeasibility on stage t, the stage-(t − 1) trial point xikt−11548

should be excluded. This can be achieved by adding the feasibility cut1549

(7.5) − (σikt )>Tt−1(ξkt )xt−1 + (σikt )>ht(ξ
k
t ) +

∑
r∈Rft+1

(ωikrt )>αfrt+1 ≤ 01550
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to stage t− 1, which can be derived directly from (7.4). By defining1551

αft−1 := (σikt )>ht(ξ
k
t ) +

∑
r∈Rft+1

(ωikrt )>αfrt+11552

and1553

βft−1 := (σikt )>Tt−1(ξkt ),1554

the cut (7.5) can be expressed in the previously stated form.1555

An important question when using feasibility cuts in SDDP is how to proceed,1556

once an infeasible subproblem has been detected and a new feasibility cut (7.5) has1557

been generated. For NBD, different strategies have been analyzed in this context1558

[74, 144]. For example, it is possible to stop the forward pass and traverse the stages1559

in backward direction until the root node of the scenario tree is reached, see the fast-1560

forward fast-back protocol explained in Section 3.2. Alternatively, after a feasibility1561

cut is added to the stage-(t−1) subproblem, this problem can be resolved to obtain a1562

new trial point xikt−1 and the forward pass can be continued. For SDDP, no assessment1563

and comparison of these strategies has been conducted so far. A possible explanation1564

is that the sampling in SDDP aggravates deviations from the typical forward-pass-1565

backward-pass structure.1566

Another drawback of using feasibility cuts in SDDP is pointed out by Guigues1567

[84]. While feasibility cuts can be constructed to cut-away infeasible states within1568

the actual SDDP algorithm, such cuts do not necessarily prevent infeasibilities when1569

the obtained policy is simulated. For this reason, most commonly, the construction1570

of feasibility cuts is circumvented in SDDP. Instead, Assumption 5 is ensured by1571

using soft-constraints, that is, introducing slack variables and penalizing them in the1572

objective function with appropriate weights. However, a reasonable choice of the1573

penalty parameters is not trivial and may distort the expected value functions [84].1574

8. SDDP for Continuous Uncertainty [relaxing Assumption 6]. So far,1575

we assumed the uncertainty in (P ) to be modeled by some discrete and finite random1576

process, see Assumption 6. This allows for a finite scenario tree representation. How-1577

ever, in many practical applications, this assumption is not justified. For example, if1578

the stochastic process governing the uncertain data is modeled by some time series1579

model, the random error terms are usually assumed to follow a continuous distribu-1580

tion [200]. For distinction from (P ), we denote a problem with such continuous data1581

process by (P̃ ).1582

As pointed out in Section 2.1, for problems with sizes of practical interest, relaxing1583

Assumption 6 yields a computationally intractable problem (P̃ ). Therefore, if the true1584

distribution of the random data is continuous, usually, a discretization is used. That1585

is, the stochastic process (ξt)
T
t=1 is approximated using a scenario tree with finitely1586

many, say N , realizations. This yields an approximating problem (P̃N ), which then1587

can be handled by SDDP in the form presented in Section 2.1588

On the one hand, approximating the original data process (ξt)
T
t=1 with a very1589

large scenario tree may yield a very good representation of the original process, but1590

may not improve the computational tractability enough. On the other hand, a very1591

rough discretization may yield a problem (P̃N ), which can be solved efficiently by1592

SDDP, but does not provide any information about the solution to the true problem1593

(P̃ ) [113]. Therefore, a central question in this context is how to approximate (ξt)
T
t=11594

appropriately. Related are the questions how close the obtained solution for (P̃N )1595
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is to the solution of (P̃ ) and how policies obtained by SDDP can be evaluated with1596

respect to the original problem.1597

8.1. Scenario Tree Generation. Various techniques exist to generate scenario1598

trees from given continuous distributions. An overview and an empirical comparison1599

of different categories of such techniques is provided by Löhndorf [126]. In context of1600

SDDP, so far, mostly sampling and probability metrics are considered.1601

Scenario tree generation based on probability metrics includes techniques where1602

the approximation error of the scenario tree with respect to the original process is1603

controlled based on theoretical stability results for stochastic programs. Such results,1604

in turn, make use of probability metrics to measure distances between random objects1605

[126]. Important contributions for this type of scenario generation methods are [96,1606

97, 140, 159]. Dupacova et al. [64] as well as Heitsch and Römisch [96] propose1607

scenario reduction techniques, which attempt to reduce the number of scenarios in a1608

tree without compromising the quality of the obtained solutions.1609

The most frequently used scenario tree generation category for SDDP is sampling.1610

Here, conditional sampling from the true probability distribution is used to create an1611

approximating scenario tree. Often, this technique is referred to as sample average1612

approximation (SAA), especially, if classical Monte Carlo sampling is used. SAA and1613

its properties are discussed in detail in the following subsection.1614

The obtained SAA problem is then solved by SDDP to obtain an approximate1615

solution of the original problem (P̃ ). This means, that within SDDP a fixed scenario1616

tree is considered as usual.1617

We note that it is also possible to sample from the true distribution in the forward1618

pass of SDDP instead of creating a scenario tree first, see for example [151]. However,1619

in such case, the convergence properties from Section 2.3 are not guaranteed, because1620

it is not assured that all relevant scenarios are sampled in a finite number of iterations.1621

8.2. Sample Average Approximation (SAA). In this subsection, we present1622

SAA and discuss some of its main properties. As SAA is a broad field of research1623

on its own, we focus on central aspects, which are relevant in the context of SDDP,1624

and omit technical derivations. For a general discussion about SAA, we refer the1625

interested reader to [202].1626

SAA and SDDP. An SAA of the original problem (P̃ ) is constructed by1627

replacing the distributions Fξt of the true continuous random vectors ξt by some1628

empirical distribution FNt [200]. As stated before, the empirical distributions over all1629

stages t = 1, ..., T can be represented by a finite scenario tree, which approximates1630

the true data process (ξt)
T
t=1.1631

In the multistage setting, conditional sampling has to be applied to set up such1632

a scenario tree. Otherwise, the statistical lower bounds obtained by SAA are not1633

guaranteed to be consistent [197]. The main reason for this is that the conditional1634

expected value functions are not approximated adequately. Conditional sampling,1635

in contrast, assures that each conditional expectation is approximated by a sample1636

average [105].1637

In general, conditional sampling is achieved as follows: ξ1 is deterministic. So1638

first, finitely many realizations ξ̃`2, with ` = 1, . . . , N2, are sampled from the original1639

distribution of ξ2. Then, for each ξ̃`2, again finitely many realizations ξ̃`j3 , with j =1640

1, . . . , N3, are sampled. This is repeated for all stages up to stage T . In the literature,1641

this is called independent conditional sampling.1642

If we assume stagewise independence of the true data process (ξt)
T
t=1, i.e., under1643
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Assumption 9, it is desirable to preserve this property in the SAA problem. This is1644

particularly relevant, since stagewise independence is a crucial ingredient of SDDP, as1645

explained in Section 2. To preserve stagewise independence, the conditional sampling1646

scheme can be applied, but using the same realizations ξ̃`t , ` = 1, ..., Nt, for all nodes1647

of the same stage. This means that in the corresponding scenario tree each stage-t1648

node has the same branches [200]. In the literature, this kind of sampling is called1649

identical conditional sampling [202].1650

Either way, the obtained SAA problem and the corresponding scenario tree have1651

a total number of N =
∑T
t=2Nt scenarios, i.e., the number of scenarios is exponen-1652

tially growing in the number of stages [200]. As pointed out in Section 2.3, under1653

Assumption 9, this scenario tree essentially collapses to a recombining scenario tree1654

and, thus, remains computationally tractable.1655

For the SAA problem (P̃N ), for each stage t = 2, . . . , T and sample ` = 1, ..., Nt,1656

the dynamic programming equations can be written as1657

(8.1) Q̃t
(
xt−1, ξ̃

`
t

)
:=


min
xt

c>t
(
ξ̃`t
)
xt + Q̃t+1(xt)

s.t. Wt

(
ξ̃`t
)
xt = ht

(
ξ̃`t
)
− Tt−1

(
ξ̃`t
)
xt−1

xt ≥ 0

1658

where1659

(8.2) Q̃t+1(xt) :=
1

Nt+1

Nt+1∑
`=1

Q̃t+1(xt, ξ̃
`
t+1)1660

and Q̃T+1 ≡ 0. For the first stage, we obtain1661

(8.3) ṽN :=


min
x1

c>1 x1 + Q̃2(x1)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

1662

The problems defined by (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3) can be solved by SDDP, see Sec-1663

tion 2. However, in contrast to the problems considered there, the SAA problems are1664

random as they depend on a sample (ξ̃`1, . . . , ξ̃
`
T ) from the true data process (ξt)

T
t=1.1665

SAA Properties. Since the aim is to solve the original problem (P̃ ), the central1666

question is how the solution and the bounds obtained by applying SDDP to the SAA1667

problem (P̃N ) relate to the solution of (P̃ ). We denote the optimal value of (P̃ ) by1668

ṽ∗ and the bounds obtained by SDDP in iteration i with ṽi and ṽ
i

K. We summarize1669

important properties of SAA.1670

(P.8.1) It can be shown that the optimal value ṽN provides a consistent estimator of1671

the true optimal value ṽ∗, i.e., limN→∞ E[ṽN ] = ṽ∗ with probability 1 [200].1672

This can be proven using the Law of Large Numbers [202]. The intuition1673

behind this is that asymptotically, the scenario tree structure of the true1674

process (ξt)
T
t=1 is recovered. In practical applications, increasing Nt to infinity1675

is computationally intractable.1676

(P.8.2) E[ṽN ] is a biased estimator of ṽ∗, i.e., E[ṽN ] ≤ ṽ∗ for all N [202], since only1677

a subset of all scenarios is considered and the decisions are optimized with1678

respect to these scenarios [49]. This means, that SAA provides a statistical1679

lower bound for ṽ∗ [197].1680

(P.8.3) Since in each iteration i of SDDP, we have ṽi ≤ ṽN , it follows E[ṽi] ≤ ṽ∗1681

[200]. Thus, the SDDP lower bound is also a statistical lower bound for ṽ∗.1682
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Note, however, that both, ṽN and ṽi, are lower bounds in expectation only,1683

whereas this is not clear for one specific sample and SAA problem (P̃N ).1684

(P.8.4) Applying SDDP to (8.1)-(8.3), a feasible policy for (P̃N ) is determined. Thus,1685

as shown in Section 2.3, Eξ̃
[∑T

t=1 c
>
t (ξ̃t)x

i
t

(
ξ̃[t]
)]

is an upper bound to the1686

optimal value ṽN of the SAA problem (P̃N ) conditional on the chosen sample.1687

Eξ̃ denotes the expectation taken with respect to the corresponding finite1688

scenario tree.1689

(P.8.5) The policy in (P.8.4) is implicitly defined by cut approximations Q̃t(·) for1690

t = 2, . . . , T . By solving the SDDP forward pass problems containing these1691

approximations for any realization (ξt)
T
t=1 of the true continuous process, the1692

optimal decisions under this policy can also be computed for such realization.1693

With Assumption 5, it follows that these decisions are feasible for (P̃ ). Thus,1694

the policy obtained by SDDP is feasible for (P̃ ). By taking the expectation1695

in (P.8.4) with respect to the continuous distribution, a valid upper bound1696

for ṽ∗ can be obtained [200].1697

(P.8.6) The sample mean ṽ
i

K determined in the forward pass of iteration i in SDDP1698

is an unbiased and consistent estimator of E
[∑T

t=1 c
>
t (ξt)x

i
t

(
ξ[t]
)]

. Hence,1699

E
[
ṽ
i

K
]
≥ ṽ∗.1700

Despite these properties, solving multistage problems (P̃ ) using SAA may be1701

computationally intractable. The bias and the variance of ṽN can grow fast in the1702

number of stages and hence, may be already very high even for a mild number of1703

stages. Consequently, the obtained lower bounds by applying SDDP to SAA can1704

be quite loose [202]. This also affects the quality of the upper bound estimators in1705

SDDP. Moreover, the variability of the upper bound estimators often increases with1706

the number of stages [202].1707

In fact, Shapiro shows that even under relatively complete recourse (Assump-1708

tion 5) and stagewise independence of the true data process (ξt)
T
t=1 (Assumption 9),1709

the total number of scenarios required in SAA problem (P̃N ) to solve the true problem1710

(P̃ ) with a reasonable accuracy ε > 0 grows exponentially in the number of stages1711

[198]. Therefore, he proposes to use smaller sample sizes Nt for later stages, although1712

the accuracy of the solution cannot be guaranteed anymore [199].1713

Another problem identified by Shapiro [200] is that for large sample sizes, it can1714

be even impossible to solve the SAA problem to optimality in reasonable time, as1715

it may take too long until all scenarios are eventually sampled. Still, the hope is1716

that by solving the SAA problem with SDDP in reasonable time and with reasonable1717

accuracy, a feasible policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

can be determined, which provides a reasonable1718

approximation of ṽ∗ [200].1719

8.3. Assessing Policy Quality. As it is computationally intractable, to solve1720

a SAA problem of (P̃ ) with a sample size that guarantees a predetermined accuracy,1721

in practice, usually moderate sample sizes are used. For example, in [49], sample sizes1722

with branching numbers Nt between 5 and 200 are tested.1723

Since the bounds ṽi and ṽ
i

K in SDDP are determined using the finite scenario1724

tree associated to one specific sample of the true data process, they only measure the1725

in-sample performance of the determined feasible policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

. Therefore, to1726

assess its quality for the original problem (P̃ ), i.e., its out-of-sample performance,1727

it is required to evaluate it with respect to the original data process (ξt)
T
t=1. Such1728
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evaluation also allows to compare policies obtained for different SAA problems and1729

to design scenario trees of appropriate size [49].1730

Various techniques have been proposed in stochastic programming to measure1731

the performance of feasible policies, such as analyzing optimality conditions, assessing1732

solution stability or estimating the optimality gap [49]. Many of these techniques focus1733

on two-stage stochastic programs. For multistage programs, Morton et al. have made1734

substantial contributions [40, 49, 113], which are based on estimating the optimality1735

gap. [49] and [113] in particular deal with policy assessment in context of SDDP,1736

the latter considering a risk-averse variant of SDDP, see Section 9. We discuss this1737

approach thoroughly in the remainder of this subsection.1738

Estimating the Optimality Gap. For some feasible policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

, let1739

ṽ(ξ) =
∑T
t=1 ctxt

(
ξ[t]
)

denote the random cost for some scenario path ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξT ).1740

In accordance with [49], we only consider uncertainty in the RHS.1741

From (P.8.5) we have E[ṽ(ξ)] ≥ ṽ∗. Therefore, the optimality gap induced by1742

policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

can be expressed as1743

∆ := E[ṽ(ξ)]− ṽ∗ ≥ 0.1744

This gap cannot be directly evaluated because the optimal value ṽ∗ is not known.1745

Using some lower bound for ṽ∗, ∆ can be overestimated though. Such lower bound1746

is given by E[ṽ], see (P.8.3). This yields1747

(8.4) E[ṽ(ξ)]− E[ṽ] ≥ ∆ ≥ 0.1748

Still, the left-hand side of (8.4) is computationally infeasible to evaluate. It1749

requires excessive computational effort to evaluate policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

for all possible1750

scenarios to obtain E[ṽ(ξ)]. Furthermore, from SDDP only one specific realization of ṽ1751

is known. Therefore, the policy assessment strategies proposed in [49] use estimators1752

for both terms to derive an approximate one-sided confidence interval bounding ∆1753

from above.1754

Upper Bound Estimation. Since the policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

is feasible, see (P.8.5),1755

it can be evaluated for any realization of the original data process to assess its out-of-1756

sample performance. Let us sample Mu i.i.d. scenario paths from (ξt)
T
t=1. For each of1757

those sampled scenarios ξ`, ` = 1, . . . ,Mu, the SDDP subproblems (2.17) are solved1758

in forward direction, yielding xt(ξ
`
[t]) and ṽ(ξ`) [49]. An upper bound estimator is1759

then defined by the sample mean1760

(8.5) UMu
:=

1

Mu

Mu∑
`=1

ṽ(ξ`).1761

Similarly to the in-sample estimator, this estimator is an unbiased and consistent1762

estimator of E[ṽ(ξ)]. Its sample variance is given by [49]1763

(8.6) σ2
U :=

1

Mu − 1

Mu∑
`=1

(ṽ(ξ`)− UMu
)2.1764

Alternatively, an upper bound estimator can be obtained by sampling a finite1765

number of different scenario trees, i.e., different SAA problems, and applying policy1766 (
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

to each of them [40]. This comes at the cost of increased computational1767

effort.1768
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Lower Bound Estimation with Several Scenario Trees. From SDDP, only1769

one single realization of ṽ is known. Hence, it is not directly possible to determine a1770

sampling error for this point estimate and to derive a confidence interval for E[ṽ].1771

One approach to derive a lower bound estimator is to solve a finite number of1772

SAA problems for different scenario trees with SDDP and to determine the mean of1773

the lower bounds ṽ. To be precise, Ml different scenario trees are constructed, each1774

by sampling Ñt realizations per stage from (ξt)
T
t=1. Then SDDP is run, yielding the1775

lower bounds ṽ`, ` = 1, . . . ,Ml [49].1776

The sample mean1777

(8.7) LMl
:=

1

Ml

Ml∑
`=1

ṽ`1778

then defines an estimator for E[ṽ] with sample variance1779

σ2
l :=

1

Ml − 1

Ml∑
`=1

(ṽ` − LMl
)2.1780

Note that instead of lower bounds ṽ`, also the optimal values ṽ`N could be used1781

in estimator (8.7) [49]. We already discussed in Section 8.2 that it may be compu-1782

tationally intractable to solve one single SAA problem to optimality, though. Thus,1783

using ṽ` may be computationally preferable.1784

In principle, applying SDDP to not only one, but several SAA problems and1785

building the mean of the obtained bounds seems very reasonable from a statistical1786

perspective, as the outcome of one SAA problem is random. This also has another1787

possible benefit: If SDDP is run for Ml different SAA problems (P̃ lN ), each of these1788

problems yields a different feasible policy. By calculating the upper bound estimator1789

UMu
(8.5) for each of them, directly Ml different policies could be compared.1790

However, for problems with multiple stages and for sufficiently high Ñt, this1791

becomes computationally intractable, even without solving (P̃ lN ) exactly. Therefore,1792

de Matos et al. follow the strategy to run SDDP once for some SAA problem with1793

larger branch size Nt to determine a high quality policy and then, afterwards, to run1794

SDDP for Ml SAA problems with smaller branch size Ñt only to produce the lower1795

bound estimate LMl
and assess the quality of that policy [49]. In their numerical tests,1796

they choose values between 5 and 200 for Nt and 5 for Ñt. However, it is not clear1797

in general how to choose Ñt to reach a reasonable trade-off between computational1798

tractability and an appropriate quality of the lower bound estimator.1799

Lower Bound Estimation with One Scenario Tree. An alternative and less1800

costly lower bound estimator is derived by only using the already existing scenario1801

tree, which has been applied to determine the considered policy [49].1802

The idea is then to use the SDDP outcome ṽ as the point estimate LMl
for the1803

lower bound. To estimate the unknown sampling error of ṽ, the sampling error of the1804

in-sample upper bound estimator is used. This means that Ml scenarios are sampled1805

from the existing scenario tree and formulae (8.5) and (8.6) with Ml in the role of Mu1806

are used to compute an upper bound estimate ṽMl
and sample error σ2

l . The idea1807

behind applying this sampling error is that ṽ and E[ṽMl
] are equal if SDDP has been1808

run to optimality. However, this also implies that if SDDP has not converged (or if1809

Nt is not sufficiently large) the sampling error may be underestimated and, thus, the1810

confidence intervals drawn from this become overly optimistic [49].1811
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Confidence Intervals. Using the bound estimators and their sample variances,1812

asymptotically valid confidence intervals can be derived [49].1813

(
−∞, UMu + tMu−1,α

σU√
Mu

]
1814

is an asymptotically valid, and for finite Mu approximate, (1−α)% confidence interval1815

for E[ṽ(ξ)]. Here, tMu−1,α denotes the (1−α)-level quantile of a student’s t distribution1816

with Mu − 1 degrees of freedom.1817

Similarly,1818 [
LMl

− tMl−1,α
σl√
Ml

,∞
)

1819

is an asymptotically valid, and for finite Ml approximate, (1−α)% confidence interval1820

for ṽ∗. Using only one scenario tree, this confidence interval is only valid if SDDP has1821

converged and if Nt is sufficiently large for the SAA problem.1822

Combining both confidence intervals yields1823 [
0, [UMu

− LMl
]+ + tMl−1,α

σl√
Ml

+ tMu−1,α
σU√
Mu

]
1824

as a one-sided approximate confidence interval for the optimality gap ∆ [49]. Here,1825

[x]+ := max {x, 0}.1826

8.4. Variance Reduction Techniques. Instead of MC sampling, also impor-1827

tance sampling [151] and variance reduction techniques as introduced in Section 4.2,1828

can be applied for scenario tree generation to reduce bias and variance of the obtained1829

SAA estimators.1830

In [105], numerical tests comparing MC, LHS and RQMC for scenario tree gen-1831

eration indicate that the error from sampling scenario trees may be significant. In1832

comparison with MC and LHS, RQMC yields the most promising results to obtain1833

more representative scenario trees.1834

In [49] also MC, LHS and RMC are compared for different branch sizes and1835

policy evaluation strategies. The results indicate that with both LHS and RQMC, a1836

reduction of bias and sampling error, a higher policy quality and tighter confidence1837

intervals can be achieved in comparison with MC sampling, especially for smaller1838

branch sizes Nt. For smaller branch sizes LHS appears to be superior, while RQMC1839

yields better results for larger branch sizes.1840

While showing higher variability for MC sampling, if combined with RQMC and1841

LHS sampling, the computationally preferable lower bound estimator using only in-1842

sample scenarios from the existing tree yields comparable results to the approach1843

solving several SAA problems [49].1844

9. Risk-averse SDDP [relaxing Assumption 4]. In SDDP, as described in1845

Section 2, a risk-neutral optimal policy is determined, which we formalize by Assump-1846

tion 4. Therefore, the formulation of problem (P ) contains conditional expectations,1847

such that a nested expectation is minimized in the objective function, subject to non-1848

anticipativity and satisfaction of all feasibility constraints. Due to the tower property1849

of expected values, that is,1850

(9.1) Eξt [Zt(ξt)] = Eξ[t−1]

[
Eξt|ξ[t−1]

[Zt(ξt)]
]

1851
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for some random variable Zt, this is equivalent to minimizing the expectation of the1852

total objective values of all scenarios, i.e.,1853

(9.2) E

[
T∑
t=1

ct(ξt)
>xt(ξt)

]
,1854

under the same constraints [201]. Thus, SDDP yields a policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

which1855

provides the optimal objective value, e.g., minimal costs, in expectation.1856

Recall that the objective value
∑T
t=1 ct(ξt)

>xt(ξt) is random, though, as it de-1857

pends on the the realization of the data process (ξt)
T
t=1. For some specific realization,1858

the SDDP policy may produce an objective value which widely deviates from its ex-1859

pectation. For this reason, in practice, decision makers are often anxious not only to1860

find a policy yielding low costs on average, but also to avoid the risk of extremely high1861

costs situations. This motivates to consider risk-averse approaches in stochastic pro-1862

gramming. Specifically for multistage stochastic programming, risk-aversion has been1863

a popular research topic in the last decade. This includes theoretical fundamentals1864

on risk measures [194] as well as algorithmic developments, such as rolling horizon1865

approaches with chance and CVaR constraints [93, 94].1866

Mathematically, a risk-averse formulation of problem (P ), which we denote by1867

(PR) can be achieved by replacing the expected value in (9.2) with some multi-period1868

risk measure R[·]:1869

(9.3) R
[
T∑
t=1

ct(ξt)
>xt(ξt)

]
.1870

9.1. Risk Measures for Multistage Programs. We briefly discuss risk mea-1871

sures and some properties required for SDDP now. Since our focus is on algorithmic1872

aspects of SDDP, we keep this short and refer to the relevant literature for more1873

details such as technical definitions and derivations [194, 195, 202].1874

In general, a (one-period) risk measure is a function ρ : Z → R from the space1875

Z of random variables Z to R (since random variables are functions themselves, it is1876

actually a functional). Two well-known risk measures are the value-at-risk (VaRα)1877

and conditional value-at-risk (CVaRα) to some level α ∈ (0, 1).1878

VaR is defined as the left-side (1−α)-quantile of the distribution of some random1879

variable Z, i.e.,1880

VaRα[Z] := inf {u : P(z ≤ u) ≥ 1− α} .1881

CVaR, also referred to as average value-at-risk (AVaR) [204], reflects the expected1882

value of random variable Z conditioned on values greater or equal than VaRα[Z]1883

[4, 186]. Formally,1884

CVaRα[Z] := E
[
Z|Z ≥ VaRα[Z]

]
.1885

It can be shown that an equivalent formulation is given by [200]1886

(9.4) CVaRα[Z] = VaRα[Z] +
1

α
E
[[
Z −VaRα[Z]

]
+

]
.1887

Again, [Z]+ is defined as max {Z, 0}.1888
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CVaRα[·] has some beneficial properties compared to VaRα[·]. It does not only1889

consider the probability mass beyond VaRα[·], but also its distribution, e.g., if it1890

has fat or long tails, through taking the conditional expected value of Z conditioned1891

on Z ≥ VaRα[Z]. Moreover, it allows to retain convexity of optimization problems,1892

as we discuss later on. VaRα[Z] and CVaRα[Z] are illustrated in Figure 17. An1893

optimization-based intuition for using VaR or CVaR is presented in [200, 204].1894

E[Z] VaRα[Z]

CVaRα[Z]

α

Z

fZ

Fig. 17: VaRα[Z] and CVaRα[Z] for a gamma distributed random variable Z.

In the multistage setting of (9.3), traditional single-period risk measures have to1895

be extended to several periods, that is, to a sequence of random variables Z1, . . . , ZT ,1896

modeling the stagewise objectives of (P ). We denote such multi-period risk measures1897

by R[·].1898

With regard to optimization, such risk measures have to be carefully chosen.1899

First of all, it is not clear how risk should be measured in a multistage setting, that1900

is, if it should be measured once over the whole time horizon from stage 1 to T (also1901

called end-of-horizon approach), stage-by-stage or in a nested way [106]. Secondly, a1902

risk measure should be chosen in such way that the resulting risk-averse multistage1903

stochastic programming problem possesses some desirable properties.1904

Coherence. One desired property for risk measures applied in optimization is1905

coherence, a concept introduced by Artzner et al. [5]. We employ a slightly different1906

definition from [202]:1907

Definition 9.1. A risk measure ρ : Z → R is called coherent, if it satisfies1908

• Convexity: for any Z1, Z2 ∈ Z and all λ ∈ [0, 1] it holds1909

ρ(λZ1 + (1− λ)Z2) ≤ λρ(Z1) + (1− λ)ρ(Z2),1910

• Monotonicity: If Z1 ≤ Z2 for almost all realizations, then ρ(Z1) ≤ ρ(Z2),1911

• Translation Equivariance: If a ∈ R and Z ∈ Z, then ρ(Z + a) = ρ(Z) + a,1912

• Positive Homogeneity: If λ > 0 and Z ∈ Z, then ρ(λZ) = λρ(Z).1913

The main strength of a coherent risk measure is that it is convex and, thus,1914

convex objective functions, such as the value functions Qt(·, ·) occuring in the dynamic1915

programming equations of (P ), remain convex if ρ[·] is applied to them. VaRα[Z] is no1916
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coherent risk measure, but CVaRα[Z] is [158]. Therefore, in optimization CVaRα[Z]1917

is usually preferred over VaRα[Z].1918

Time-consistency. A second crucial property for risk-averse multistage pro-1919

grams is time-consistency. In the literature, various different definitions of this prop-1920

erty exist, see for example [36, 46, 201]. A common definition is that a risk-measure1921

is called time-consistent, if an optimal policy for (9.3) is still optimal at every stage1922

of the decision process with respect to the conditional risk measure. That means that1923

the policy is still optimal after some of the uncertain data has been revealed. We do1924

not discuss this in more detail and refer to [65, 106, 201, 202] and references within1925

for technical definitions and discussions on different concepts of time-consistency, es-1926

pecially in the context of SDDP.1927

In the risk-neutral case, time-consistency is naturally satisfied as the nested for-1928

mulation of (P ) can be expressed by means of dynamic programming equations (2.1)-1929

(2.3), which naturally yield time-consistent solutions. Moreover, this nested formula-1930

tion is equivalent to the end-of-horizon formulation (9.2) such that time-consistency is1931

also assured for the latter. This equivalence does only hold because of the tower prop-1932

erty (9.1) and the strict monotonicity of the expectation operator E[·], though, which1933

allow for a decomposition of (9.2) and interchangeability of the min and E[·] opera-1934

tors [201]. As arbitrary risk measures R[·] do not necessarily possess those properties,1935

time-consistency is not automatically assured.1936

For this reason, it can be shown that even very intuitive multi-period risk measures1937

R[·] may lead to time-inconsistent decisions. For instance, some simple examples in1938

[65, 106] show that taking an unconditional risk measure ρ[·], such as VaR or CVaR,1939

as an end-of-horizon risk measure leads to time-inconsistent decisions. The same is1940

true if risk is measured separately in each stage.1941

In the remainder of this section, we present and discuss different types of risk1942

measures, which can be used in risk-averse multistage programming to obtain time-1943

consistent optimal policies, and their incorporation into SDDP. While some articles1944

on this topic also cover SAA [113, 200, 204], we restrict to finite random variables1945

here.1946

9.2. SDDP with Polyhedral Risk Measures. Multiperiod polyhedral risk1947

measures are a special type of risk measure, which can be formulated as the optimal1948

value of certain T -stage linear stochastic programs [68]. The arguments of the risk1949

measure enter these multistage programs on the RHS.1950

In [91], multiperiod extended polyhedral risk measures are introduced, for which1951

the corresponding linear program even has a slightly more general form. This class1952

comprises polyhedral risk measures, spectral risk measures and also CVaR. These risk1953

measures can be shown to be convex and coherent under certain assumptions [91].1954

The main strength of (extended) polyhedral risk measures is that they can natu-1955

rally be used in a multistage stochastic programming setting. The LP representation1956

of R[·] and the original LP formulation of (P ) can be conflated to a single large-1957

scale risk-averse linear programming problem (PR), which allows for a reformulation1958

by means of dynamic programming equations [91]. These dynamic programming1959

equations can then be approached by standard SDDP to compute lower bounds and1960

statistical upper bounds for the risk-averse optimal value v∗R. Guigues and Römisch1961

derive the cut formulae and give a convergence proof for some special cases of ex-1962

tended polyhedral risk measures [92] and the special case of spectral risk measures1963

[91].1964

While polyhedral risk measures allow for a straightforward formulation of linear1965
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dynamic programming equations, they have a significant drawback with respect to1966

SDDP. The stage-t subproblems have to be enhanced with additional state variables1967

zt−1 and y1, . . . , yt−1, which are required to store the history of previous decisions. As1968

this leads to a considerable increase of the state space dimension, it can be considered1969

computationally prohibitive in practice [163].1970

9.3. SDDP with Nested Risk Measures. To obtain a risk-averse program1971

(PR) with time-consistent solutions, it is often proposed to use one-period conditional1972

risk measures ρ
ξ[t]
t [·] for all t = 1, . . . , T in a nested fashion [201]. This idea goes back1973

to Ruszczyński and Shapiro [195], where the risk measure is taken as a function of1974

the recourse value [113]. Such nested risk measures have the drawback that they are1975

less amenable to suitable interpretations, although some economic interpretations are1976

possible [192].1977

Applying a nested risk measure to the objective in problem (PR) yields1978

(9.5)

R
[
T∑
t=1

ct(ξt)
>xt(ξt)

]
= c>1 x1 + ρξ12

[
c2(ξ2)>x2(ξ2)

+ ρ
ξ[2]
3

[
· · ·+ ρ

ξ[T−1]

T

[
cT (ξT )>xT (ξT )

]]]
.

1979

This resembles the nested objective of problem (P ), see (2.1), but with ρ
ξ[t]
t [·] taking1980

the role of E[·].1981

Let the set Mt(xt−1, ξt) := {xt ≥ 0 | Tt−1(ξt)xt−1 +Wt(ξt) + xt = ht(ξt)} define1982

the feasible stage-t decisions for t = 2, . . . , T and M1 := {x1 ≥ 0 | W1x1 = h1} the1983

feasible stage-1 decisions. Then, using the nested risk measure (9.5), the risk-averse1984

problem (PR) can be formulated as1985

(PR) v∗R :=



min
x1

c>1 x1 + ρξ12

[
min
x2

c2(ξ2)>x2(ξ2) + ρ
ξ[2]
3

[
· · ·

+ ρ
ξ[T−1]

T

[
min
xT

c>T (ξT )xT (ξT )
]
· · ·
]]

s.t. x1 ∈M1

xt(ξt) ∈Mt(xt−1, ξt) ∀t = 1, . . . , T, ξt ∈ Ξt|ξ[t−1].

1986

As indicated before, we can derive an equivalent formulation using dynamic pro-1987

gramming equations [202]. Under stagewise independence (Assumption 9), the con-1988

ditional risk measures ρ
ξ[t]
t [·] coincide with the associated coherent risk measures ρt[·]1989

and thus, the dynamic programming equations denote1990

(9.6) QR,t(xt−1, ξt) :=


min
xt

c>t (ξt)xt +QR,t+1(xt)

s.t. Wt(ξt)xt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1(ξt)xt−1

xt ≥ 0

1991

with some expected risk value function1992

(9.7) QR,t+1(xt) := ρt+1 [QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)]1993

and QR,T+1(·) ≡ 0.1994
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The first stage remains1995

(9.8) v∗R =


min
x1

c>1 x1 +QR,2(x1)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

1996

Fortunately, for coherent conditional risk measures ρ
ξ[t]
t [·], t = 1, . . . , T, also the1997

nested risk measure R[·] in (9.5) preserves convexity of QR,t+1(xt). Therefore, a1998

cutting-plane approximation as in SDDP can be applied.1999

Nested conditional risk measures are by far the most frequently chosen approach2000

for risk-averse extensions of SDDP [65, 106, 113, 162, 163, 200, 204]. Usually, a2001

convex combination of conditional expectation and conditional CVaR is used as the2002

conditional risk measure [200]:2003

(9.9) ρ
ξ[t−1]

t [Z] := (1− λt)Eξ[t−1]
[Z] + λtCVaRαt

[
Z|ξ[t−1]

]
2004

with parameters λt ∈ [0, 1] and αt ∈ (0, 1); they control the risk-aversion. Choosing2005

λt = 0 yields the standard risk-neutral model for (P ). The conditional risk mea-2006

sure (9.9) is coherent [200].2007

9.3.1. Reformulating the Dynamic Programming Equations. The gen-2008

eral dynamic programming equations for nested conditional risk measures are for-2009

mulated in (9.6)-(9.8). To determine Qt(·), t = 1, . . . , T , for (9.9) specifically, the2010

conditional CVaR of Qt(·, ·) has to be evaluated, which is quite challenging using2011

formula (9.4).2012

However, CVaR can also be formulated as the optimal value of an optimization2013

problem with decision variable u ∈ R [186]. To be precise,2014

(9.10) CVaRα[Z] = inf
u∈R

{
u+

1

α
E
[
[Z − u]+

]}
.2015

Note that the inf is always attained in our setting of finite Z and discrete ξ and that2016

an optimal solution satisfies u∗ = VaRα[Z] [200].2017

Using this definition, we are able to derive different equivalent representations of2018

the dynamic programming equations.2019

Additional State Variable Approach. With relation (9.10), the expected risk2020

value function (9.7) can be expressed as2021

(9.11)

QR,t+1(xt) = min
ut∈R

Eξt+1

[
(1− λt+1)QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)

+ λt+1

(
ut +

1

αt+1

[
QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)− ut

]
+

)]
.

2022

Recall that λt and αt, t = 2, . . . , T are user-controlled parameters.2023

The minimization over ut can be incorporated into the stage-t subproblems [200],2024

which yields2025

(9.12) QR,t(xt−1, ξt) =


min
xt,ut

c>t (ξt)xt + λt+1ut +QR,t+1(xt, ut)

s.t. Wt(ξt)xt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1(ξt)xt−1

xt ≥ 0

2026
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with some modified expected risk value function2027

(9.13)

QR,t+1(xt, ut) = Eξt+1

[
(1− λt+1)QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)

+
λt+1

αt+1

[
QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)− ut

]
+

]
,

2028

QR,T+1(·, ·) ≡ 0 and λT+1 ≡ 0 [200]. The first stage changes to2029

(9.14) v∗R =


min
x1,u1

c>1 x1 + λ2u1 +Q2(x1, u1)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

2030

The expected risk value functions QR,t+1(·, ·) differ from the ones defined in2031

(9.11), but can be proven to be convex as well.2032

With equations (9.12)-(9.14), the risk measures ρt[·] are incorporated into the2033

subproblems such that only expectations have to be evaluated in the dynamic pro-2034

gramming equations. However, as pointed out in [113], in comparison with the dy-2035

namic programming equations of the risk-neutral case (2.1)-(2.3), we still observe2036

some fundamental differences: Firstly, an additional, albeit one-dimensional, state2037

variable ut ∈ R is introduced at each stage to estimate the VaR-level, augmenting the2038

state space by one. Secondly, the expected risk value functions do not only depend2039

on xt, but also on ut and parameters λt, αt. Thirdly, they contain the nonlinear, i.e.,2040

piecewise linear, function [·]+.2041

Philpott and de Matos provide an alternative reformulation of the dynamic pro-2042

gramming equations, eliminating the nonlinear expression via an epigraph reformula-2043

tion [162]. To this end, the random term in the brackets in (9.13) is fully incorporated2044

into the value functions.2045

For t = 2, . . . , T − 1, this yields2046

(9.15)

QR,t(xt−1, ut−1, ξt)

=


min

xt,ut,wt
(1− λt)

(
c>t (ξt)xt + λt+1ut +QR,t+1(xt, ut)

)
+
λt
αt
wt

s.t. Wt(ξt)xt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1(ξt)xt−1

wt − c>t (ξt)xt − λt+1ut −QR,t+1(xt, ut) ≥ ut−1

wt, xt ≥ 0.

2047

Using this formulation, the risk value function is defined more naturally as2048

(9.16) QR,t+1(xt, ut) = E
[
QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)

]
.2049

Again, QR,T+1(·, ·) ≡ 0 and λT+1 ≡ 0.2050

The first-stage problem reads then2051

(9.17) v∗R =


min

x1,u1,w1

c>1 x1 + λ2u1 +QR,2(x1, u1)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

2052

In comparison to the formulation (9.12)-(9.14) by Shapiro [200], additional vari-2053

ables and constraints have to be introduced. Both formulations allow application of2054
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SDDP, but share the drawback of augmenting the state space. Since the computa-2055

tional effort of SDDP grows exponentially in the state space dimension, see Theo-2056

rem 2.10, such increase should be avoided.2057

Modifying the Probability Measure. One idea is to avoid the introduction2058

of an additional state variable ut by directly determining the (1− α)-quantile of the2059

value functions, i.e., VaRα[QR,t+1(·, ·)], as first introduced by Shapiro et al. [204].2060

Basically, this means that the bad outcomes in the distribution of the value functions2061

are manually determined.2062

Without loss of generality, assume that for all t = 2, . . . , T and any fixed trial2063

solution x̄t−1 the values of QR,t(x̄t−1, ξtj) are ordered for all j = 1, . . . , qt. That2064

means, we have QR,t(x̄t−1, ξt,1) ≤ · · · ≤ QR,t(x̄t−1, ξt,qt). Then, in (9.11) the variable2065

ut can be replaced by the (1−α)-quantile QR,t+1(x̄t, ξt+1,j∗) with j∗ chosen such that2066 ∑j∗

j=1 pt+1,j ≥ 1− αt+1:2067

(9.18)

QR,t+1(xt) = E
[
(1− λt+1)QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1) + λt+1

(
QR,t+1(x̄t, ξt+1,j∗)

+
1

αt

[
QR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)−QR,t+1(x̄t, ξt+1,j∗)

]
+

)]
.

2068

In an SDDP context, relation (9.18) cannot directly be applied, since QR,t+1(·, ·)2069

is not known and also not evaluated for all j = 1, . . . , qt+1. However, the same2070

principle can be applied to the approximate value functions QR,t+1
(·, ·).2071

Recently, such change of probability measure has been also discussed in detail in2072

[124]. Instead of determining the ordering and j∗ based on the approximate value2073

functions of one specific iteration, also all previous iterations are taken into account2074

there. More precisely, the number of iterations in which an index j exceeds VaRα2075

is counted. This is considered as a good proxy for the ordering of the actual value2076

functions. The ordering and, thus, the probability measure, can either be updated2077

dynamically within SDDP or be determined by running risk-averse SDDP once in2078

advance to identify the outcomes contributing to CVaRα. The latter approach has2079

the advantage that the changed probability measure can be fixed for the following2080

actual run, which yields a risk-neutral problem and allows for application of ordinary2081

SDDP.2082

In [163], the idea from [204] is considered from a dual perspective and used to2083

reformulate the risk measure (9.9) even before formulating the dynamic programming2084

equations. The key concept is the so-called dual representation of CVaRα, which is2085

defined as2086

(9.19) CVaRα[Z] =



sup
ζ

q∑
j=1

pjζjZ(ξj)

s.t.

q∑
j=1

pjζj = 1

ζj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , q

ζj ≤
1

α
, j = 1, . . . , q.

2087

It shows that CVaRα[·] can be interpreted as some worst-case probability measure.2088

As shown in [163], using this definition and explicitly computing the supremum,2089
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risk measure (9.9) can be written as2090

(9.20) ρ
ξ[t−1]

t [Z] =

qt∑
j=1

ptjζtjZ(ξtj)2091

with2092

(9.21) ζtj =



(1− λt), j < j∗,

(1− λt) +
1

ptj∗

(
λt −

λt
αt

qt∑
n=j∗+1

ptn

)
, j = j∗,

(1− λt) +
λ

αt
, j > j∗.

2093

Consequently, the dynamic programming equations (9.6)-(9.8) can be used with2094

expectations as in standard SDDP, but with a modified probability measure. As ζtj2095

changes with x̄t−1, the modified probabilities have to be recalculated for each stage t,2096

iteration i and sample k in SDDP. This principle is also extended to general coherent2097

risk measures in [163].2098

For the third-stage of Example 2.7, the expected risk value function QR,3(·) ob-2099

tained by applying (9.20) and (9.21) to (9.7) is illustrated in Figure 18 for α = 0.052100

and different values of λ. It can be seen that with choosing larger values for λ, repre-2101

senting a higher risk-aversion, the stage-3 cost increases compared to the risk-neutral2102

case (λ = 0).2103

λ = 0.3

λ = 0.2

λ = 0.1

λ = 0
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0
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x2
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R
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2
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Fig. 18: QR,3(·) from Example 2.7 for α = 0.05 and different values of λ.

As an overview, the different forms of dynamic programming equations for (PR)2104

using nested convex combinations of expectations and conditional CVaR are summa-2105

rized in Table 1.2106

9.3.2. Forward and Backward Pass. All approaches in Table 1 to formulate2107

the dynamic programming equations allow for a solution of a risk-averse problem (PR)2108

using SDDP. Some approaches are more efficient, since the state space, the decision2109

space or the number of constraints are not augmented. Others are advantageous in2110

the sense that QR,t(·) is expressed by a neat formula and, thus, cut formulae can2111

be derived more easily. With some epigraph reformulation, for all the approaches all2112

subproblems can be formulated as LPs.2113
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Description Source Equations

- general (9.6), (9.7) with (9.9), (9.8)
- augmented state,

sophisticated formula for Qt(·) [200] (9.12), (9.13), (9.14)
- augmented state,

additional constraints and variables [162] (9.15), (9.16), (9.17)
- VaRαt [Qt(·)] explicitly determined,

sophisticated formula for Qt(·) [204] (9.12), (9.18), (9.14)
- modified probability measure [163] (9.6), (9.7), (9.8), (9.20), (9.21)
- modified probability measure [124] as in [204]

Table 1: Dynamic programming equation formulations for (P ) using nested convex
combinations of expectations and conditional CVaR.

The forward pass of SDDP basically remains the same as for risk-neutral SDDP2114

from Section 2.3. That is, k ∈ K scenarios are sampled and considered, with K ⊂2115

S and |K| � |S|. However, the subproblems and the associated value functions2116

QiR,t(x
ik
t−1, ξ

k
t ) differ from the risk-neutral case. Instead of subproblem (2.17), one of2117

the dynamic programming equations from Table 1 is chosen and the occuring expected2118

risk value functions QR,t+1(·) are replaced by an approximating function Qi
R,t+1(·)2119

or an epigraph variable θt+1, respectively.2120

In the backward pass, as in risk-neutral SDDP, at each stage t = T, . . . , 2, those2121

subproblems are solved for each trial solution xikt−1, k ∈ K, and possible stage-t real-2122

ization ξktj ≡ ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, using an updated cut approximation Qi+1
R,t+1(·). Using2123

dual information, on stage t, a new cut for QR,t(·) is derived and handed back to stage2124

t − 1. The main difference to risk-neutral SDDP is again the definition of QR,t(·).2125

Therefore, the formulae for the cut intercepts and gradients have to be adapted to2126

the individual approach chosen. For the technical derivation of the subgradients in2127

such cases, we refer to the references in Table 1.2128

9.3.3. Upper Bound Determination and Stopping. The main challenge in2129

SDDP extensions using nested conditional risk measures is to determine upper bounds2130

for v∗ and, thus, allowing for a reasonable stopping criterion. The reason is that the2131

upper bound construction method from the risk-neutral case, see Section 2.3, cannot2132

be efficiently extended to the risk-averse case.2133

Recall that in the risk-neutral case, a feasible policy
(
xt(ξ[t])

)T
t=1

is determined2134

in the backward pass and evaluated in the forward pass for different scenarios k ∈ K,2135

yielding trial points xkt . Then, a statistical upper bound vK for v∗ is determined as2136

the sample average of the objective values of all these sample paths ξk, see (2.18).2137

Analogously, a true upper bound v can be obtained by taking the expectation of such2138

objective value for all scenarios ξs, s ∈ S.2139

However, this is possible only due to the tower property (9.1) of expected values,2140

which induces the equivalence of the end-of-horizon formulation (9.2) and the nested2141

formulation assumed for (P ). Most nested conditional risk measures, e.g. (9.9), do not2142

possess the tower property. Therefore, the sample average cannot directly be applied2143

to obtain a (statistical) upper bound.2144

As determing reasonable upper bounds is a crucial ingredient of SDDP, developing2145

appropriate upper bound estimators has been an active research field in the last2146
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decade. In the following, we discuss different approaches that have been proposed. In2147

reviewing them, we follow the presentation of Kozmı́k and Morton [113], who provide2148

a comprehensive study within their own work on upper bound estimators.2149

A Sample Average Estimator. In Section 9.3.1, we managed to formulate2150

each ρ
ξ[t]
t [·] only by means of expectations in (9.13). Still, this does not assure the2151

tower property, since the risk value functions QR,t(·) contain a nested nonlinearity2152

due to the [·]+-function. However, we can derive an estimator similar to (2.18) [113].2153

To this end, we remove the expectation in (9.13) to obtain2154

(9.22)

v̂t(ξ
k
t ) := (1− λt)

(
c>t (ξkt )xkt + v̂t+1(ξkt )

)
+ λtu

k
t−1 +

λt
αt

[
c>t (ξkt )xkt + v̂t+1(ξkt )− ukt−1

]
+
,

2155

where we replace the value functions QR,t+1(·, ·) by the estimator of the following2156

stage. For stage T it follows v̂T+1(ξkT ) ≡ 0 and for the first stage2157

(9.23) v̂(ξk) := c>1 x1 + v̂2(ξk1 ).2158

Equation (9.23) provides a recursive estimator for the cost associated with sample2159

path ξk. This estimator has to be evaluated by backward recursion starting with stage2160

T . Importantly, formula (9.22) is only used for upper bound estimation, whereas the2161

forward and backward problems in SDDP are still based on the original dynamic2162

programming equations (9.12)-(9.14). Determining estimator (9.23) for all scenarios2163

ξk, k ∈ K, sampled in the forward pass of SDDP, we can form an upper bound2164

estimator2165

(9.24) Un :=
1

|K|
∑
k∈K

v̂(ξk),2166

which resembles the sample average estimator (2.18).2167

Estimator (9.24) is an unbiased and consistent estimator of vR, but has a large2168

variance. Kozmı́k and Morton point out several reasons for this behaviour [113].2169

Only a small portion of the sampled scenarios contributes to estimating the CVaR,2170

while most solely contribute to the expectation. Therefore, a very large number of2171

scenarios would be required to obtain an appropriate CVaR-estimate. Additionally,2172

since expectations are not taken conditionally on each stage as in (9.13), and due to2173

to division by αt ∈ (0, 1), small or large values are very likely to propagate from late2174

to earlier stages in the recursion to determine v̂(ξk).2175

Conditional Sampling Estimator. For the above reasons, estimator Un in2176

(9.24) is rarely considered in the literature on risk-averse SDDP. Instead, Shapiro2177

discusses a conditional sampling estimator [200]. Here, the idea is to estimate the2178

expectations (9.13) in the nested structure conditionally by sampling on each stage.2179

Since in principle, the upper bound estimator can be determined independently of the2180

scenarios sampled in the forward pass, we denote the set of samples by M instead of2181

K. Mt denotes the corresponding scenario set for stage t.2182

For each stage, t = 2, . . . , T , this yields [113]2183

v̂ct (ξ
k
t ) :=

1

|Mt|
∑

mt∈Mt

[
(1− λt)

(
(c>t (ξmtt )xmtt + v̂ct+1(ξmtt )

)
+ λtu

mt
t−1 +

λt
αt

[
(c>t (ξmtt )xmtt + v̂ct+1(ξmtt )− umtt−1

]
+

]
,

2184
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and for the first stage the estimator2185

U c := c>1 x1 + v̂c2(ξ1).2186

As Shapiro himself points out, this estimator has two significant drawbacks. It2187

requires
∏T
t=2 |Mt| + 1 subproblems to be solved, which is exponentially growing in2188

the number of stages. Moreover, the obtained upper bounds are typically not very2189

tight. Therefore, estimator U c should not be useful for practical problems of large-2190

scale [113].2191

Importance Sampling Estimators. Applying conditional sampling appears2192

computationally intractable, but the drawbacks of estimator Un may also be ad-2193

dressed by importance sampling, see Section 4. By sampling scenarios associated2194

with CVaR with higher importance, it is possible to better represent it. Based on this2195

idea, Kozmı́k and Morton put forward different importance sampling upper bound2196

estimators [113], which are further enhanced in [112].2197

Using importance sampling with respect to CVaR, yields a considerable challenge,2198

though. In order to determine the importance sampling distribution for some stage2199

t, it has to be identified which scenarios are associated with CVaR on that stage,2200

i.e., which of them provide a value QR,t(xkt−1, ξ
k
tj) beyond the (1−α)-quantile. If we2201

estimate this by solving subproblems for several ξktj and determining QR,t(xkt−1, ξ
k
tj),2202

we face a similar computational burden as for conditional sampling.2203

Kozmı́k and Morton propose the following approach: They use an approximation2204

function dt(xt−1, ξt), which estimates the recourse value of the decisions xt−1 after the2205

random parameters ξt have been observed [113]. Instead of solving the subproblems2206

for several ξktj , they simply evaluate dt(x
k
t−1, ξ

k
tj) and sort these values. Based on the2207

obtained order, it can be decided then which scenarios are used to estimate CVaR,2208

i.e., ud := VaRαt [dt(xt−1, ξt)] is determined.2209

This allows defining an importance sampling distribution depending on xt−1 [113].2210

For simplicity, we assume that all scenarios are equally likely in the original distribu-2211

tion, that is, ft(ξtj) = 1
qt

for all j = 1, . . . , qt. Then, it follows:2212

gt(ξt|xt−1) :=


1

2bαtqtc
, dt(xt−1, ξt) ≥ ut,

1

2(qt − bαtqtc)
, dt(xt−1, ξt) < ut.

2213

Basically, this distribution ensures that it is equally likely to draw sample ob-2214

servations above and below ut. Note that the formula presented in [113] looks a bit2215

different, since it is presented in the context of SAA.2216

Defining weights2217

Λt(ξt|xt−1) :=
ft(ξt)

gt(ξt|xt−1)
2218

and multiplying them along the sample paths2219

Λ(ξk) :=

T∏
t=2

Λt(ξ
k
t |xt−1)2220

we can derive the estimator2221

(9.25) U i :=
1∑

k∈K Λ(ξk)

∑
k∈K

Λ(ξk)v̂(ξk).2222
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This estimator is similar to (9.24), as the same recursive term v̂(ξk) is used, but2223

combined with importance instead of standard MC sampling.2224

With our assumptions of relatively complete recourse (Assumption 5) and stage-2225

wise independence (Assumption 9), estimator (9.25) is asymptotically valid, i.e., for2226

|K| → ∞, U i converges to Ef [v̂(ξ)] with probability 1 and Ef [v̂(ξ)] ≥ v∗R. Moreover,2227

for sufficiently good choice of dt(·), it can be expected that the variance is lower than2228

for Un [113].2229

Based on this idea, even better estimators can be developed [112, 113], for example2230

by sampling with higher importance scenarios associated with CVaR as before, but2231

also using only such scenarios to estimate CVaR, which contribute to the [·]+-term2232

[113]:2233

v̂dt (ξkt ) := (1− λt)
(

(c>t (ξkt )xkt + v̂dt+1(ξkt )
)

+ λtu
k
t−1 + I[dt(xt−1, ξt) ≥ ud]

λt
αt−1

[
(c>t (ξkt )xkt + v̂dt+1(ξkt )− ukt−1

]
+
.

2234

Here I[·] denotes an indicator function. For the first stage it follows2235

v̂d(ξk) := c>1 x1 + v̂d2(ξk1 ).2236

Combining this with (8.5), we obtain2237

Ud :=
1∑

k∈K Λ(ξk)

∑
k∈K

Λ(ξk)v̂d(ξk).2238

The practical applicability of this estimator relies heavily on satisfaction of the2239

following goodness assumption with respect to dt(·):2240

(9.26) QR,t(xt−1, ξt) ≥ VaRαt [QR,t(xt−1, ξt)] ⇔ dt(xt−1, ξt) ≥ VaRαt [dt(xt−1, ξt)],2241

which means that dt(·) correctly classifies whether a realization is in the upper α-tail2242

of the recourse value distribution.2243

It is proven that this estimator is asymptotically valid as well, but also provides2244

tighter upper bounds than U i in expectation, as long as assumption (9.26) is satisfied.2245

Moreover, a smaller variance should be expected [113]. Numerical results in [113]2246

illustrate that even for a medium number of stages, estimator Ud provides significantly2247

better upper bounds than Un, U c and U i and that also the variance of the estimators2248

is reduced significantly.2249

Apart from the above sampling estimators, some completely different strategies2250

may be used to obtain upper bounds for v∗R,t or to define some stopping criteria for2251

SDDP in the risk-averse case.2252

Using Deterministic Upper Bounds. As already discussed in Section 6,2253

we may circumvent the determination of sampling-based upper bound estimators2254

completely if we resort to deterministic upper bounding procedures.2255

To this end, Philpott et al. [163] extend their inner approximation based upper2256

bounding procedure from Section 6 to the risk-averse case with nested conditional2257

coherent risk measures. The main downside of this procedure, to require prohibitively2258

large computational effort for a large number of state variables and an increasing2259

number of cuts, also holds in this case, though.2260

The alternative deterministic upper bound procedure by Leclère et al. [117] using2261

dual SDDP has not been extended to a risk-averse setting so far.2262
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Determining Bad Outcomes in Advance. As discussed in Section 9.3.1,2263

following the approach of a change of probability measure, see (9.6), (9.7) with (9.20),2264

(9.8), it is also possible to run SDDP once in advance to identify the probability2265

measure and then a second time for the actual solution - this time fixing the probability2266

measure. This is referred to as solving the change-of-measure risk neutral problem in2267

[124]. The advantage of this approach is that indeed a risk neutral problem can2268

be solved by SDDP and therefore, also the classical upper bounding and stopping2269

procedures can be applied.2270

Fixing the Number of Iterations. This approach is proposed by Philpott2271

and de Matos [162]. They run a risk-neutral variant of SDDP first and then fix the2272

number of iterations required until termination. The same number of iterations is2273

then used in the risk-averse case, avoiding the challenge of upper bound evaluation.2274

In some practical applications, in which it is computationally intractable to deter-2275

mine a sophisticated upper bound estimator, this approach may be useful. Promising2276

results are reported in [162]. However, there is no theoretical guarantee to find a2277

sufficiently good solution for a risk-averse version of (PR) in the same number of2278

iterations as for a risk-neutral version. Additionally, for large problems it may al-2279

ready take considerably long to run SDDP one time. Running it a second time for2280

risk-averse problem (PR) may partially annihilate the computational advantage of2281

avoiding upper bound estimation.2282

Lower Bound Stabilization. As for risk-neutral SDDP, instead of using upper2283

bounds at all, the algorithm can be terminated, once the lower bounds viR stabilize.2284

This provides no convergence guarantee but may be worthwhile in large-scale practical2285

applications where other approaches become computationally prohibitive.2286

Using Benefit Factors. Instead of the lower bounds viR, it is also possible2287

to condition termination of SDDP on the improvements of the cut approximations2288

Qi
R,t(·), t = 2, . . . , T . For that purpose, Brandi et al. define a benefit factor2289

Bit,k = min

{
1,
δ(xikt−1)

δit,max

}
,2290

which determines how much a new cut improves the current cut approximation Qi
R,t2291

at xikt−1 [31]. δ(xikt−1) is the absolute increase, while δit,max is a proxy for the maximum2292

improvement possible. For each sample path k ∈ K, a total benefit factor can be2293

determined by2294

Bik = max
{
Bi2,k,Bi3,k, . . . ,BiT,k

}
.2295

The risk-averse SDDP method is then stopped if the values Bik for all k ∈ K are below2296

a predefined tolerance, either for one iteration or, alternatively and more robustely,2297

for a predefined larger number of iterations.2298

9.4. SDDP with Expected Conditional CVaR. Despite nested risk mea-2299

sures being used most prominently in context of SDDP, research has also focused on2300

alternative approaches recently, especially considering the challenges of upper bound2301

computation and time-consistency.2302

One such class of multiperiod risk measures are expected conditional risk measures2303

[65, 106]. Here, conditional expectations are used to avoid the risk measure nesting,2304

which proves beneficial in determining upper bounds in SDDP. The risk measure R[·]2305
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applied to the objective function can be expressed as2306

(9.27)
R
[
T∑
t=1

ct(ξt)
>xt(ξt)

]
= c>1 x1 + ρ2

[
c2(ξ2)>x2(ξ2)

]
+ Eξ[2]

[
ρ
ξ[2]
3

[
. . .
]]

+ · · ·+ Eξ[T−1]

[
ρ
ξ[T−1]

T

[
cT (ξT )>xT (ξT )

]]
.

2307

Note that for stage 2 no conditional expectation is used as the first-stage data is2308

deterministic.2309

Under some assumptions, e.g., for coherent risk measures ρt[·], expected condi-2310

tional risk measures satisfy some notion of time-consistency [106].2311

Using ρt = CVaRαt in (9.27) yields the so called E−CVaR or multi-period average2312

value-at-risk [106]. This risk measure goes back to Pflug and Ruszczyński [160].2313

As stated in [106], by some lengthy reformulations, the objective function of (PR)2314

using (9.27) can be expressed in a nested way. Thus, some dynamic programming2315

equations can be deduced. Moreover, the [·]+-function can be reformulated by an2316

epigraph approach. Then, for t = 2, . . . , T , the dynamic programming equations read2317

(9.28) QR,t(xt−1, ut, ξt) =


min

xt,ut+1,wt

1

αt
wt + ut+1 +QR,t+1(xt, ut+1)

s.t. Wt(ξt)xt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1(ξt)xt−1

wt − c>t (ξt)xt(ξ[t]) ≥ −ut
wt ≥ 0
xt ≥ 0

2318

with2319

(9.29) QR,t+1(xt, ut+1) = Eξt+1

[
QR,t+1(xt, ut+1, ξt+1)

]
,2320

QR,T+1(·, ·) ≡ 0 and first stage2321

(9.30) v∗R =


min
x1,u2

c>1 x1 + u2 +QR,2(x1, u2)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

2322

Contrary to using nested conditional risk measures, the dynamic programming2323

equations here only depend on nested sums of conditional expectations, i.e., have the2324

same structure as in the risk-neutral case. As a result, standard SDDP can be applied.2325

With this comes the big advantage to resort also to the upper bounding techniques2326

developed for risk-neutral SDDP.2327

9.5. SDDP with the Entropic Risk Measure. Nested risk measures, such2328

as the CVaR-based risk measure (9.9), yield policies which are in some sense time-2329

consistent, as they satisfy dynamic programming equations. However, as pointed out2330

in Section 9.1, CVaR does not have the tower property and as a result, the end-2331

of-horizon formulation (9.3) and the nested formulation (9.5) are not equivalent if2332

choosing R[·] = CVaR
[
· |ξ[t−1]

]
. This may lead to different, possibly contradicting,2333

preferences for both formulations, which is unfavorable in practice, as shown for some2334

illustrative examples in [59]. Due to this behavior, such risk measures are called2335

conditionally inconsistent [59].2336

As discussed in [59], in general, conditionally consistent risk measure should be2337

preferred, see also [12, 161]. However, apart from the trivial cases, expectation and2338
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worst case, coherent risk measures do not fulfill this requirement. Therefore, in [59],2339

for some random variable Z, the entropic risk measure2340

(9.31) ENTγ [Z] :=
1

γ
log
(
E[eγZ ]

)
,2341

where γ > 0, is considered. This risk measure is not coherent, but still convex. It2342

generalizes E[Z] (for γ → 0) and ess sup[Z] (for γ →∞), where ess sup[·] denotes the2343

essential supremum.2344

It can be proven that under some technical assumptions, the class of entropic risk2345

measures is the only class of risk measures that is conditionally consistent.2346

As (9.31) can be applied in a nested fashion, the dynamic programming equa-2347

tions (9.6)-(9.8) are valid in this case. Moreover, since (9.31) is a convex risk measure,2348

the (expected) value functions are convex. Therefore, SDDP can be applied to derive2349

polyhedral outer approximations.2350

As for standard SDDP, first, for each scenario k ∈ K and all possible stage-t real-2351

izations ξktj ≡ ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, approximate versions of subproblems (9.6) are solved2352

to obtain QR,t(x
k
t−1, ξtj). Then, based on the dual form of ENTγ [·], the following2353

auxiliary problem can be solved to compute the value of the cost-to-go function:2354

(9.32)

ENTγ
[
QR,t(x

k
t−1, ξt)

]

=



max
p̃t

Ep̃t
[
QR,t(x

k
t−1, ξtj)

]
− 1

γt

qt∑
j=1

p̃tj · log

(
p̃tj
ptj

)
s.t.

qt∑
j=1

p̃tj = 1

p̃tj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , qt.

2355

Here, parameter ptj denotes the nominal probabilities of realizations ξtj , which2356

usually equal 1
qt

, and the decision variable p̃tj denotes an alternative probability2357

based on the entropic risk measure. In this way, problem (9.32) can be regarded as2358

building the expectation based on some modified probabilitiy measure and with some2359

additional penalty term. Problem (9.32) can be solved algorithmically, but as stated2360

in [59], also a closed form for p̃∗tj can be derived. Using p̃∗tj and ENTγ
[
QR,t(x

k
t−1, ξt)

]
,2361

cuts can then be constructed and handed back to the previous stage.2362

The entropic risk measure does not only ensure conditional consistency of the ob-2363

tained policies, but it also allows for upper bound computation as in standard SDDP,2364

because the tower property can be employed for ENT[·]. However, these advantages2365

come at the cost of an aggravated interpretation of the risk measure compared to2366

CVaR-based ones. In this context, it is particularly difficult to make a reasonable2367

choice for the parameter γt > 0 [59].2368

10. SDDP with Unknown Distribution [relaxing Assumption 7]. In Sec-2369

tion 2 we introduced SDDP assuming that the probability distribution Fξ of the data2370

process (ξt)
T
t=1 governing the uncertainty in problem (P ) is known, see Assumption 7.2371

This allowed us to sample from this specific distribution in the forward pass of SDDP2372

or, in case of continuous random vectors, to obtain a finite scenario tree approximation2373

by SAA, as described in Section 8.2374

In practical applications, usually, the true distribution of the random data is not2375

known, though. Often, only historical data is available, i.e., some realization of an2376
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unknown true distribution. This data is then used to determine a reasonable estimate2377

for the true distribution, from which the required samples are taken. However, using2378

such estimated approximation for the true distribution imposes the risk of overfitting2379

the SDDP policies to this specific distribution and, thus, the available data [164].2380

Philpott et al. identify this problem as particularly noteworthy if the number of2381

possible outcomes qt per stage is small.2382

For this reason, it may be reasonable to take a more robust approach and factor2383

in the distributional uncertainty.2384

10.1. Distributionally Robust SDDP. One way to consider distributional2385

uncertainty in SDDP is by integrating ideas from robust optimization [17, 21] into2386

(multistage) stochastic programming. More precisely, a set of potential distributions is2387

considered, which is called distributional uncertainty set or ambiguity set and denoted2388

by P. The expected cost is then minimized over the worst-case probability distribu-2389

tion from this set. This is called Distributionally Robust Optimization (DRO). For a2390

general introduction to DRO, we refer to the review [177] and the tutorial [201].2391

In the following, we restrict to DRO specifically in the SDDP context. We assume2392

all assumptions from Section 2 to hold, except for Assumption 7. Furthermore, we2393

only consider uncertainty in the RHS.2394

In a multistage setting, a separate ambiguity set Pt is introduced for each stage2395

t = 2, . . . , T , which is independent of the previous stages. This yields a nested min-2396

max structure. The dynamic programming equations read2397

(10.1) QDR,t(xt−1, ξt) :=


min
xt

c>t xt +QDR,t+1(xt, ξt)

s.t. Wtxt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1xt−1

xt ≥ 0

2398

with2399

(10.2) QDR,t+1(xt) := max
Pt+1∈Pt+1

EPt+1
[QDR,t+1(xt, ξt+1)] ,2400

and QDR,T+1(xT ) ≡ 0. Compared to Section 2, here, an inner maximization problem2401

is introduced in defining the expected value function to obtain the expected cost over2402

the worst-case probability in Pt+1. The first-stage problem reads2403

(10.3) v∗DR =


min
x1

c>1 x1 +QDR,2(x1)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

2404

Note that the outcomes of the random variables ξt are usually fixed to the finite2405

number of observed realizations in the historical data. The ambiguity set Pt then2406

models a variety of potential probability measures Pt ∈ Pt, which explains the notation2407

in (10.2).2408

How v∗DR and a corresponding policy can be computed algorithmically, heavily2409

depends on the specific choice of the ambiguity sets Pt, t = 2, . . . , T . Various ambigu-2410

ity sets are proposed in the literature. Usually, these sets are defined in such way that2411

they contain all distributions, which are in some sense within a given range of some2412

nominal distribution. This nominal distribution, denoted by Qt, in turn, is defined by2413

probabilities qti = 1
ñt

for all i = 1, . . . , ñt, where ñt denotes the number of historical2414

data samples. Based on the measure employed to evaluate the distance between two2415
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distributions or probability measures, respectively, different classes of ambiguity sets2416

can be defined.2417

For SDDP, the following three distance measures have been used so far. In [107],2418

the `∞ metric is used to define the ambiguity set2419

(10.4) Pt =

{
Pt
∣∣ ñ∑
i=1

pti = 1, pti ≥ 0, ‖pt − qt‖∞ ≤ r
}
.2420

A similar metric, but with the `2-norm, is used in [164] to define the amibguity set2421

(10.5) Pt =

{
Pt
∣∣ ñ∑
i=1

pti = 1, pti ≥ 0, ‖pt − qt‖2 ≤ r
}
.2422

This is a special case of the class of φ-divergence distances, see [13]. Both these dis-2423

tance measures are only applicable to discrete distributions supported on the observed2424

historical data points.2425

On the contrary, the Wasserstein metric allows to compare general distributions.2426

In our case with finite distributions Pt and Qt it can be defined as the minimization2427

problem2428

dW (Qt,Pt) = min
z

ñt∑
i=1

ñt∑
j=1

‖ξit − ξjt ‖zij

s.t.

ñt∑
j=1

zij = qti ∀i = 1, . . . , ñt

ñt∑
i=1

zij = ptj ∀j = 1, . . . , ñt

zij ≥ 0 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , ñt,

2429

where for the norm different choices are possible [66]. This metric is used in [66] to2430

define the amiguity set2431

(10.6) Pt =

{
Pt
∣∣ ñ∑
i=1

pti = 1, pti ≥ 0, dW (Qt,Pt) ≤ r
}
.2432

In all three cases, also very different strategies are chosen to apply SDDP to2433

the nested min-max structure defined by the dynamic programming equations (10.1)-2434

(10.3), which we discuss now.2435

10.1.1. Reformulation as a Risk-averse Problem. As shown in [107], using2436

the ambiguity set (10.4), the dynamic programming equations (10.1)-(10.3) can be2437

reformulated to those of a risk-averse multistage problem with nested conditional2438

CVaR, that is equations (9.12)-(9.14) with2439

λt+1 = 1− p`t+1, αt+1 =
λt+1

put+1 − p`t+1

,2440

where p`t+1 and put+1 denote the probabilities associated with the probability measures2441

at the lower and upper bound of ambiguity set (10.4). Therefore, SDDP can be applied2442

as in this risk-averse setting.2443
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10.1.2. Solving the Inner Maximization Problem Separately. Using am-2444

biguity set (10.5) in the the dynamic programming equations (10.1)-(10.3) yields value2445

functions, which can be proven to remain convex and, thus, can be approximated by2446

linear cuts [164].2447

To derive such cuts, Philpott et al. propose to solve the inner maximization prob-2448

lem identifying the worst-case distribution separately. In the backward pass, for some2449

stage t, first all descendent subproblems are solved. Then, using the obtained val-2450

ues of the approximate value functions for these subproblem, the inner maximization2451

problem is solved. This can be done algorithmically, as shown in [164]. Finally, the2452

computed probability measure is used to compute the cut coefficients. Even though2453

these coefficients are determined based on the current worst-case expectation for some2454

given iteration and cut approximation Qi+1
t (·), which does not necessarily coincide2455

with the worst-case expectation in the true dynamic programming equations, valid2456

cuts are constructed and convergence is ensured.2457

10.1.3. Using a Dual Representation. Using the Wasserstein distance based2458

ambiguity set (10.6) in SDDP, Duque and Morton suggest to make use of a dual2459

reformulation of the inner maximization problem [66]. This way, the value functions2460

can be evaluated by solving the single-level minimization problem2461

QDR,t(xt−1, ξt) :=
min

xt,γt,νt
c>t xt + rγt +

ñt+1∑
i=1

qit+1ν
i
t

s.t. Wtxt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1xt−1

dt+1,ijγt + νit ≥ Qt+1(xt, ξ
j
t+1) ∀i, j = 1, . . . , ñt+1

xt, γt ≥ 0

2462

with dual variables γt and νt and dt+1,ij = ‖ξit+1 − ξjt+1‖.2463

As proven in [66], these reformulated value functions are piecewise linear and2464

convex and, therefore, can be represented by finitely many linear cuts. Note, however,2465

that this approach requires to use multi-cut SDDP, see Section 3.1, since otherwise2466

bilinear terms occur.2467

With all these strategies, the forward pass remains basically the same as in stan-2468

dard SDDP. The sampling can be done from the nominal distribution Qt, t = 2, . . . , T ,2469

or alternatively the current worst-case distribution [66]. If independent sampling is2470

conducted, convergence follows the same way as for standard SDDP. However, chal-2471

lenges to determine valid upper bounds are prevalent for distributionally robust SDDP2472

similarly to the risk-averse case.2473

Computational results indicate that taking the dual reformulation approach, bet-2474

ter approximations are achieved for multi-cut SDDP than solving the inner maximiza-2475

tion in a side computation [66]. Furthermore, out-of-sample tests by Philpott et al.2476

imply that distributionally robust SDDP yields policies which are better suited, e.g.,2477

induce lower costs, in periods with a substantial risk of high costs [164].2478

10.2. Partially Observable Distributions. A different approach to deal with2479

distributionally uncertainty is introduced by Dowson et al. in [60], which is referred2480

to as partially observable multistage stochastic programming. The idea is to consider2481

a finite number of potential distributions by combining the multistage stochastic pro-2482

gram (P ) with a hidden Markov model. More precisely, in each stage, different nodes2483

can be reached, with each node representing one Markov state. Each node reflects a2484
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different candidate distribution, possibly with identical realizations ξj , j = 1, . . . , q,2485

but different associated probabilities.2486

To model the uncertainty with respect to the distributions, the nodes are par-2487

titioned by a partition A into ambiguity sets A ∈ A, with
⋃
A∈A = N and N the2488

number of all nodes besides the root node. For example, the partition can be chosen2489

such that there is one ambiguity set A for each stage.2490

It is now assumed that at any point, only the current ambiguity set is known,2491

while the specific node within it cannot be observed. However, for each node i, a2492

probability bi of being in that node can be computed. In other words, for each candi-2493

date distribution there exists a probability with which this distribution is considered2494

to be the most accurate representation of the true underlying distribution. These2495

probabilities are stored in a so called belief state b.2496

Each time an ambiguity set A is entered and a particular realization ξ̃ of the2497

random data is observed, the belief state is updated componentwise by applying2498

Bayes’ theorem [60].2499

Contrary to multistage stochastic programs with perfect distribution information,2500

the expected value functions have to incorporate this belief state. To this end, let pi`2501

be the probability of observing ξi` conditional on being in node i with ` = 1, . . . , qi.2502

Let N̄ describe all nodes including the root node, ωjk the transition probability from2503

node j to k and Bk(b, ξ) the update rule for the belief state being in (unobservable)2504

node k. Furthermore, let x′ denote the current trial solution. Then, the expected2505

value function can be written as2506

(10.7) QB(x′, b) :=
∑
j∈N̄

bj
∑
k∈N

ωjk

qk∑
`=1

pk` Qk
(
x′, Bk(b, ξk`), ξk`

)
.2507

This means that the value functions Qk(·, ·) depend on a node and an updated belief2508

state, and in (10.7) it is looped over all nodes, weighing the corresponding expected2509

value with the current belief and the transition probabilities between the nodes.2510

As proven in Theorem 1 in [60], the expected value functions QB(·) are saddle2511

functions, as they are convex in x for fixed b, but concave in b for fixed x. Therefore,2512

to apply SDDP, the cut generation has to be adapted to this property. This can be2513

achieved by using an outer approximation for x and an inner approximation for b [60].2514

The main difference for the cut computation is that apart from taking expectations2515

over the realizations of ξ, it is looped over all nodes in the current ambiguity set A2516

and the cut components are weighed with the current belief [60].2517

In the forward pass, for each stage t = 2, . . . , T , first, a new node is sampled2518

conditionally on the (unobserved) current node. Then, a realization of ξ is sampled2519

conditionally on the obtained node and the associated candidate distribution. For a2520

more detailed description, see [60]. Contrary to our presentation, policy graphs [57]2521

are used there to describe the multistage stochastic programs, which yields a notably2522

different notation, which is especially useful for Markovian models.2523

A different method of combining SDDP with a hidden Markov model is given2524

in [67]. One general drawback of such hidden Markov approaches is that transition2525

probabilities between the nodes have to be properly defined a priori.2526

11. SDDP with Stagewise Dependent Uncertainty [relaxing Assump-2527

tion 9]. As explained in Section 2, stagewise independence is a very crucial assump-2528

tion for SDDP to be computationally tractable, since it ensures that cuts can be2529

shared between different nodes of the scenario tree. However, in many applications,2530
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the uncertain data within stochastic programming problems, e.g., demand, fuel prices,2531

electricity prices or inflows, shows correlations over time. Thus, assuming stagewise2532

independence is not appropriate.2533

In this section, we consider extensions of SDDP to cover stagewise dependent2534

uncertainty, that is, we relax Assumption 9.2535

11.1. Expanding the State Space. In case that the uncertainty in problem2536

(P ) is stagewise dependent, the expected value functions Qt(·) for t = 2, . . . , T do2537

not only depend on xt−1, but also implicitly depend on the history ξ[t−1] of the data2538

process. Therefore, conditional expectations are taken in Qt(·), see Section 2.1. For2539

cut-sharing, however, it is crucial that there is essentially one single expected value2540

function per stage only, which can be illustrated by a recombining scenario tree.2541

As an example, let us assume that the uncertainty ξt can be described by a sim-2542

ple linear autoregressive (AR) process with lag one, appropriately defined coefficient2543

vectors γt and matrices Φt and stagewise independent error terms ηt:2544

(11.1) ξt = γt + Φtξt−1 + ηt.2545

The most natural attempt to achieve the cut-sharing property in such case, is to2546

reformulate problem (P ) in such way that it exhibits stagewise independent uncer-2547

tainty [155]. This can be done by considering ξt−1 as an additional state variable,2548

which enters problem (P ) by introducing equation (11.1) as a constraint.2549

Then, as shown in [127],2550

Eξt|ξt−1
[Qt(xt−1, ξt)] = Eηt|ξt−1

[Qt(xt−1, γt + Φtξt−1 + ηt)]

= Eηt [Qt(xt−1, γt + Φtξt−1 + ηt)]

= Eηt [Qt(xt−1, ξt−1, ηt)]

= Qt(xt−1, ξt−1),

2551

where the second equality holds because ηt and ξt−1 are statistically independent. The2552

state variables then consist of the resource state xt−1 and the information state ξt−12553

[172], while the stagewise independent uncertainty is modeled by ηt. Importantly,2554

ξt is regarded as a decision variable in the reformulated problem, augmenting the2555

dimension of the decision state.2556

It is worth emphasizing that this approach is treated in various different ways in2557

the literature. Sometimes, as outlined, equation (11.1) is explicitly incorporated into2558

the dynamic programming equations as an additional constraint [176, 204]. Some-2559

times, each occurence of ξt in the subproblems is simply replaced by the right-hand2560

side of (11.1) and sometimes, the dependence on ξt−1 is only expressed by writing2561

Qt(·, ·) and Qt(·, ·) as functions of ξt−1 [84, 127, 180]. We revisit this observation in2562

the next subsection.2563

While stagewise independence is assured this way, in order to share cuts, it also2564

has to be ensured that valid cuts for Qt(·, ·) can be derived in both types of state2565

variables. This requires that Qt(·, ·) is convex in both xt−1 and ξt−1. Similarly2566

to Theorem 2.1, it can be shown that under certain assumptions, this property is2567

satisfied.2568

Theorem 11.1 ([180]). Let ξt be described by a linear AR process with lag one2569

and stagewise independent error terms. Then, under Assumptions 1 to 6, the expected2570

value function Qt(·, ·)2571

a) is piecewise linear and convex in xt−1 for fixed Wt, Tt−1, ct,2572
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b) is piecewise linear and convex in ξt−1 for fixed Wt, ct,2573

c) is piecewise linear and concave in ξt−1 for fixed Wt, Tt−1, ht,2574

d) is piecewise linear and convex jointly in xt−1 and ξt−1 for fixed Wt, Tt−1, ct.2575

Thus, convexity in both types of state variables is only guaranteed if the (stage-2576

wise dependent) uncertainty only enters the RHS ht(ξt) of problem (P ). Note that2577

this still allows for additional stagewise independent uncertainty in ct,Wt and Tt−1.2578

Theorem 11.1 also requires linearity of the problem (P ) and of the AR process defining2579

the random variable ξt.2580

However, under certain assumptions, Theorem 11.1 can also be generalized to2581

convex problems (P ) and stagewise dependence in the RHS defined by a convex2582

function [84]. Moreover, the result is not limited to lag-one processes, but can be2583

enhanced to AR processes with higher lag order in a straightforward way [84]. This2584

is especially important for practical applications, as often several lags are required2585

to explain a time series appropriately. In contrast, for general nonlinear stochastic2586

processes or uncertainty in Wt, ct or Tt−1, such generalization seems not possible. In2587

order to cover such cases, different approaches are required. We discuss those in later2588

parts of this section.2589

The result in Theorem 11.1 can be illustrated by means of the dual feasible region2590

of the SDDP subproblems (2.20):2591

(11.2)

max
πt,ρt

(ht(ξt)− Tt−1(ξt)xt−1)>πt + g>t+1ρt

s.t. W>t (ξt)πt −G>t+1ρt ≤ ct(ξt)
e>ρt = 1

ρt ≥ 0.

2592

Here, we collect all cut gradients βrt+1, r ∈ Rt+1, in a matrix Gt and all cut intercepts2593

αrt+1, r ∈ Rt+1, in a vector gt to obtain a compact representation, see Section 2.2 for2594

details.2595

In case of linear AR processes in the RHS ht(ξt), the dual feasible region is not2596

affected by the new state variable ξt−1 (it also remains polyhedral). This means that2597

the extreme solutions obtained for one state remain valid, although not necessarily2598

optimal, for all other states as well. In other cases of stagewise dependence, the2599

dual feasible region and its extreme solutions may change for different states. Thus,2600

retaining cut-sharing requires special dependency structures [180].2601

In sum, for affine and convex AR processes occuring in the RHS, expanding the2602

state recovers stagewise independent uncertainty, but at the same time convexity of2603

Qt(·) in all state variables is preserved. Therefore, SDDP can be used as introduced2604

in Section 2. In such case, the obtained cuts are functions of both state variables,2605

which basically means that they can be formulated with a cut gradient for each of2606

them, e.g.,2607

−Gxt+1xt −Gξt+1ξt + θt+1 ≥ gt+1.2608

Unfortunately, depending on the dimension pt−1 of ξt−1, the state space can2609

increase quite significantly. This effect even exacerbates for higher lag orders. Since2610

the computational complexity of SDDP grows exponentially in this dimension, see2611

Theorem 2.10, augmenting the state space is detrimental and should be avoided if2612

possible.2613

11.2. Cut Correction Formulae. The adverse effect of expanding the state2614

space can be alleviated to some degree by a special cut-derivation approach first2615
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proposed by Infanger and Morton [109] and later enhanced by de Queiroz and Morton2616

[176] and Guigues [84]. In all these cases, the process model, such as (11.1), is not2617

explicitly incorporated into the subproblems. Instead, it is merely considered within2618

the cut derivation process. In this way, for autoregressive processes with a specific2619

structure, closed-form cut formulae can be derived without the need of increasing the2620

size of the subproblems. These cut formulae yield the exact same cuts as the previous2621

approach.2622

To illustrate the idea, consider a cut derived using dual problem (11.2) without2623

paying any particular attention to the stagewise dependence. For convenience, but2624

without loss of generality, we assume Tt−1 to be deterministic and the RHS uncertainty2625

to be defined by2626

(11.3) ht(ξt) = Φtht−1(ξt−1) + ηt2627

with stagewise independent error terms ηt, similarly to (11.1). We obtain2628

(11.4)
Qt(xt−1, ξt−1) ≥ Eξt|ξt−1

[
−π>t Tt−1xt−1 + π>t ht(ξt) + ρ>t gt+1

]
= Eξt|ξt−1

[
−π>t Tt−1

]
xt−1 + Eξt|ξt−1

[
π>t ht(ξt) + ρ>t gt+1

]2629

We can make the following observations:2630

(i) Since the probabilities in Eξt|ξt−1
[·] are assumed to not depend on ξt−1 (recall2631

that ηt is stagewise independent) and since all scenarios share the same dual2632

feasible region, the cut gradient2633

(11.5) βt = Eξt|ξt−1

[
−π>t Tt−1

]
2634

derived for one specific scenario ξst−1, is valid for all other scenarios as well.2635

(ii) According to (11.3), the RHS ht(ξt) depends on ξt−1. Therefore, to evaluate2636

the cut for a specific scenario and to share it, this term has to be adapted.2637

Otherwise, the cut may become invalid. By (11.3), this term can be split up2638

into a scenario-dependent part depending on ξt−1 and a scenario-independent2639

part depending on ηt only.2640

(iii) The last term gt+1 in (11.4) is the cut intercept of the following stage. As2641

we face stagewise dependence, this intercept is not scenario-independent any-2642

more, but should denote gt+1(ξt). Moreover, it is defined recursively: The2643

stage-t intercept includes the stage-(t+1) intercept, which includes the stage-2644

(t+2) intercept and so on. This implies that to evaluate gt+1(ξt) for a specific2645

scenario, it is basically required to recursively traverse the whole scenario tree2646

starting form stage t. This is computationally prohibitive.2647

To address these observations, the main idea by Infanger and Morton [109] is to2648

express the cut intercept αt(ξt−1) as the sum of a stagewise independent term αind
t2649

and a stagewise dependent term αdep
t (ξt−1):2650

(11.6) αt(ξt−1) = αind
t + αdep

t (ξt−1).2651

Let π̄t = Eηt [πt] and ρ̄t = Eηt [ρt] denote the expected value of the dual variables2652

obtained for realizations of ηt. As explained, these dual values are valid for any history2653

of the stochastic process due to the structure of the dual feasible set. Let P̄t define2654

the (|Rt| ×mt)-matrix containing the values of π̄t and R̄t the (|Rt| × |Rt−1|)-matrix2655

containing the values of ρ̄t for the previously determined cuts. Furthermore, let the2656

matrix Dt be defined recursively by2657

(11.7) Dt =
[
P̄t+1 + R̄t+1Dt+1

]
Φt, DT = 0.2658
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Then, as shown in [109], the stagewise dependent cut intercept is given by2659

(11.8) αdep
t (ξt−1) = [π̄t + ρ̄tDt] Φtht−1(ξt−1).2660

This means that a cut can be constructed by using formula (11.5) for the gradient2661

and formulae (11.6), (11.7) and (11.8) for the intercept. The stagewise independent2662

term can be either determined by an additional formula or by subtracting (11.8) from2663

αt(ξt−1) [109]. In order for a cut to be shared with a different scenario at stage t− 1,2664

it is only required to adapt the stagewise dependent intercept (11.8) to this specific2665

scenario. In other words, a given cut can be corrected to be valid for a different history2666

of the stochastic process. In particular, it is not required to add (11.3) as a constraint2667

to the stage-t subproblem or to traverse the whole scenario tree. Instead, only the cut2668

gradient, the stagewise independent part of the intercept and the so-called cumulative2669

expected dual vector
[
P̄t+1 + R̄t+1Dt+1

]
Φt have to be stored in order to compute2670

shared cuts [109].2671

It is important to emphasize that the presented approach only partially mitigates2672

the drawbacks of augmenting the state space. First of all, the history of the stochastic2673

process has to be stored to compute ξt, even if such computation is possible outside2674

of the subproblems. Guigues provides a detailed discussion on how state vectors of2675

minimal size can be defined in order to keep the stored information as small as possible2676

[84]. Additionally, due to their dependence on ξt−1, or ξ[t−1] in general, the expected2677

value functions Qt(·) still live in a higher-dimensional space. Therefore, although cuts2678

can be shared by the aforementioned formulae, more cuts may be required to achieve2679

convergence compared to the stagewise independent case.2680

While we limited our explanations to a very simple AR process, similar cut for-2681

mulae can be derived for more complex processes [84, 109, 176, 180]. We give an2682

overview on different settings covered in the literature on closed-form cut formulae2683

in Table 2. Importantly, all processes for which such formulae can be derived require2684

a specific structure, such as linearity, convexity or separability. Some of the process2685

formulae in Table 2 are presented in a simplified way for reasons of clarity, e.g., by2686

omitting standardization and the incorporation of seasonal or periodical effects. For2687

example, this is true for the process considered in [125], where spatial dependencies2688

between locations i and i′ are taken into account. We discuss such processes in more2689

detail in the following subsection. Moreover, note that sometimes in the literature the2690

RHS constant is not directly described by the stochastic process, but by evaluating2691

some function bt(·) at ξt.2692

Let us highlight particularly the work by Guigues [84], which makes several con-2693

tributions. It generalizes the derivation of cut generation formulae to convex AR2694

processes and allows for more complex structures in the RHS. For the affine case,2695

alternative formulas to the ones provided by Infanger and Morton are presented. The2696

main difference is that only a minimal subset of coefficients is used, due to defining2697

the stochastic process componentwise and not in vectorial form compared to (11.1)2698

or (11.3). On the other hand, no recursive formula as in (11.7) is provided to com-2699

pute the cut coefficients. Moreover, it is discussed how even feasibility cuts can be2700

determined and shared under stagewise dependent uncertainty.2701

In practical applications such as hydrothermal scheduling, often AR models with2702

multiple lags are considered to describe the RHS uncertainty, for instance hydrological2703

inflows. In fact, periodic autoregressive models are typically used to factor in seasonal2704

effects. We discuss such models in more detail now.2705
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RHS structure Uncertainty model
Source Type Formula Type Lag Formula

[109] const. ht linear 1 ht = Φtht−1 + ηt
[176] affine νtht + κt linear 1 ht = Φtht−1 + ηt
[210] const. ht linear 1 ht = ϕt(ht−1 − µt−1) + µt + σtηt
[109] const. ht linear ≥ 1 ht =

∑t−1
k=1(Φtkbk + Ψt

kηk) + ηt
[84] convex bt(ξt) linear ≥ 1 ξt = Φtξ[t−1] + ηt
[84] convex bt(ξt) linear ≥ 1 ξt = Φtξ[t−1] + Ψtηt + Θt

[125] const. ht linear ≥ 1 hti =
∑
i′
∑t−1
k=1 Φtii′khti′ + ηti

[109] const. ht nonlinear 1 ht = ft(ht−1) + ηt
[109] const. ht nonlinear ≥ 1 ht = Φt(ft(vt−1) + bt−1) + ηt
[84] convex bt(ξt) convex ≥ 1 ξt = ft(ξ[t−1], ηt)

Table 2: RHS and uncertainty models considered in literature on SDDP with stagewise
dependence to derive closed-form cut formulae.

11.3. Periodic Autoregressive Models in SDDP. Even though the focus of2706

this review is on SDDP and not on statistical modeling, we highlight some challenges2707

which come with modeling AR processes and, hence, are frequently discussed in the2708

literature on SDDP. Most often, this is the case in context of modeling hydro inflows2709

into reservoirs used for power generation. In this case the state variables describe the2710

reservoir levels, see Section 16.2711

General Model Choice and Fitting. As inflows show substantial seasonality,2712

mostly periodic autoregressive (PAR) type models are used to forecast monthly inflows2713

into hydro reservoirs [131, 132]. Basically, this means that for each reservoir (or more2714

general, for each i = 1, . . . , n) and each month a different AR model is fitted, or2715

in other words, that the parameters in the AR model are allowed to differ between2716

months.2717

Formally, let (ξt)t=1,...,T denote a time series and tm some stage t corresponding2718

to month m. Moreover, let µm and σm denote the mean and standard deviation of ξt2719

for month m. Then, a PAR process of orders pm can be formulated as2720

ξtm − µm
σm

=

pm∑
k=1

φk,m
ξtm−k − µm−k

σm−k
+ ηtm .2721

Here, φk,m are the coefficients and ηtm is the error term corresponding to month m.2722

The error terms are usually considered i.i.d. with normal or log-normal distribution2723

[48, 125]. A model of type (11.3) is determined for each month m and reservoir.2724

Often hydro reservoirs are structured in a cascade system. That means that the2725

output of one hydro reservoir may affect the inflow of another reservoir downstream.2726

For this reason, inflows often do not only show temporal correlation and seasonality,2727

but also spatial correlation [125]. To address this, instead of PAR, Lohmann et al.2728

use a spatial periodic autoregressive (SPAR) model. Such model is still linear, but2729

instead of only autoregressive components, i.e., lags of ξit for some reservoir i, also2730

lags of the inflows of neighboring reservoirs i′ are used to explain ξit. As shown in2731

[125], cut formulae can be derived, such that cuts can be shared also in such case.2732

On the downside, using a SPAR model may further increase the state dimension.2733

Fortunately, as shown in [125], if many of the required lags are already used in a2734
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standard PAR model, such increase can be limited, while at the same time achieving2735

better point forecast accuracy. Apart from inflow lags of neighboring reservoirs, also2736

different exogenous variables, such as climate indices, precipitation or sea surface2737

temperature can be used to explain inflows [122, 167]. Similarly to SPAR, additional2738

predictors have to be chosen carefully due to a trade-off between forecast accuracy2739

and the computational burden in SDDP.2740

We refer to [125] for an extensive discussion on different forecasting techniques as2741

well as a methological guideline on how to fit models using PAR or SPAR.2742

Non-negativity. In many applications, for example for hydro inflows, the com-2743

ponents of ξt or bt(ξt), respectively, should not become negative. For ordinary PAR2744

models, this is not guaranteed. One resort is to use AR processes with multiplica-2745

tive instead of additive error terms [204]. Such models do also naturally occur if a2746

log-normal distribution is assumed for the inflows, and referred to as geometric PAR2747

(GPAR) models [127]:2748

(11.9) ln(ξt) = γt + Φt ln(ξt−1) + ηt.2749

GPAR models are usually more accurate in modeling inflows, as these often tend to2750

positive skewness and are, thus, not normally distributed.2751

Unfortunately, such processes lead to nonlinear models, destroying the convexity2752

of Qt(·), and thus, cannot be directly incorporated into SDDP. Therefore, they have2753

to be approximated linearly [204]. Another idea is to normalize the inflows first2754

using a Box-cox transformation. As such transformation is nonlinear, still a linear2755

approximation is required afterwards, though. Such approximation is proposed in2756

[170]. Further strategies to avoid non-negative inflows and nonlinearities are discussed2757

in [48, 178]. In [45] it is suggested to apply bootstrapping to resample directly from2758

the historical residuals instead of applying a nonlinear transformation.2759

Discretization. Usually, the autoregressive model contains continuous error2760

terms and, thus, also the described random variable ξt can take continuous values.2761

Therefore, once the model is determined and fitted, it has to be discretized for SDDP2762

to be applied, for instance by sampling average approximation. This challenge is also2763

prevalent for SDDP with stagewise independence and discussed in detail in Section 8.2764

The main difference for PAR processes is that SAA is applied to the error terms ηt2765

instead of ξt. To avoid this issue as a whole, Pritchard proposes to model inflows2766

as a continuous process with discrete random errors [173]. In this case, the random2767

process is directly approximated in the form required for SDDP.2768

11.4. Sensitivity of SDDP with Autoregressive Uncertainty. As outlined2769

in [207], expanding the state space to incorporate AR processes in the RHS leads to2770

unfavorable side effects on the solutions obtained by SDDP. Both, the primal and2771

dual solutions of the subproblems exhibit a larger variability, as they are sensitive to2772

changes in the RHS. The authors point out that the observed sensitivity can have2773

severe consequences, such as increasing risk, unpredictability of prices or distorted2774

investment signals in economic applications.2775

The main reason for this behavior is the observation that the solutions are more2776

sensitive to changes in past inflows (or more general, the additional state ξ[t−1]), which2777

provides uncertain information about future resource availability, than to changes2778

in the initial hydro storage volume (or more general, the original initial state x0),2779

which provides certain information about current resource availability. This is also2780

mathematically proven in [207].2781

To address this issue, Soares et al. present different mitigation strategies [207].2782
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For such strategies it is important that they reduce the solution variability, but on2783

the other hand do not compromise the original aims of the optimization, e.g., cost2784

minimization or system security. The first strategy proposed is to regularize the2785

change of the state variables xt between stages to avoid abrupt changes and ensure2786

a more stable operation. This is achieved by defining a maximum allowed relative2787

change and penalizing its violation in the objective function. The main difficulty of2788

this strategy is to define appropriate values for the maximum change and penalization2789

parameters.2790

The second strategy is to use different and independent time series in the forward2791

and backward pass of SDDP. In the forward pass, the accurate AR model is used for2792

sampling. This ensures that reasonable trial solutions (xist )Tt=1 are computed. In the2793

backward pass, on the contrary, unconditional samples are used, which are determined2794

once a priori and are not resampled within SDDP. Thus, the determined cuts do not2795

depend on ξ[t−1]. In order to compensate for this, a risk measure with a sufficiently2796

high parameter λ is introduced, see Section 9.2797

Numerical experiments with comparison of several solution quality indices indi-2798

cate that the proposed strategies succeed in reducing solution variability without a2799

significant decrease in expected costs and system security and, thus, can be used to2800

obtain beneficial policies in practical applications [207]. We should note that conver-2801

gence of SDDP may not be guaranteed in this case, though.2802

11.5. SDDP with Additional Markov Chain or Scenario Tree. By The-2803

orem 11.1, a natural extension of cut-sharing to stagewise dependent uncertainty in2804

SDDP is only possible for linear (or at least convex) AR processes appearing in the2805

RHS of problem (P ). Therefore, in other cases of stagewise dependence, different2806

approaches are required. One such approach is to combine SDDP with a discrete2807

Markov chain. This approach is quite established, but its usage and intention vary.2808

Alternatively, SDDP can be combined with a scenario tree.2809

11.5.1. A Hybrid SDP/SDDP Approach. Historically, the first approach2810

considering the usage of Markov chains in context of SDDP is related to stagewise2811

dependent uncertainty in the objective function of problem (P ). This idea goes back2812

to Gjelsvik et al. solving hydrothermal scheduling problems in Norway, which show2813

inflow uncertainty in the RHS as well as spot-price uncertainty in the objective func-2814

tion [79, 81, 82]. This approach is employed in several applications, for example,2815

hydrothermal scheduling including balancing market bids [99, 100], risk management2816

[108, 115, 141] and fuel contracts [38]. It is also applied to model fuel price uncertainty2817

[152].2818

When modeling the uncertainty in the objective with an AR process, it is possible2819

to expand the state space as described in Section 11.1. However, in such case, the2820

expected value functions Qt(·, ·) become non-convex. For this reason, the authors2821

propose a hybrid approach combining SDDP with SDP. More precisely, the uncertainty2822

in the RHS is treated by sampling and, if required, expanding the state space. The2823

uncertainty in the objective function, in contrast, is modeled by a discrete Markov2824

chain. To this end, the state space for the objective coefficients is discretized such2825

that it has L possible realizations ζ`, ` = 1, . . . , L [79].2826

In principle, not only objective coefficients, but also other data in (P ) can be2827

modeled by a discrete Markov chain. To keep our notation general and not limited2828

to the case of uncertain objective coefficients, let ψt denote the general Markov state2829

at stage t. The transition probabilities between state ψt−1 = ζi at stage t − 1 and2830

ψt = ζj at stage t are then denoted by ωij for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , L}. For simplicity, we2831
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assume the Markov chain to be time-homogeneous, such that ωij do not depend on2832

the stage, even though this is not required.2833

In [79], it is assumed that the uncertainty in the RHS (inflows) and in the objective2834

(spot-prices) are independent of each other. In such case, for each state ζ`, ` =2835

1, . . . , L, the distribution of ξt is the same, and marginal distributions can be used2836

in the expectation. However, in general, it is also possible that the distribution of2837

ξt depends on ζ`, which we emphasize by writing ξ`t . If this is the case, it can be2838

interpreted as assigning each realization of ξt to one specific Markov state [163].2839

The value functions now do not only depend on xt−1 and some realization of ξt,2840

but also on the Markov state ψt. As this state can only take finitely many values,2841

we denote this by Qt`(xt−1, ξt) where index ` indicates ψt = ζ`. Based on this, the2842

expected value functions can be expressed as2843

(11.10) Qt`(xt−1) :=

L∑
`′=1

ω``′E`
[
Qt`′(xt−1, ξ

`
t )
]
.2844

The index ` of the expected value function refers to the previous Markov state2845

ψt−1 = ζ`. Compared to standard SDDP, the expectation is not only taken conditional2846

over the realizations of ξ`t , but also the state transitions from ψt−1 to ψt are taken2847

into account. Using this definition, the dynamic programming equations for stages2848

t = 2, . . . , T can then be defined as2849

(11.11) Qt`(xt−1, ξ
`
t ) :=


min
xt

ζ>` xt +Qt+1,`(xt)

s.t. Wt(ξ
`
t )xt = ht(ξ

`
t )− Tt−1(ξ`t )xt−1

xt ≥ 0.

2850

Note that the dependence on ψt−1 in (11.10) resembles the expanding-the-state2851

approach from Section 11.1. However, there are important differences. ψt−1 can only2852

take a finite number of different values and also does not enter the subproblems.2853

Furthermore, as the transition probabilities ω``′ may differ for each ζ`, the cut com-2854

ponents are weighted differently and cuts cannot be shared between different Markov2855

states. Consequently, it is required to store separate expected value functions Qt`(·)2856

for each ` = 1, . . . , L. In return, the non-convexity of these functions is circumvented,2857

since each Qt`(·) remains convex.2858

Let us now address how SDDP works in this case. In the forward pass, different2859

approaches are used in the literature. The most natural one is for each stage t and2860

each sample path k ∈ K, to sample first from the Markov states and then conditionally2861

from ξ`t [163]. Sometimes it is also proposed to use historical values here, e.g., true2862

inflow spot-price combinations [79]. In such case, it is possible that a spot price is2863

drawn which is no valid state of the Markov chain. Then, a strategy is to use the in2864

some sense closest state from the Markov chain [79]. Another one is to use a linear2865

interpolation between the hyperplanes of neighbouring states [81, 226].2866

For stages t = 2, . . . , T , based on (11.11), the approximate subproblems solved in2867

the forward pass of SDDP have the form2868

(11.12) Qi
t`

(xikt−1, ξ
`k
t ) :=


min
xt

ζ>` xt + Qi
t+1,`(xt)

s.t. Wt(ξ
`
t )xt = ht(ξ

`
t )− Tt−1(ξ`t )xt−1

xt ≥ 0.

2869

Importantly, here, each function Qt`(·) is approximated by an individual cut approx-2870

imation Qi
t`(·).2871
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In the backward pass of some iteration i, the stages are traversed in backward2872

direction as usual to improve the cut approximations. At each stage t, the subprob-2873

lems (11.12) updated with Qi+1
t` (·) are solved for each trial state xikt−1, k ∈ K, each2874

stage-t Markov state ψt = ζ`, ` = 1, . . . , L, and all realizations ξ`tj , j = 1, . . . , q`t .2875

Then, for each xikt−1 and ψt−1 = ζ`, ` = 1, . . . , L, a valid cut can be derived for2876

Qt`(·). For notational convenience, we omit the scenario index k. Let πij`
′

t and ρijr`
′

t2877

denote the optimal dual variables for ψt = `′. In accordance with (2.21) and (2.22),2878

but also taking into account the Markov chain transition probabilities, we can define2879

cut coefficients2880

βt` :=

L∑
`′=1

ω``′

− q`
′
t∑

j=1

p`
′
tj(π

ij`′

t )>Tt−1(ξ`
′
tj)

2881

and2882

αt` :=

L∑
`′=1

ω``′

 q`t∑
j=1

p`tj

(πij`t )>ht(ξ
`
tj) +

∑
r∈R`t+1

ρijr`t α`rt+1

 .2883

A cut for Qt`(·) is then given by2884

θt − β>t,`xt−1 ≥ αt,`2885

and can be used to update Qi
t`(·). Philpott et al. derive similar formulae for the2886

multi-cut and risk-averse case [163].2887

The described approach allows for the incorporation of even nonlinear stagewise2888

dependent uncertainty into SDDP, but also gives rise to several challenges. Among2889

those is the assumption of the Markov property, which may not always be appropri-2890

ate. Moreover, it is required to define useful values ζ`, ` = 1, . . . , L, and transition2891

probabilities ω``′ for the Markov states [81, 142]. Most importantly, cuts cannot be2892

shared between, but only within Markov states, so that the curse-of-dimensionality is2893

only partially broken. Therefore, the number of Markov states should be rather small2894

to preserve computational tractability.2895

11.5.2. SDDP with Underlying Markov Chain. Incorporating a Markov2896

chain into the SDDP framework is not limited to stagewise dependent uncertainty2897

in the objective function. It may also be used in a more general setting where it2898

is assumed that the uncertainty ξt depends on an underlying state which follows a2899

discrete Markov chain. This is sometimes referred to as a hidden Markov model [163].2900

For instance, such assumption is valid for modeling regime switches, for which a single2901

AR process provides no appropriate fit. This is a common issue in wind forecasting2902

[232].2903

Even though the motivation differs, the modeling and solution approach basically2904

is the same as described in the previous section, but with replacing the objective2905

coefficients ζ` in (11.11) and (11.12) with ct(ξ
`
t ), such that they only depend on the2906

Markov chain state implicitly. More generally, the main difference between both2907

approaches is that, assuming an underlying state governed by a Markov chain, it is2908

natural to regard the distribution of ξt as dependent on ζ` [163], while Gjelsvik et2909

al. assume two independent processes. Furthermore, if different system regimes are2910

to be modeled, it may be easier to limit the Markov state ψt to only a few possible2911

realizations.2912
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As an example with L = 2 Markov states and two realizations of ξt for each of2913

them, a scenario tree with underlying Markov chain borrowed from [162] is illustrated2914

in Figure 19. For the transition probabilities let ω11 = q, ω12 = 1 − q, ω21 = 1 − p2915

and ω22 = p. For all t and ` ∈ {1, 2}, the distribution of ξ`t is given by ptj = 1
2 for2916

j ∈ {1, 2}.2917

ξ1
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ξ131 ξ132 ξ231 ξ232
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q
2
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2
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2
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2

Fig. 19: Scenario tree with underlying Markov chain (state 1 printed in black, state
2 printed in white). Replication from [162].

11.5.3. SDDP with Scenario Tree. In case that stagewise dependent uncer-2918

tainty outside of the RHS is to be considered in SDDP, an alternative to the hybrid2919

SDP/SDDP method by Gjelsvik et al. [79], is to combine sampling in SDDP with a2920

scenario tree based approach as in NBD [180].2921

Assume that the random vector ξ modeling the uncertainty in ct,Wt, Tt−1 and2922

ht can be separated into two separate and independent parts, ξS and ξT . The first2923

vector ξS can either be stagewise independent or exhibit some linear dependency if it2924

occurs in the RHS. In the latter case, it can be handled by expanding the state space.2925

Within SDDP, to break the curse-of-dimensionality, in each iteration samples of ξS2926

are considered. The second vector ξT , on the other hand, may lead to non-convexities2927

in the value functions if it is approached by augmenting the state space, e.g., as it2928

models stagewise dependent uncertainty in ct. Therefore, it is modeled by a scenario2929

tree, which is treated exactly in SDDP. This means that for this particular part of the2930

uncertainty, no samples are drawn, but all scenarios are considered in each iteration2931

of SDDP, as in NBD, see Section 2.2.2932

In some sense, this combination of sampling and scenario trees exploits both2933

approaches’ main strength and overcomes their weaknesses: Despite stagewise depen-2934

dence, it is not required to resort to NBD as a whole, which in many applications2935

is computationally prohibitive. Instead, by only treating the crucial part ξT of ξ2936

as a scenario tree and the remainder ξS still by sampling, even complex uncertainty2937

processes can be considered, while at the same time the increase of computational2938

complexity is kept at a minimum [180]. To take advantage of this, the scenario tree2939

associated with ξS should not be too large.2940

This approach is similar to hybrid SDP/SDDP in the sense that the expected2941

value functions depend on the scenarios from ξS and that cuts can only be shared2942

within, but not between such scenarios. Therefore, the curse-of-dimensionality is only2943

partially broken. The main difference compared to SDP/SDDP is that Gjelsvik et al.2944

model ξT by a discrete Markov chain, while Rebennack applies a scenario tree [180].2945

Both have different properties such that in specific applications the one or the2946

other may be favorable. For instance, the Markov chain approaches allow for depen-2947

dencies between different uncertainty processes. Moreover, in case each realization of2948
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ξ is assigned to one single Markov state ζ`, ` = 1, . . . , L, the number of LPs to be2949

solved per iteration can be kept equal to standard SDDP. The scenario tree approach,2950

by contrast, requires independence of ξS and ξT . By design, it considers all combina-2951

tions of scenarios of ξT and ξS , so no assignment of realizations of ξS to scenarios of2952

ξT is required. However, this lets the number of LPs to be solved grow exponentially2953

in the number of stages [180]. On the other hand, a scenario tree may be more appro-2954

priate to model very complex processes, e.g., referring to macroeconomical, political2955

or structural decisions [180], for which the Markov property is not appropriate.2956

11.5.4. Markov Chain SDDP. A slightly different use case of Markov chains2957

in context of SDDP is discussed by Löhndorf and Shapiro [127]. Their premise is that2958

the true, possibly continuous, data process (ξt)
T
t=1 itself is Markovian.2959

In such case, this process itself can be approximated by a discrete Markov chain2960

[202]. This means that SDDP is not enhanced by integrating an additional Markov2961

chain, but that SDDP works solely on a Markov chain. This idea is called Markov2962

chain SDDP (MC-SDDP) [127] or approximate dual dynamic programming (ADDP)2963

[128, 129].2964

The approximation of the continuous Markovian process by a discrete Markov2965

chain can be illustrated as a recombining tree or scenario lattice [127]. It can be2966

obtained by lattice quantization techniques [30, 127].2967

As for the previous Markov chain approaches in Section 11.5.1 and Section 11.5.2,2968

the expected value functions Qt`(·) depend on the different states ζ`, ` = 1, . . . , L of2969

the Markov chain and in SDDP, cuts are derived for each of these functions separately.2970

A computational advantage is that here, the process (ξt)
T
t=1 itself can be modeled by a2971

Markov chain, so that the computational effort grows linearly with number of Markov2972

states [202]. In contrast to expanding the state space, no linearity is required and2973

Markovian uncertainty in all elements ct, Tt−1,Wt and ht can be covered.2974

The main drawback lies in the relation to the true problem (P̃ ) with continuous2975

data process. While for SDDP with AR processes and expanding the state space,2976

many results exist that allow for inference of the SAA solution with respect to the2977

true problem, see Section 8, this is not the case for MC-SDDP. In particular, the2978

obtained policy and lower bounds are not necessarily valid for the true problem.2979

In spite of this theoretical downside, Löhndorf and Shapiro report tighter lower2980

bounds and better policies even for the true process based on numerical experiments2981

[127]. They conjecture that this is due to a differing exploration of the state space.2982

Expanding the state space introduces additional state variables, which are not under2983

control of the optimal policy, but selected randomly in the forward pass. This may lead2984

to selection of states, which do not provide the highest information gain. With MC-2985

SDDP this is partially mitigated by choosing sufficiently different states in advance2986

when constructing the Markov chain.2987

11.6. Saddle Cuts. For the case of stagewise dependent objective coefficients,2988

in principle, cut-sharing can be achieved by expanding the state space, as introduced2989

in Section 11.1. However, in deriving the cuts, it has to be addressed that, in such2990

case, the (expected) value functions are no longer convex, such that linear cuts are2991

not sufficient to approximate them. As a resort, special saddle cuts can be used.2992

To derive this formally, in the vein of [56], we assume the objective coefficients2993

to be described by y>t (ξt)Ct instead of c>t (ξt). While the matrix Ct is considered2994

deterministic, yt(ξt) is defined by the following autoregressive process2995

(11.13) yt(ξt) = Bt(ξt)yt−1(ξt−1) + bt(ξt)2996
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for all stages t = 2, . . . , T . Here, the matrix Bt and the vector bt are uncertain and2997

depend on the realization of ξt. Thus, the sequence
(
yt(ξt)

)T
t=1

is scenario-dependent.2998

Note that this uncertainty is assumed to be independent of the state xt−1 of the2999

system.3000

Inserting relation (11.13) into the objective function and considering yt−1 as an3001

additional state variable, for t = 2, . . . , T , we obtain the subproblems3002

Qt(xt−1, yt−1, ξt)

=


min
xt

(
Bt(ξt)yt−1 + bt(ξt)

)>
Ctxt +Qt+1

(
xt, Bt(ξt)yt−1 + bt(ξt)

)
s.t. Wt(ξt)xt = ht(ξt)− Tt−1(ξt)xt−1

xt ≥ 0

3003

where3004

Qt+1(xt, yt−1) = Eξt+1
[Qt+1(xt, yt−1, ξt+1)]3005

and QT+1(xT , yT ) ≡ 0. For the first stage, we obtain3006

v∗ =


min
x1

b1C1x1 +Q2(x1, y1)

s.t. W1x1 = h1

x1 ≥ 0.

3007

As usual, all stage-1 data is considered non-stochastic. The additional state yt−1 is3008

referred to as objective state. As stated in Theorem 11.1, the expected value function3009

Qt(·) is piecewise linear and convex in xt−1, but piecewise linear concave in yt−1 and3010

as such, a piecewise bilinear saddle function.3011

The concept of approximating saddle functions with saddle cuts goes back to3012

Baucke et al., who propose a deterministic algorithm to solve stochastic minimax dy-3013

namic programs [12]. A related approach is used in robust dual dynamic programming3014

(RDDP), which uses an SDDP-like framework to solve multistage robust programs3015

[76]. The main idea is to compute lower and upper bounding saddle functions, which3016

combine the ideas of an outer approximation by cutting-planes and an inner approx-3017

imation by convex combinations of function values, the latter of which we discuss3018

thoroughly in Section 6. For stagewise dependent objective coefficients, it is sufficient3019

to only use the lower bounding saddle functions, so-called saddle cuts, from [12] to3020

approximate the expected value functions in SDDP.3021

Let (2.21) and (2.22) define βt and αt as in standard SDDP. Then, the r-th saddle3022

cut for Qt+1(·) is defined as the solution to the optimization problem3023

(11.14)

min
µt, θt+1

y>t µt + θt+1

s.t. (yrt )
>µt + θt+1 ≥ αrt+1 + (βrt+1)>xt

‖µt‖∞ ≤ ν
3024

where yrt = yikt denotes the current objective state in iteration i and for scenario3025

k ∈ K. Importantly, this problem has xt and yt as parameters. Hence, a saddle cut3026

gives a valid lower approximation for Qt+1(·) for all xt and yt and can be shared3027

between scenarios. Moreover, the saddle cuts are tight at the trial state given by xikt3028

and yikt , at which they are created.3029
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A crucial part of applying this saddle cut approach is to bound the decision3030

variable µt in (11.14) by an appropriate constant ν. To this end, the expected value3031

functions Qt(·) are required to be Lipschitz continuous with respect to yt−1. As shown3032

in [12], to ensure validity of the saddle cuts, the parameter ν has to be chosen at least3033

as large as the Lipschitz constant of Qt(·) with respect to yt−1 under the dual norm3034

‖·‖1 of ‖·‖∞. If it is chosen smaller, this may result in invalid cuts and suboptimal3035

solutions. If it is chosen too large, though, the cuts may become very weak and3036

numerical issues may occur [56].3037

Incorporating the saddle cuts, for each stage t = 2, . . . , T , iteration i and scenario3038

k ∈ K, the SDDP subproblems can be formulated as3039

Qi
t
(xikt−1, y

ik
t−1, ξ

k
t )

=



min
xt,µt,θt+1

(yikt )>Ctxt + (yikt )>µt + θt+1

s.t. Wt(ξtj)xt = ht(ξtj)− Tt−1(ξtj)x
ik
t−1

(yrt )
>µt + θt+1 − (βrt+1)>xt ≥ αrt+1, r ∈ Rt+1

xt ≥ 0
‖µt‖∞ ≤ ν,

3040

where yikt = Bt(ξ
k
t )yikt−1 + bt(ξ

k
t ).3041

It can be shown that only finitely many different saddle cuts can be constructed.3042

As a consequence, the convergence results are the same as for standard SDDP [56].3043

11.7. Conditional Cuts. The previously discussed approaches all have in com-3044

mon that they require to set up a scenario tree or a discrete Markov chain from the3045

true (continuous) data process or from existing historical data. This is especially3046

relevant to the backward pass of SDDP where cuts are determined by solving sub-3047

problems for all backward openings ξtj , j = 1, . . . , qt, in a given state. This is required3048

to compute the conditional expectations in the cut formulae and to obtain valid cuts3049

for Qt(·).3050

As a relief, van Ackooij and Warin introduce an alternative cut determination3051

approach for SDDP, which works without the requirement of explicitly setting up a3052

scenario tree or discrete Markov chain or to expand the state [224]. A crucial assump-3053

tion is that the data process is Markovian. The approach is based on established3054

methods in mathematical finance and optimal stopping theory.3055

The first key ingredient of the proposed variant of SDDP is to partition the set3056

of possible values of ξt for each stage into a finite number Lt of hypercubes Dt`,3057

` = 1, . . . , Lt, also called meshes. Assume that a finite number S of scenarios ξs,3058

s =, 1 . . . , S, is given, e.g., historical observations of the data. Then the partitioning3059

is done in such way that approximately a uniform distribution of the samples is3060

achieved [224].3061

In the forward pass of SDDP, Lt scenarios are sampled. This is done to obtain a3062

trial solution for each mesh in expectation. Each of these trial solutions is then used3063

in the backward pass to derive cuts.3064

Instead of using a scenario tree, in the backward pass, in principle, the whole set3065

of scenarios ξs, s = 1, . . . , S, is considered as candidates for cut derivation. This set3066

is chosen in advance and not changed within SDDP.3067

For any sequence (xt)
T
t=1 of trial solutions, let (d(t))Tt=1 denote the sequence of3068

corresponding meshes, i.e., xt has been determined in the forward pass for ξt ∈ Dt,d(t).3069

At each stage t = T, . . . , 2, the SDDP subproblems are now solved for all scenarios3070

ξst for which ξst−1 ∈ Dt−1,d(t−1). This means that for each trial solution, all scenarios3071
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are considered which share the same mesh with the scenario used to obtain the trial3072

solution.3073

After solving these subproblems, the obtained solutions are used to construct cuts.3074

However, the cut derivation process differs from standard SDDP. Without the scenario3075

tree structure, the cut coefficients are determined as estimates of the corresponding3076

conditional expectations [224]:3077

αt(ξt−1) = ÊS
[
(πit)

>ht(ξt) +
∑

r∈Rt+1

ρijrt αrt+1

∣∣∣ξt−1

]
3078

and3079

βt(ξt−1) = −ÊS
[
(πit)

>Tt−1

∣∣∣ξt−1

]
.3080

These estimates are computed by linearly regressing the terms for each considered3081

scenario ξst on a finite number of local base functions, e.g., monomials in Rpt , with3082

support on the considered mesh. This yields a cut3083

Qt(xt−1, ξt−1) ≥ φ(xt−1, ξt−1) = β>t (ξt−1)xt−1 + αt(ξt−1),3084

which provides a local update of the cut approximation in the current meshDt−1,d(t−1)3085

and is zero otherwise. For this reason, the cut is associated with this specific mesh3086

and stored in a corresponding index set.3087

For each subproblem solved in the forward or backward pass, only the set of cuts3088

is taken into account which is associated with the currently explored mesh then [224].3089

Therefore, these cuts are called conditional cuts.3090

For problems with a low-dimensional vector ξt and Markovian dependency, van3091

Ackooij and Warin report promising results. Essentially, the obtained policies are3092

competitive with those obtained by expanding the state space, but without an increase3093

of the state dimension and without the need to set up a scenario tree.3094

12. SDDP for Convex Programs [relaxing Assumption 1]. A natural ex-3095

tension of SDDP can be achieved by relaxing the assumption of linearity of the ob-3096

jective function and constraints, i.e., Assumption 1, but assuming a convex program.3097

Such program can be formulated as3098

(12.1) (Pc) v∗c :=



min
x1

f1(x1) + Eξ2|ξ[1]
[

min
x2

f2(x2, ξ2) + Eξ3|ξ[2]

[
· · ·

+ EξT |ξ[T−1]

[
min
xT

fT (xT , ξT )

]
· · ·
]]

s.t. g1(x1) = 0
gt(xt−1, xt, ξt) = 0 ∀t = 2, . . . , T,

∀ξt−1 ∈ ξt−1, ξt ∈ Ξt|ξ[t−1]

xt(ξt) ∈ Xt ∀t = 1, . . . , T

3099

with convex lower semicontinuous proper functions ft(·), linear functions gt(·) and3100

nonempty convex compact sets Xt for t = 1, . . . , T . As mentioned in Section 2, this3101

formulation can be enhanced with local controls and constraints [78]. Furthermore,3102

a nonlinear coupling of xt−1 and xt may be introduced by inequality constraints3103

g̃t(xt−1, xt, ξt) ≤ 0 with convex lower semicontinuous functions g̃t(·) [85].3104
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Problem (Pc) in (12.1) can be equivalently expressed by dynamic programming3105

equations, which for t = 2, . . . , T and under stagewise independence (Assumption 9)3106

read3107

(12.2) Qt,c(xt−1, ξt) :=


min
xt

ft(xt, ξt) +Qt+1,c(xt)

s.t. gt(xt−1, xt, ξt) = 0
xt ∈ Xt

3108

with expected value functions defined as3109

(12.3) Qt+1,c(xt) := Eξt+1
[Qt+1,c(xt, ξt+1)]3110

and QT+1,c(xT ) ≡ 0. For the first stage, this yields3111

(12.4) v∗c =


min
x1

f1(x1) +Q2,c(x1)

s.t. g1(x1) = 0
x1 ∈ X1.

3112

Assuming that QT,c(·) is Lipschitz continuous, all expected value functions Qt,c(·)3113

are convex and Lipschitz continuous on Xt−1, as can be shown by backward recursion3114

[78]. Therefore, they can be approximated by linear cutting planes. Such cuts can be3115

generated using SDDP.3116

Contrary to the linear case, however, the expected value functions Qt,c(·) are3117

no longer polyhedral. Thus, they cannot be represented exactly by a finite number3118

of cuts. Still, it can be shown under some assumptions that finitely many cuts are3119

sufficient to ensure convergence of SDDP under Assumptions 1 to 9.3120

To derive these convergence results, some constraint qualification called extended3121

relatively complete recourse has to be satisfied, which generalizes relatively complete3122

recourse in the convex case [78]. Under this assumption, the norm of the subgradients3123

obtained in the cut formulae within SDDP can be shown to be bounded. Using3124

this result and assuming i.i.d. sampling in the SDDP forward pass, Girardeau et al.3125

provide a proof of finite almost sure convergence of SDDP applied to problem (Pc)3126

[78].3127

In [90], Guigues and Monteiro propose a slightly different algorithmic approach, in3128

which not only the expected value functions, but also some or all nonlinear functions3129

are iteratively approximated by affine functions.3130

While most research on SDDP deals with multistage stochastic linear program-3131

ming problems, some of the extensions presented in Sections 3 to 11 have also been3132

enhanced to the convex case, e.g., risk-aversion [85], inexact cuts [87], regularization3133

[88] or exact upper bounding procedures [11, 117]. [85] contains an extension of the3134

convergence proof from [78] to the risk-averse case. Furthermore, the idea to use3135

inexact cuts is generalized to convex non-differentiable problems [89].3136

13. SDDP Extensions to Mixed-integer and Non-convex Programs [re-3137

laxing Assumption 1]. In many practical applications, multistage stochastic pro-3138

gramming problems do also contain integer decision variables or nonlinear, but non-3139

convex, terms in objective function or constraints. In general, such programs (Pnc)3140

can be formulated in the same way as in the convex case, see problem (12.1), but3141

with the functions ft(·) and gt(·) possibly being non-convex. Moreover, in this case,3142

Xt is the intersection of a convex compact set, e.g., representing box constraints, with3143

possible integer constraints, i.e., Xt ⊂ Rnt1t × Znt2+ with nt = nt1 + nt2. We denote3144

the optimal value by v∗nc.3145
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Assuming stagewise independence (Assumption 9), the dynamic programming3146

equations can be written as (12.2)-(12.4), but for distinction we denote the value3147

functions by Qt,nc(xt−1, ξt) and the expected value functions by Qt+1,nc(xt) for all3148

t = 2, . . . , T . Both, integer variables and non-convex functions make (Pnc) a non-3149

convex multistage stochastic programming problem. In particular, Qt(·, ·) and Qt(·)3150

are no longer ensured to be convex, but become non-convex functions in xt−1. For3151

this reason, linear cuts are not appropriate to approximate them, as illustrated in3152

Figure 20.3153
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Fig. 20: Non-convex function Qt(·) with invalid linear cut.

To approach problem (Pnc) by SDDP, different strategies can be used. The sim-3154

plest one is to solve a static convex relaxation (P̂nc) of (Pnc), which is associated3155

with convex expected value functions Q̂t(·). Such relaxation can be achieved by3156

relaxing the integrality constraints and replacing non-convex functions with convex3157

relaxations, such as McCormick envelopes [138]. Usually, in such case, the Benders3158

cuts determined by SDDP are very loose, though. Therefore, only some rough under-3159

approximation v̂∗nc of the optimal value v∗nc is determined.3160

A second strategy is to keep the subproblems in SDDP non-convex, but to con-3161

vexify the expected value functions Qt(·) in some sense. This strategy is proposed in3162

[37, 216]. Usually, in this case, the nonlinearities in (Pnc) are still relaxed by piecewise3163

linear approximations, such that all subproblems are MILPs. Then, in the backward3164

pass a Lagrangian relaxation of these MILPs is solved where the coupling constraints3165

gt(xt−1, xt, ξt) = 0 are relaxed. The Lagrangian relaxation can be written as3166

Lt(xt−1, πt) := min
xt

ft(xt, ξt) + Qt+1(xt) + π>t gt(xt−1, xt, ξt)

s.t. xt ∈ Xt.
3167

In the Lagrangian dual, this Lagrangian function is maximized over all multipliers πt:3168

(13.1) vLD(xt−1) := max
πt
Lt(xt−1, πt).3169

A similar solution approach is proposed by Steeger and Rebennack [210, 212], however,3170

in a dynamic fashion. This means that in the backward pass dynamic programming3171

equations are considered for the Lagrangian relaxations.3172
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It is well-known from the theory on Lagrangian relaxation that the optimal value3173

vLD(xt−1) coincides with some lower convex envelope of Qt(·) at xt−1 [75]. Therefore,3174

the expected value functions are in some sense convexified and cuts are determined for3175

this convexified function. The obtained cuts provably dominate the ordinary Benders3176

cuts, which can be obtained by solving an LP relaxation of the subproblems. However,3177

convergence of SDDP is not guaranteed, since there may still be some duality gap3178

between vLD(xt−1) and Qt(xt−1).3179

Various methods have been proposed to solve the Lagrangian dual (13.1), such as3180

cutting-plane methods [111], subgradient methods [70, 169] or bundle methods [120].3181

However, the solution process remains computationally costly. Advantageously, even3182

suboptimal Lagrangian multipliers πt yield valid cuts for Qt(·).3183

A third strategy is to construct ordinary Benders cuts, which are only locally3184

valid, as illustrated in Figure 20, and to integrate them into the subproblems by3185

special heuristics [1].3186

Recently, there has been more research on, and progress in, directly applying3187

the SDDP idea to problems (Pnc) to avoid the requirement of convexification or the3188

drawback of only local validity.3189

Presuming monotonicity of the value functions, they can be approximated by3190

special step functions instead of cutting planes. This idea is incorporated into the3191

SDDP framework in the so-called mixed-integer dynamic approximation scheme (MI-3192

DAS) [165]. To determine the step functions, mixed-integer linear subproblems have3193

to be solved exactly at each stage and in each iteration. In contrast to the previous3194

approaches, convergence of MIDAS to an approximately optimal policy for (Pnc) is3195

guaranteed.3196

For the mixed-integer linear case, the stochastic dual dynamic integer program-3197

ming (SDDiP) approach by Zou, Ahmed and Sun can be considered as pioneering3198

work [234]. SDDiP is an enhancement of NBD and SDDP which allows the solution3199

of multistage stochastic MILPs in the special case of binary state variables. Similar3200

to the approaches in [37, 212, 216], Lagrangian dual problems are solved in the back-3201

ward pass to derive valid cuts. However, in SDDiP a new class of Lagrangian cuts is3202

proposed. The crucial idea is to introduce local copies zt of the state variables xt−13203

and to relax the corresponding copy constraints in the Lagrangian relaxation:3204

L̃t(xt−1, πt) := min
xt,zt

ft(xt, ξt) + Qt+1(xt) + π>t (xt−1 − zt)

s.t. gt(zt, xt, ξt) ≤ 0

xt ∈ Xt.
3205

The Lagrangian dual denotes3206

(13.2) ṽLD(xt−1) := max
πt
L̃t(xt−1, πt).3207

A Lagrangian cut can be determined as3208

(13.3) Qt(xt−1) ≥ L̃t(xt−1, π
i
t) + (πit)

>(xt−1 − xit−1)3209

where xit−1 denotes the trial solution and πit denotes the (optimal) Lagrangian mul-3210

tiplier obtained by solving (13.2) in iteration i. The cut (13.3) can be proven to be3211

valid and, in particular, tight, as defined in Lemma 2.4. Moreover, if only dual basic3212

solutions are considered, it is also finite in the sense that only finitely many different3213

cuts can be generated. Therefore, almost sure convergence of SDDiP to an optimal3214

policy of (Pnc) is guaranteed.3215
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Binary state variables are crucial for SDDiP to work, as they guarantee that3216

the expected value functions Qt(·) coincide with their lower convex envelope at all3217

xt−1 and that strong duality is assured. If the state variables are general integer or3218

even continuous, they can be approximated by binary expansion in order to apply3219

SDDiP [234]. While it can be proven that for sufficiently fine binary expansion, an3220

approximately optimal policy for (Pnc) is computed, it may be challenging to choose3221

an appropriate precision in practice.3222

SDDiP is applied in the case studies [103] and [233]. In the latter, additional non-3223

convex functions occur in (Pnc), which are linearized using a Big-M reformulation.3224

As long as the value functions are assured to be Lipschitz continuous and some3225

recourse property is satisfied, the requirement of binary state variables can be dropped.3226

This is exploited by the stochastic Lipschitz dynamic programming (SLDP) method3227

proposed by Ahmed et al. in [2], which enhances SDDiP to general MILPs. In contrast3228

to the Lagrangian cuts (13.3), here, two types of non-convex, but Lipschitz continuous3229

cuts are derived to approximate Qt(·): Reverse-norm cuts, which are constructed by3230

using Lipschitz constants, and augmented Lagrangian cuts, which are based on (13.3),3231

but contain an additional penalization term −µ‖xt−1 − xit−1‖, where µ denotes some3232

user-controlled parameter.3233

This idea is further refined by Zhang and Sun in [229] who propose a new frame-3234

work to solve multistage non-convex stochastic MINLPs. Similarly to [2], nonlin-3235

ear generalized conjugacy cuts are constructed by solving augmented dual problems.3236

Moreover, as Lipschitz continuity is not assured for the value functions, a Lipschitz3237

continuous regularized value function is considered within the decomposition method.3238

The proposed method allows the state variables xt−1 to enter the objective function3239

only, though. Otherwise, indicator functions have to be used. Furthermore, a rather3240

general framework is presented, which requires the solution of MINLP subproblems3241

in each iteration.3242

Based on the concepts in [234] and [229], Füllner and Rebennack present a new3243

framework to solve multistage (stochastic) non-convex MINLPs [73]. Here, the origi-3244

nal MINLP is outer approximated by MILPs using piecewise linear relaxations, which3245

are iteratively improved in an outer loop. In an inner loop, those MILPs are solved3246

by a NBD-based decomposition scheme, which combines the regularization approach3247

from [229] with binary approximation to generate non-convex cuts. In contrast to3248

SDDiP, the binary approximation is applied only temporarily to derive cuts, which3249

are then projected back to the original state space. This is computationally important3250

as it allows to construct cuts which are guaranteed to be valid also for the outer loop3251

MINLPs. In this context, the binary approximations are also dynamically refined3252

within the algorithm, instead of a static choice in advance. The main difference com-3253

pared to the approach from [229], in turn, is that it is not required to solve MINLPs3254

in each iteration to derive cuts. Similar to SLDP [2], however, it is required to intro-3255

duce a potentially large number of auxiliary variables and constraints to express the3256

non-convex cuts and the piecewise linear approximations by mixed-integer linear con-3257

straints. While the proposed framework is essentially based on NBD, sampling could3258

be incorporated to develop an SDDP-like algorithm, if the refinement and stopping3259

criteria are adapted appropriately.3260

14. SDDP without Block-diagonal Structure [relaxing Assumption 3].3261

As the general solution principle of SDDP and NBD is based on a stagewise decompo-3262

sition that allows to formulate dynamic programming equations, there hardly is any3263

latitude to relax Assumption 3 of block-diagonal structure of problem (P ).3264
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A case requiring such relaxation occurs, for example, if some constraints of (P )3265

span multiple stages instead of only coupling consecutive ones. In such case, aggre-3266

gating stages may become a reasonable choice if SDDP should be applied [55], even3267

though this changes the structure, solution and interpretability of (P ).3268

In some cases, it is also possible to equivalently reformulate models, which at3269

first glance do not satisfy Assumption 3, in such way that they become accessible3270

to SDDP. The most prominent application in the literature on SDDP where this is3271

implemented, is the incorporation of emission quotas in energy optimization problems3272

[15, 179, 181].3273

Here, emissions caused over multiple stages in sum are not allowed to exceed3274

some emission quota. This yields a constraint including decision variables of several3275

stages, destroying the block-diagonal structure. This issue can be circumvented by3276

introducing auxiliary emission reservoirs, with an initial level equal to the emission3277

quota, and by interpreting emission allowances similar to hydro storages and inflows3278

[181]. This means that an additional state variable representing the remaining emis-3279

sion allowances at stage t is introduced, augmenting the state space.3280

The described approach is also applied in [179]. A similar approach of emission3281

reservoirs is proposed in [15].3282

15. SDDP for Infinite Horizon [relaxing Assumption 2]. So far, we con-3283

sidered multistage stochastic programs with a finite time horizon, that is T <∞. In3284

some practical applications, however, repeated decisions have to be modeled without3285

a clear bound on the time horizon. In such case, to ensure that the optimal value3286

of the problem is finite, a geometric discount factor δ < 1 is introduced for the cost3287

at each stage. Considering such problems is common for dynamic programming or3288

optimal control, e.g., for Markov decision processes [20].3289

Since SDDP performs a forward and a backward pass through all stages in each3290

iteration, it is not directly applicable to such problems, as in such case no iteration3291

would ever be completed. Therefore, mostly different solution concepts are utilized3292

in such setting, see for example [10]. Still, recently there has been some focus on3293

enhancing the SDDP idea to problems with infinite time horizon.3294

One approach, called Benders squared or B2, is based on limiting each iteration3295

of SDDP to a finite horizon of τ stages, but to dynamically increase τ per iteration,3296

e.g., by 1, until convergence is reached [146].3297

By presuming that the uncertainty occurs in the RHS and is not only stagewise3298

independent, but also i.i.d., convergence to an approximately optimal policy is assured.3299

The reason is that under this special assumption, the expected value functions are the3300

same for all stages and, hence, cuts computed at stage t cannot only be incorporated3301

at stage t − 1, but at all stages [146]. It should be emphasized that because of the3302

infinite horizon, upper bound determination is aggravated and requires some special3303

heuristics, though.3304

A different option to adopt SDDP to infinite horizon problems exists if such3305

problems possess some kind of periodical behavior. This idea is put forward by Shapiro3306

and Ding [203]. Assume that for some period m ∈ N, the distributions of ξt as well as3307

the functions ct,Wt, ht and Tt−1 are the same for t = τ and t = τ +m for all t = 2, . . .3308

Then, under standard assumptions with respect to boundedness and feasibility, the3309

expected value functions Qt(·) and Qt+m(·) are equivalent as well. This means that it3310

is sufficient to derive cuts for the expected value functions at stages t = 2, . . . ,m+ 13311

in order to obtain valid cuts for all stages.3312

In the forward pass of SDDP, it is proposed to only consider a finite number of T3313
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stages starting from stage 1, with T ≥ m+ 1 in order to determine at least one trial3314

point for each of the differing expected value functions. In case of T > m+1, multiple3315

candidate trial points exist, at which cuts can be constructed in the backward pass.3316

Before starting the backward pass, the actually used trial points can be chosen from3317

such candidate set randomly or by some heuristic.3318

Similar to B2, for discount factors δ close to 1, the influence of late stages on3319

the optimal value may be substantial and, thus, policy evaluation and upper bound3320

determination are very challenging and computationally costly. Still, Shapiro and3321

Ding propose some proxies based on some finite, but sufficiently large number of3322

stages T [203]. However, they do not provide a convergence proof.3323

A big advantage of SDDP for periodical problems is that it can also be applied3324

to increase solution performance for problems with a finite, but very large number of3325

stages, in case that they satisfy some notion of periodicity. The authors present an3326

example where instead of a 60-month horizon, exploiting the periodical structure of3327

the problem, only a 13-stage problem has to be solved [203]. This can make even large3328

problems amenable to SDDP and computationally tractable. It is also considered to3329

mitigate the so-called end-of-horizon effect, which we discuss in detail in Section 16.3330

On a different note, the policy graph approach to modeling of multistage sto-3331

chastic programs introduced by Dowson [57] provides a natural extension to infinite-3332

horizon problems, as it allows for cyclic graphs. Solving such problems, similarly3333

to [146], relies on a truncation after a finite number of nodes in the graph. Then,3334

approximate convergence can be proven.3335

16. Applications. In principle, SDDP can be applied whenever some practical3336

problem (P ) has the structure discussed in the previous sections, that means, if (P )3337

is a multistage (linear) stochastic programming problem satisfying Assumptions 13338

to 9 or a reasonable alleviation, and if conventional approaches such as SDP are3339

computationally intractable.3340

In this section, we examine different application areas of SDDP and review case3341

studies in the literature.3342

16.1. Power Sytem Optimization. By far the dominating application field3343

of SDDP is and has been power system optimization, in particular, the operational3344

planning of energy systems including hydro storages by a central planner. This is due3345

to its adequacy with respect to such problems, but also due to its origins in Brazilian3346

hydro storage optimization. In fact, SDDP has been developed in order to optimize3347

the operation planning of its hydrothermal systems [153, 154]. As hydro plants make3348

for the majority of power generation in Brazil, such optimization is of high economic3349

importance. To this day, SDDP is heavily promoted by the Brazilian Electric Energy3350

Research Center (CEPEL) and applied by the Brazilian system operator ONS in3351

practice, where it is included in the so-called NEWAVE framework [132, 133]. To this3352

day, SDDP has been applied in operational studies in more than 30 countries [174].3353

In general, solving power system optimization problems is a very complex task,3354

as it allows for incorporation of various technical and economical details as well as3355

untertainties [110, 150, 183, 184, 185, 208, 209, 231]. Including all these details in3356

one single problem, is computationally intractable. Therefore, usually a hierarchy of3357

problems is considered, dealing with different time-scales and perspectives [48], such3358

as short-term dispatch (a few days or weeks), mid-term operational planning (1-23359

years) and long-term operational planning (3-5 years) [81], see also Figure 1 in [72].3360

Results from a long-term model can then be incorporated into one with a shorter3361

horizon, but more detail in other modeling aspects.3362
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16.1.1. Long- and Medium-term Operational Planning. SDDP is most3363

prominently used for long-term operational planning (LTOP) of hydrothermal power3364

systems, also called long-term hydrothermal scheduling (LTHS).3365

The aim of LTOP is to determine an optimal policy for the amount of power to3366

be generated by thermal and hydroelectrical utilities in the energy system over some3367

planning horizon of several years such that demand is satisfied, further technical3368

constraints are fulfilled and the expected cost is minimized [162, 180]. Such policy3369

defines for each stage, given the system state at the beginning of that stage, the3370

optimal generation levels of all power plants [204].3371

More precisely, the objective is to minimize the expected cost over the whole3372

planning horizon, where the objective function consists of fuel costs, possibly operating3373

costs and penalties for load shedding:3374

T∑
t=1

∑
j∈G

cjtgjt + c``t.3375

Here, G denotes the set of thermal generators with fuel cost cjt and generation gjt.3376

The decision variable `t denotes load shedding at stage t, which is penalized by cost3377

c` for all stages. For hydro storage generation, usually no variable costs are assumed.3378

Let uit denote the generation related to hydro storage i ∈ H, where H is the set of3379

all hydro reservoirs. Moreover, let vit the reservoir level at the end of stage t, ait the3380

inflow and sit the spillage for reservoir i at stage t. The reservoir level vit is a state3381

variable, while ait(ξt) is considered as uncertain. As reservoirs are often structured3382

in a cascade system, let Ui denote all hydro plants, which are directly upstream of3383

reservoir i.3384

The most important constraints in LTOP are the reservoir level balance and the3385

load balance. The reservoir level balance3386

vit = vi,t−1 − ui,t − si,t +
∑
h∈Ui

(uht + sht) + ait(ξt)3387

states that at any stage t the reservoir level of reservoir i is defined by its previous3388

reservoir level, the outflow by generation and spillage, the uncertain inflow and some3389

additional inflow due to upstream reservoirs.3390

For any stage t = 1, . . . , T , the load balance3391 ∑
j∈G

git +
∑
i∈H

ρiuit + `t = dt3392

requires the demand dt to be met by generation of all hydroelectric and thermal3393

generators. If not, load shedding `t is required which is penalized in the objective.3394

The parameter ρi converts water outflow into an energy equivalent.3395

In LTOP the main focus is on managing the reservoirs and, thus, the water3396

resource efficiently. Note that this is not trivial. While there is an incentive to use all3397

the water in a reservoir immediately, as no fuel costs occur, also the potential value3398

of storing water for later stages has to be considered in the decision-making process,3399

with taking into account the uncertainty of future inflows. For this reason, it can be3400

beneficial to retain water in wet periods for following dryer periods. In other words,3401

the ability to store water in reservoirs over the planning horizon leads to a temporal3402

coupling of the stages. Moreover, if reservoirs are organized in cascade sytems, the3403
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generation of one turbine may affect the inflow of downstream reservoirs, such that3404

they can not be managed separately.3405

As focus is on long-term hydro storage operational planning, usually only inflows3406

are considered uncertain. Inflows often show seasonality and temporal or spatial3407

coupling, which has to be considered in modeling the uncertainty. PAR models have3408

proven reliable in doing this, see Section 11.3. Despite most attention on inflow3409

modeling, in certain contexts, it is also reasonable to assume spot prices [79] or demand3410

[180] as stochastic, mostly if a medium-term horizon of one or two years is considered.3411

Since its introduction, SDDP has been applied to LTOP of various hydrothermal3412

systems. Most prominent is the Brazilian system [16, 31, 32, 33, 42, 48, 49, 50, 53, 84,3413

94, 95, 105, 124, 125, 127, 131, 135, 163, 168, 203, 204, 205, 207, 215, 223], but also3414

other hydro power dominated systems have gained attention such as Norway [80, 189],3415

New Zealand [162, 164, 226] or Central and South America [71, 180, 212].3416

Due to the high importance of system reliability and stability to prevent outages3417

and electricity shortages, often variants of risk-averse SDDP are applied to LTOP3418

[108, 207], as presented in Section 9. Typically, a planning horizon of 5 years with3419

monthly resolution is chosen, i.e., 60 stages are considered, see [204] for example. But3420

also horizons of 4 years [66] or 3 years [105] are common.3421

The number of inflow realizations qt per stage typically is chosen in a range3422

between 20 and 100. For T = 60, this yields a scenario tree with about 1.15e78 or3423

1e120 scenarios. Per forward pass, either a single scenario [49] or between 100 and 2003424

scenarios are sampled. As convergence is difficult to ensure in reasonable time, often3425

a maximum number of iterations, hours or cuts is used as stopping criterion. After3426

computing a policy, often the policy is evaluated using a few thousand samples, either3427

from the original continuous distribution (out-of-sample evaluation) or from the finite3428

scenario tree (in-sample evaluation).3429

Despite breaking the curse of dimensionality related to SDP, SDDP is compu-3430

tationally prohibitive for problems with a large number of state variables as well.3431

For example, this is the case for Brazil where the energy system contains about 1503432

thermal plants and more than 150 hydro storages [49]. This is even aggravated by3433

introducing additional state dimensions for each reservoir and lag of the PAR process.3434

As a relief, it is common practice, to use a more aggregated perspective for LTOP.3435

More precisely, hydro storages are aggregated based on their region and hydrological3436

properties in so-called energy equivalent reservoirs (EER). This idea goes back to [6].3437

This way, the state dimension is significantly reduced [133]. However, reducing the3438

computational burden comes with an increased abstraction and, thus, may lead to3439

suboptimal policies. Moreover, as outlined in [48] the EER modeling may introduce3440

some non-linearities into the system, which have to be mitigated by linearization.3441

A second challenge when applying SDDP to compute policies for practical imple-3442

mentation is the so-called end-of-horizon effect. It relates to the effect that obtained3443

policies do not guarantee a continuous and reliable energy supply after the planning3444

period, since in an optimal policy, all energy remaining in the reservoirs will be used3445

at the end of the planning period. A common practice to mitigate this is to add 603446

more stages to the problem, i.e., to consider a problem with 120 stages [204].3447

Structurally, medium-term operational planning problems usually do not differ3448

very much from LTOP. The main difference is that a shorter, one- or two-year time3449

horizon is considered [48, 162, 163, 180]. However, especially on a medium-term time3450

horizon, SDDP has also been adopted from the traditional setting with a single system3451

operator to more market-driven systems, in which several electricity suppliers are3452

active. In such systems, besides inflows also spot prices can be considered uncertain.3453
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This imposes an additional challenge to SDDP, as explained in Section 11.5.1. For3454

this reason, for operational planning of the Norwegian hydro-storage system, usually3455

a combined SDP/SDDP approach is used [80, 79, 81, 99, 100].3456

16.1.2. More Energy-related Problems. Apart from LTOP, several other3457

energy-related applications have been approached by SDDP.3458

Short-term Dispatch. Despite being particularly suitable for long-term hydro3459

storage system optimization, SDDP can also be applied to short-term economic dis-3460

patch, such as real-time dispatch with focus on renewable supply uncertainty [149]3461

or gas power dispatch under consideration of fuel supply contract agreements [38].3462

Using a reasonable extension to mixed-integer programs, such as SDDiP [234], also3463

unit commitment problems are accessible by the SDDP idea [233].3464

Introducing More Specific Constraints. Operational planning problems can3465

be naturally enhanced by additional constraints, e.g., with respect to system relia-3466

bility, generator properties or power transmission. This is particularly important for3467

shorter time horizons. For example, it may be reasonable then to consider security3468

constraints and reserve energy, which are often disregarded in LTOP due to the long-3469

term focus [215]. In such case, the hydrothermal scheduling and ancillary services3470

are jointly optimized [130]. If security constraints are considered, usually linear DC3471

power flow models are used instead of AC power flow models.3472

Different examples are to consider CO2 emissions, which can be covered by im-3473

posing an emission quota system [15, 181, 179] or by introducing emission trading3474

[182], and to expand the coverage of water resources to groundwater [136].3475

Specifically for hydro storages, the so-called water head effect is often disregarded,3476

but may become decision-relevant in medium-term scheduling problems. This effect3477

describes that the production of a hydro plant increases with the net head of the reser-3478

voir. As this production function is multiplied with the water discharge, it introduces3479

non-convexities to the problem. Therefore, it is often approximated by a constant.3480

The nonlinear water head effect is explicitly considered in [37, 103, 165], where con-3481

vexification approaches, SDDiP or MIDAS are used to address the non-convexity of3482

the value functions.3483

As different types of storage systems can be modeled similar to hydro storages,3484

SDDP is also applicable to such systems, for instance, to optimize gas storage facilities3485

[224].3486

Optimal Bidding. Instead of minimizing expected system cost from the per-3487

spective of a central system operator, in strategic bidding problems (hydro) power3488

plant operators attempt to determine an optimal bidding policy in order to maxi-3489

mize their expected revenue, while taking into account information uncertainty, for3490

example with respect to inflows or the market-clearing price. For an overview on such3491

problems, we refer to [211, 213].3492

Since the future revenue functions of the price-maker have a sawtooth shape,3493

the resulting problem is non-convex [212]. To apply the SDDP idea, thus, more3494

sophisticated approaches are required. Flach et al. propose a static concavization of3495

the value functions [71], while Steeger and Rebennack use a dynamic convexification3496

based on Lagrangian relaxation [210, 212]. Dowson et al., in turn, propose to use3497

saddle cuts [56]. Also the MIDAS algorithm has been developed in order to tackle3498

strategic bidding problems [165, 226]. For more details on appropriate techniques for3499

non-convex problems, see Section 13.3500

Investment Planning. An important long-term optimization problem in power3501

systems is to make optimal investment decisions, either with respect to renewables or3502
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to conventional projects.3503

For renewables, Street et al. [214] identify challenges to enhance the commercial3504

attractiveness of small-scale renewable power plant projects due to the inherent vari-3505

ability of renewable energy generation and the related market risks. Therefore, they3506

propose to formulate a portfolio management problem for such projects, which can3507

then be solved by SDDP.3508

Optimal investment strategies for renewable energy projects are also examined in3509

[34] based on risk-averse SDDP. SDDP is also used for the economic evaluation of a3510

CHP biomass plant in [121].3511

The impact that an increasing share of renewables will have on the hydro power3512

system in Brazil is analyzed in [134], coming to the conclusion that the impact is not3513

significant.3514

For conventional power systems, common investment problems address the ques-3515

tions of generation expansion or transmission expansion. The main challenge with3516

such problems is that they naturally impose the introduction of integer decision vari-3517

ables. Therefore, in such case relaxations [148] or appropriate extensions of SDDP,3518

e.g., SDDiP [234] have to be used. Alternatively, SDDP can be incorporated into a3519

larger Benders decomposition framework, where at the first stage binary investment3520

decisions are taken and at the second stage a multistage stochastic linear program is3521

solved by SDDP [179].3522

Similar applications are considered in [53] and [41] with a special focus on risk3523

and reliability constraints.3524

Coping with Renewable Uncertainty. An increasing share of renewable en-3525

ergy sources introduces more variability to an energy system, which has to be taken3526

into account and balanced by appropriate mechanisms. The usage of distributed3527

grid-level storage, such as batteries, electric vehicles, for smoothing out the variable3528

generation of renewables is examined in [67] using SDDP. A similar application is3529

dealt with in [235]. In [143], SDDP is combined with chance constraints to model3530

wind uncertainty appropriately.3531

Smart Grid and Microgrids. Recent years have seen a lot of research on3532

decentralized, distributed and more flexible energy systems. Such systems require an3533

efficient and fine-tuned operation. By modeling the related optimization problem as3534

a multistage stochastic program, SDDP can be applied to optimize the management3535

of microgrids [23] or smart grids [69].3536

Energy Contract Management. Related to portfolio management is the man-3537

agement of energy contracts, which is optimized by SDDP in [30]. We discuss portfolio3538

optimization problems in detail in Section 16.3.3539

16.2. Water Resource Management. In many energy applications of SDDP,3540

managing water resources plays a key role, as it couples subsequent stages. Apart from3541

energy optimization, SDDP is also applied to more general water resource manage-3542

ment problems, where not only energy production, but also water usage for irrigation3543

in agriculture [156, 218], flow requirements for navigation [218] or ecological con-3544

straints [217] are taken into account in the operational planning of reservoirs. Also3545

related is the problem of river basin management [190].3546

Most of the research in this field is done by the research group of Tilmant. Besides3547

operational planning problems, it also covers the assessment of the value of water in3548

hydrological systems with power generation [221], risk assessment for certain dam3549

projects from an economic and hydrological perspective [3, 220] and the identification3550

of resource vulnerabilities [191]. Moreover, SDDP is applied to analyze the benefits3551
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of cooperation and the costs of non-cooperation between different bordering states in3552

international basins [137, 219].3553

16.3. Portfolio Management. The optimal management of a portfolio of in-3554

vestments, also referred to as asset allocation, is a multistage stochastic programming3555

problem, which gains attention especially in a risk-averse context. Therefore, it is a3556

popular application of (risk-averse) SDDP.3557

In asset allocation, the aim is to distribute a fixed investment sum among a finite3558

number of assets in such way that the expected return at the end of the considered3559

period is maximized. As stated by Dantzig and Infanger, this can be formulated as a3560

multistage stochastic linear programming problem as follows [43]. Let xti denote the3561

share of asset i = 1, . . . , n at stage t. By selling an amount yti or buying an amount zti3562

of asset i, the investor can restructure his portfolio in each time period t = 1, . . . , T .3563

Instead of simply shifting investments between different assets, a cash stock can be3564

used to store remaining cash and to buy additional assets. Usually, transaction costs3565

µi and νi are associated with selling and buying, changing the cash stock. The cash3566

stock is denoted by xt,n+1.3567

At each stage t, each asset i = 1, . . . , n yields a return rti, which increases the3568

invested value. The returns are subject to uncertainty, i.e., rti(ξt), for some random3569

variable ξt. The interest return rt,n+1 can be considered as deterministic, while some-3570

times the initial budget is considered random [88]. The investor’s target is to allocate3571

the invested sum, including the earned returns, optimally over the considered time3572

horizon, such that the expected return after the last stage is maximized.3573

With additional variable bounds and in a risk-neutral form, the model can be3574

formally stated as [43]3575

(16.1)

max
x,y,z

E

[
n+1∑
i=1

rT,i(ξt)xT,i

]
s.t. xti + yti − zti = rt−1,i(ξt)xt−1,i, i ∈ N , t ∈ T

xt,n+1 −
n∑
i=1

(1− µi)yti +

n∑
i=1

(1 + νi)zti = rt−1,n+1xt−1,n+1, t ∈ T

xti ≤ xti ≤ xti, i ∈ N , t ∈ T
y
ti
≤ yti ≤ yti, i ∈ N , t ∈ T

zti ≤ zti ≤ zti, i ∈ N , t ∈ T

3576

where we omit the implicit dependence of xt on ξt and use N = {1, . . . , n} and3577

T = {1, . . . , T}. Note that especially the consideration of transaction costs makes3578

this a very complex problem [222].3579

As described in the previous sections, problem (16.1) can be solved by SDDP.3580

For this reason, it is popular in the literature to use it to test improvements and3581

enhancements of SDDP, for example with respect to regularization [88], cut-sharing3582

[84] or inexact cuts [9]. As mentioned before, portfolio optimization is naturally3583

linked to risk-averse optimization, since most investors are risk-averse. Therefore,3584

problem (16.1) is mostly examined in context of risk-averse SDDP approaches [59,3585

63, 65, 106]. Kozmı́k and Morton also examine a simplified asset allocation model to3586

assess their proposed upper bound computation and importance sampling techniques3587

for risk-averse SDDP [112, 113].3588

For problems of practical interest, the asset allocation problem (16.1) becomes3589
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very challenging, as pointed out by Valladão et al. in [222]. Firstly, risk aversion pa-3590

rameters such as λt or αt, see Section 9, are not intuitive to choose in such way that3591

the true preferences of an investor are appropriately represented. For this reason,3592

the authors propose to solve a risk-constrained model with one-period conditional3593

CVaR constraints instead of a usual risk-averse SDDP approach. Secondly, assuming3594

stagewise independence of asset returns may prove unrealistic, requiring a more so-3595

phisticated approach such as incorporating a Markov chain, see Section 11. Moreover,3596

the large supply of potential assets leads to a high-dimensional state space.3597

We should note that it may also be reasonable to impose a bound on the number3598

of assets possessed. As this requires to introduce binary variables to (16.1), in such3599

case SDDP extensions to MILPs, for example SDDiP, have to be applied [234].3600

16.4. Further Applications. Although emphasis in the SDDP literature is3601

clearly on hydrothermal operational planning, water resources management and port-3602

folio management, occassionally also other types of applications are investigated.3603

Among those applications are dairy farming [61, 83], newsvendor problems [7, 151],3604

inventory management [9, 60, 86, 95] and routing problems [59]. In [52] and [234] air-3605

line revenue management is explored using SDDiP, which is an established problem3606

in dynamic programming, but requires integer variables.3607

17. Software. Until recently, SDDP implementations have been solely restricted3608

to closed research projects or commercial products, and as such have been non-public.3609

For commercial products, most established is the SDDP implementation by PSR, a3610

Brazilian energy consultancy founded by SDDP inventor Mario Veiga Pereira [174].3611

A newer stochastic programming software, which also includes SDDP ideas, is pro-3612

vided by Quantego and can be accessed using MATLAB, Python and Java [175].3613

For research projects, various different and specific implementations exist, covering3614

programming languages like AMPL, C++, Fortran, GAMS, Java or MATLAB, see3615

[58].3616

In the last few years, open-source implementations have gained more and more in-3617

terest, with the aim to increase research transparency, enhance research exchange and3618

benchmarking and facilitate access to SDDP in industry and science [58]. The most3619

prominent programming language in this regard is Julia [22], which provides its own3620

algebraic modeling language JUMP [62] and is increasingly used in operations research3621

and especially stochastic progamming. By now, with StochDynamicProgram.jl [118],3622

StructDualDynProg.jl [119] and SDDP.jl [58] there exist three SDDP implementa-3623

tions in Julia. Similarly, SDDP packages are available in MATLAB (FAST [35]), C++3624

(StOpt [77]) and Python (msppy [52]).3625

Currently, SDDP.jl, which is based on Dowson’s concept of policy graphs [57],3626

can be considered the most comprehensive package. It provides many of the features3627

described in the previous sections, such as cut selection, parallelism, Markov chain3628

SDDP, objective states, belief states, SDDiP as well as different stopping criteria and3629

sampling approaches. Moreover, it includes some of the approaches discussed for3630

distributionally robust and risk-averse SDDP. However, as most other packages, it3631

requires the underlying stochastic process to be finite. Thus, if Assumption 6 is not3632

satisfied, some discretization has to be applied a priori. Then, the results obtained by3633

SDDP are valid for the discretized problem, but not put into perspective with respect3634

to the true problem. msppy, on the other hand, integrates both, the discretization by3635

SAA and the solution by SDDP in one package and, thus, can naturally be applied3636

to problems with continuous uncertainty [52].3637

A more detailed comparison of currently available libraries is presented in [58].3638
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18. Conclusion. In this tutorial-type review, we give an overview on the moti-3639

vation, theory, extensions and applications of SDDP.3640

While many proposals have been made in the last 30 years on how to improve the3641

performance of SDDP and how to mitigate some of its traditional assumptions, there3642

still remain some open research questions in this field, which leave room for future3643

improvements and enhancements. Among the most crucial topics are the following.3644

1. To this date, in many applications SDDP is stopped heuristically, e.g., based3645

on a fixed number of iterations or stabilization of lower bounds, which leaves3646

the task to define a reasonable stopping criterion to the user. Recently, there3647

has been some pioneering work on developing deterministic upper bounding3648

techniques and stopping criterions, but these are still limited, as they require3649

significant computational effort.3650

2. Developing efficient upper bounding techniques is especially relevant to risk-3651

averse variants of SDDP, where the commonly used nested risk measures do3652

not allow for employment of their pendants from risk-neutral SDDP. Lately,3653

different risk measures have been proposed, which avoid this issue. However,3654

such risk measures usually hamper interpretability. Therefore, it can still be3655

regarded an open question how risk should be optimally measured in SDDP3656

in order to obtain a computationally tractable problem and at the same time3657

to properly reflect the true risk preferences of a decision-maker.3658

3. In many applications, nonlinear functions or integer variables are required3659

to appropriately model the problem at hand. As the (expected) value func-3660

tions become non-convex in such case, traditional cutting-plane techniques3661

fail to approximate them correctly. Starting with SDDiP, recently, there has3662

been a trend to extend the NBD and SDDP frameworks to such non-convex3663

problems. Lagrangian-type cuts, which are possibly non-convex, show great3664

potential in approximating non-convex functions. However, their construction3665

is computationally costly and subject to rather strong technical assumptions,3666

such that especially large-scale non-convex problems remain computationally3667

intractable. Consequently, in the future, the trade-off between computation-3668

ally efficient cut generation techniques and best possible approximations of3669

the value functions needs to be further explored.3670
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